A BARGAIN FOR BLOIS
An Ambrose Hooley Howl
By JOE ARCHIBALD
IS GOD DEAD?

NO—God is not dead. The Power of God is a completely unknown factor on the earth—that's all. When the fullness of the scintillating beauty of the Power of God is made known to humanity, such world-desolators as Tojo and Schickelgruber will vanish as the morning mists before the rising sun.

The "Psychiana" Movement is bringing to Americans everywhere, the plain simple facts of God. We have discovered that the invisible Power of God is the most staggeringly dynamic Power in existence. What men and women can do with the Power of God in their lives beggars description. The pity of it all is that no idea or theory of God advanced to date has been able to disclose the actual, literal Power of God to humanity. That revelation is now coming. We brought knowledge of the Power of God to humanity some fifteen years ago. Naturally, what has happened in the lives of those who found and use this staggering Power of God is beyond description.

We want you too, to know the amazing, invisible Power which exists here and now for YOUR use. So we have prepared two booklets which will be sent you without charge on receipt of your name and address. Try and imagine what your life would be if you knew that you had, at your instant disposal, ALL THE POWER OF GOD. Well you can have. The Power exists. It is free for all. So send us your name and address now, and we will send you the two free booklets by return mail. The address is "Psychiana" Inc. Dept. 64, Moscow, Idaho.

AN ASTOUNDING PROPHECY

Ten years ago Dr. Robinson predicted this war. He told what nations would be lined up against other nations. He predicted the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. The prophecy came true in a remarkable manner. NOW—he makes another astounding prophecy. How long will the war last? Which side will be victorious? How will Hitler and Hirohito meet their doom? Will Tokyo go up in flames? A FREE COPY of this amazing prophecy will be included if you mail your request—NOW. We cannot promise to repeat this offer. SO SEND NOW. You might just as well begin to use the invisible superhuman Power of God right tonight—right in your own home. The address again is "Psychiana" Inc. Dept. 64, Moscow, Idaho. Copyright 1942 "Psychiana" Inc.
Men Wanted NOW for all Skilled Jobs

THESE QUICK TRAINING BOOKS ARE SHIPPED FREE

for Examination. Get ahead faster. Use this quick reference way to find the facts on hundreds of important subjects. The jiffy index helps you to find out what you need to know in a hurry. Machinists, Toolmakers, Draftsmen, Automobile Mechanics, Aviation Employees, Diesel Engineers, and men in almost any other similar field can profit by having these books. Remember, any set will be sent to you free for examination. Just send the coupon.

AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING
Brand New Set 6 Volumes. Whether you are a mechanic or helper, expert or apprentice, auto owner or driver, you will find great value in these auto books (19th edition) which tell you step by step how to make difficult repairs. 2,500 pages, 2,000 illustrations. Marine engines, aviation motors, Diesel engines, wiring diagrams included. **Total price only $24.80. Sent on trial.**

BUILDING, ESTIMATING AND CONTRACTING
9 Volumes. This new edition should make it easy for any carpenter to become a contractor. Invaluable to builders. Roof framing, steel structure, architectural drawing and design, estimating, painting and decorating, heating, building, contracting, concrete forms, and many other subjects well covered. **Total price $29.80. Sent on trial.**

DRAFTING
For Beginners or Experts in Machine Trades. Written so you can understand every word, by well-known engineers. De Luxe modernistic, washable cloth binding, over 1,800 pages, hundreds of blueprints, charts and diagrams; prepare you for a good drafting job in mechanical lines. **Total price for complete set $13.80. Sent on trial.**

8 Big Books, 3,000 pages with nearly 2,000 illustrations which cover tool making, pattern making, foundry work, mechanical drawing, forging, machine shop practice and management, and hundreds of other subjects. This set, "Modern Shop Practice," will give any mechanic who uses them an advantage over untrained men. With each set we will include extra, a big binder of nearly 800 pages with hundreds of original shop tickets and 1,200 illustrations which show step by step how to set up and run almost any kind of a job. These are in addition to the 8 big books pictured above. **Total price only $34.80. Sent on trial.**

ELECTRICITY 10 Volumes
This new seventeenth edition of Applied Electricity has over 3,000 pages, hundreds of illustrations. Dynamos, motors, power stations, radio, telegraphy and many, many other subjects all covered. **Total price only $29.80. Sent on trial.**

AVIATION 6 Volumes. Aircraft engines, blueprint reading, aerial photography, a complete encyclopedia. **Total price $18.80.**

DIESEL ENGINEERING 6 Volumes. Over 2,500 Pages. Hundreds of illustrations. **Total Price $24.80.**

HEATING & VENTILATING INCLUDING AIR CONDITIONING 6 Volumes. 2,000 Pages. 800 Illustrations. **Total Price $24.80.**

ANY SET SHIPPED FREE!
for Examination. All you need do to get a set of Drafting for Machine Trades" 5 volumes, "Modern Shop Practice" 8 volumes plus binder, "Applied Electricity" 10 volumes, "Automobile Engineering" 6 volumes, "Building, Estimating and Contracting" 9 volumes, "Heating-Ventilating" 6 volumes, "Diesel Engineering" 6 volumes, "Aviation" 6 volumes, for free examination is to send in the coupon. The books will be sent promptly. You pay the delivery charges only. Keep them for 10 days. If not satisfied, send them back and you will owe us nothing. If satisfied, send only $3.00 in 10 days and then $3.00 a month until the total price shown is paid. There is no further obligation.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY, Dept. X749
Drexel at 50th Street, Chicago, Illinois
Dept. X749

SEND THIS COUPON TODAY

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY, Dept. X749
Drexel at 50th Street, Chicago, Illinois
Dept. X749

I will pay the delivery charges only, and if fully satisfied, will send you $2.00 in 10 days and then $3.00 a month until the total price of the set is paid. If I return the books in 10 days I owe you nothing. You are to include a year's consulting privileges with your engineers without extra charge.

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: ____________________________ State: ______________________

Please attach a letter stating your occupation and name and address of employer and at least one business man as a reference.
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When Jap planes blacken the Pacific area, the world's greatest sky fighter goes into whirlwind action—riding the battle-scared blue like an avenging eagle!
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I WILL SEND A SAMPLE LESSON FREE to PROVE I can Train You at Home in Spare Time to BE A RADIO TECHNICIAN

J. E. SMITH
President
National Radio Institute
Established 27 Years

I Trained These Men

$200 A MONTH IN OWN BUSINESS

For several years I have been in business for myself making and selling radios. My business has increased and I now have N. R. I. to thank for my success. — THEODORE E. BENEDICT, Binghamton, N. Y.

NOW MORE MAKE $30, $40, $50 A WEEK THAN EVER BEFORE

Here is a quick way to better pay. MAIL THE COUPON. Get my Sample Lesson and Free 64-page Book. See how complete and practical my Lessons really are, how the information they contain is designed to help you make more money quickly. Read about the SIX Big Kits of Standard Radio Parts I send you with my Course. See for yourself how you LEARN the fundamentals of Radio from this Lesson Book—PRACTICE what you learn by actually building some typical circuits you study—PROVE what you learn by making tests and measurements while you adjust the circuits you have built.

YOU BUILD THESE AND OTHER Radio Circuits with Parts My Course includes

You Conduct 60 sets of experiments. Make hundreds of interesting measurements and adjustments to give you valuable practical experience.

SERGEANT IN SIGNAL CORPS

I am now a Sergeant in the U.S. Army, Signal Corps. My duties cover Radio Operating, maintenance of Army Transmitters and Receivers. Handling duties of the Chief Operator in his absence. — SERGEANT RICHARD W. ANDERSON, U.S. ARMY. (Address omitted for military reasons.)

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

You build early in the Course, and use in your training and practical Radio work. It is an ammeter, voltmeter and multimeter, measures A.C. and D.C. voltage; D.C. ammeter; resistance; receiver output.

A.M. SIGNAL GENERATOR

Provides amplitude-modulated signal for test and experimental purposes.

GOOD FOR BOTH 64 PAGE BOOK SAMPLE LESSON FREE

You build early in the Course, and use in your training and practical Radio work. It is an ammeter, voltmeter and multimeter, measures A.C. and D.C. voltage; D.C. ammeter; resistance; receiver output.

Extra Pay in Army, Navy, etc.

Men likely to go into military service, soldiers, sailors, marines, should mail the Coupon Now! Learning Radio lends men get extra rank, extra prestige, more interesting and a much higher pay. Also prepares for good Radio jobs after service ends. It’s Smart to Train for Radio Now!
Learn this Profitable Profession

in 90 Days at Home

Hundreds of men and women of all ages 18-50 make $10.00 to $30.00 a day giving scientific Swedish Massage and Hydro-Therapy treatments. There is a big demand from Hospitals, Sanitariums, Clubs, Doctors and private patients as well as opportunities for establishing your own office.

Learn this interesting money-making profession in your own home by mail, through our home study course. Same instructors as in our NATIONALY KNOWN resident school. A diploma is awarded upon completion of the course. Course can be completed in 3 to 4 months. High School training is not necessary. Many earn big money while learning. The Army and Navy need hundreds of experts—both men and women.

Anatomy Charts & Booklet FREE

Enroll now and we will include uniform coat, medical dictionary, patented reducing roller and Hydro-Therapy supplies without extra cost. The reducing course alone may be worth many times the modest tuition fee.

Send coupon now for Anatomy Charts and booklet of photographs and letters from successful graduates. These will all be sent postpaid—FREE.

THE College of Swedish Massage
Dept. H, 700 E. Adams St., Chicago
You may send me FREE and postpaid, Anatomy Charts, booklet containing photographs and letters from graduates, and complete details of your offer.

Name
Address
City
State

KEEP THE BLITZ FROM YOUR BABY!

BUY WAR SAVINGS BONDS—STAMPS

This advertisement has been prepared, and the space donated by the publisher of this magazine entirely without cost as a patriotic gift to the Government.

PROVES MAN IS GOD

A strange method of mind and body control, that leads to immense powers never before experienced, is announced by Edwin J. Dingle, F.R.G.S., well-known explorer and geographer. It is said to bring about almost unbelievable improvement in power of mind. Many report improvement in health. Others acquire superb bodily strength, secure better positions, turn failure into success. Often, with surprising speed, talents, ability and a more magnetic personality are developed.

This startling method was found in remote and mysterious Tibet, formerly a forbidden country, rarely visited by outsiders, and often called the land of miracles in the astounding books written about it. Here, behind the highest mountains in the world, Mr. Dingle learned the extraordinary system he is now disclosing to the Western world.

He maintains that all of us are giants in strength and mind-power, capable of surprising feats, from the delay of old age to the prolonging of youth, and the achievement of dazzling business and professional success. From childhood, however, we are hypnotized by a false idea of what we really are.

Most of us know that God is everywhere, but never realize that God cannot be everywhere without being also in us. And if He is in us, then all His wisdom, all His power—unlimited knowledge and infinite power—is likewise in us. If God is everywhere, then there is nothing but God, and we also are that—a completely successful human life being the expression of God in man. The Holy Spirit of the Bible is an actual living force in man, and through it we too can do greater things than these. The method found by Mr. Dingle in Tibet is said to be remarkably instrumental in freeing our minds of the hypnotizing ideas which blind us to the vast power of this living force within us.

A nine-thousand word treatise, revealing the startling results of this system, is now being offered free to anyone who quickly sends his name and address. Write promptly to the address below, as only a limited number of the free treatises have been printed.

HE Mailed This Coupon

J. G. O'BRIEN
Atlas Champion
Cup Winner
This is an ordinary snapshot of one of Charles Atlas' Californian pupils.

...and Here's the Handsome Prize-Winning Body
I Gave Him!

J. G. O'BRIEN saw my coupon. He clipped and mailed it. He got my free book and followed my instructions. He became a New Man. NOW read what he says:

"Look at me NOW! 'Dynamic Tension' WORKS! I'm proud of the natural, easy way you have made me an 'Atlas Champion'!"

J. G. O'Brien.

"I'll Prove that YOU, too, can be a NEW MAN"—Charles Atlas

I don't care how old or young you are, or how ashamed of your present physical condition you may be. If you can simply raise your arm and flex it I can add SOLID MUSCLE to your biceps—yes, on each arm—in double-quick time! Only 15 minutes a day—right in your own home—is all the time I ask of you! And there's no cost if I fail.

I can broaden your shoulders, strengthen your back, develop your whole muscular system INSIDE and OUTSIDE. I can add inches to your chest, give you a firm, straight back, make those legs of yours litho and powerful. I can shoot new strength into your old backbone, exercise those inner organs, help you cram your body so full of pep, vigor and red-blooded vitality that you won't feel there's even "standing room" left for weakness and that lazy feeling! Before I get through with you I'll have your whole frame "measured" to a nice, new, beautiful suit of muscle!

Only 15 Minutes a Day

"Dynamic Tension!" That's the ticket! The identical natural method that I myself developed to change my body from the scrawny, skinny-chested weakling I was at 17 to my present superman physique! Thousands of other fellows are becoming marvelous physical specimens—why not you? I give you no gadgets or contraptions to fool with. You learn to develop your strength through "Dynamic Tension." You simply utilize the DOMINANT muscle-power in your own God-given body—watch it increase and multiply double-quick into real, solid LIVE MUSCLE.

My method—"Dynamic Tension!"—will turn the trick for you. No theory—every exercise is practical. And, man, so easy! Spend only 15 minutes a day in your own home. From the very start you'll be using my method of "Dynamic Tension" almost unconsciously every minute of the day—walking, bending over, etc—to BUILD MUSCLE and VITALITY.

FREE BOOK "EVERLASTING HEALTH AND STRENGTH"

In it I talk to you in straight-from-the-shoulder language. Packed with inspirational pictures of myself and pupils—fellows who became NEW MEN in strength, size, power. Let me show you what I helped THEM do. See what I can do for YOU! For a real thrill send for this book today. AT ONCE!

CHARLES ATLAS, Dept. 77-Z, 115 E. 23rd St., New York, N. Y.

Charles Atlas
115 East 23rd St.
New York, N. Y.

I want the proof that your system of "Dynamic Tension" can help make you a New Man—give me a healthy, sturdy body and big muscle development. Send me your free book, "Everlasting Health and Strength." No obligation.

Name ____________________________
(Please print or write plainly)

Address ____________________________

City ____________________________ State ____________________________

Charles Atlas, Dept. 77-Z, 115 E. 23rd St., New York, N. Y.
AND INDUSTRIAL WARFARE HAS ITS
"COMMANDOS," TOO!

On the battlefield, daring "hit-and-skip" raids can only succeed when every man is trained to do his part to perfection.

Industrial warfare, too, has its "commandos"—workers whose skill and experience are backed by sound, practical, up-to-the-minute training! These are the men who were Johnny-on-the-spot when the nation called on industry to outproduce the Axis!

Many of these "shop commandos" got their basic and specialized training through the International Correspondence Schools—at surprisingly low cost! It's not too late for YOU to join their ranks—by starting now to get the training that will make you a better soldier on the industrial front, and qualify you for a more responsible, better paid job!

Simply mail the coupon, and we will send you complete information on I.C.S. Courses in your line of work.

NOTICE! Please show this advertisement to your friends. Even if you have mailed the coupon, they can get prompt information by mailing a postcard or letter, telling their name, age, address and occupation, to Box 3968-V,

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, SCRANTON, PENNA.
LOOK OVER THIS LIST OF I. C. S. COURSES—THEN MARK AND MAIL THE COUPON TODAY!

### TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES

- Air Brake
- Air Conditioning
- Airplane Drafting
- Architectural Drafting
- Architecture
- Auto Engine Tune-up
- Auto Technician
- Aviation
- Aviation Mechanic
- Boilermaking
- Bridge Engineering
- Chemistry
- Civil Engineering
- Coal Mining
- Concrete Engineering
- Contracting and Building
- Cotton Manufacturing
- Diesel Engines
- Electrical Drafting
- Electrical Engineering
- Electric Lighting
- Foundryman
- Heating
- Heat Treatment of Metals
- Highway Engineering
- House Planning
- Industrial Metallurgy
- Locomotive Engineer
- Machinist
- Management of Inventions
- Marine Engines
- Mechanical Drafting
- Mechanical Engineering
- Mine Foreman
- Navigation
- Patternmaking
- Plumbing
- Practical Telephony
- Public Works Engineering
- Pulp and Paper Making
- Radio, General
- Radio Operating
- Radio Servicing
- R. R. Section Foreman
- R. R. Signalman
- Refrigeration
- Sanitary Engineering
- Sheet Metal Work
- Ship Drafting
- Shipfitting
- Shop Practice
- Steam Electric
- Steam Engines
- Steam Fitting
- Structural Drafting
- Structural Engineering
- Surveying and Mapping
- Telegraph Engineering
- Telephone Work
- Textile Designing
- Toolmaking
- Welding
- Woolen Manufacturing

### BUSINESS COURSES

- Accounting
- Advertising
- Bookkeeping
- Business Correspondence
- Business Management
- Cartooning
- Civil Service
- College Preparatory
- Commercial
- Commercial Illustrating
- Cost Accounting
- C. P. Accounting
- First Year College
- Foremanship
- French
- Good English
- High School
- Managing Men at Work
- Railway Postal Clerk
- Salesmanship
- Secretarial
- Spanish
- Showcard and Sign
- Lettering
- Traffic Management

### HOME ECONOMICS COURSES

- Advanced Dressmaking
- Foods and Cookery
- Home Dressmaking
- Professional Dressmaking
- and Designing
- Tea Room and Cafeteria
- Management, Catering

---

**INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS**

HELPING TO TRAIN AMERICANS FOR VICTORY

BOX 3969-V, SCRANTON, PENNA.

Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of your booklet, "Who Wins and Why," and full particulars about your course in:

Name ____________________________ Age ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City ____________________________ State ____________________________

Present Position ____________________________

TIGHTENS FALSE TEETH or No Cost!

OUR AMAZING OFFER

Don't suffer embarrassment and discomfort caused by loose dental plates. Apply CROWN RELINER. In a jiffy your plate fits you now and stays that way up to 4 months. No old fashioned heating to warm your mouth. Just squeeze CROWN from tube and put your teeth back in. They'll fit as snugly as ever. Inventions is a recognized authority in dental field. A patent has been applied for CROWN RELINER to protect you fromimitators. After you remove your plate with CROWN, take your false teeth out for cleaning without affecting the CROWN RELINER. CROWN RELINER is guaranteed...it's harmless. NOT A POWDER OR PASTE! It is not a substitute, even after 4 months, return partly used tube for full refund.

CROWN PLASTICS CO., Dept. 6410
4358 W. Philadelphia Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Now on Sale at All Stands

PUZZLES OF EVERY VARIETY
IN
BEST CROSSWORD PUZZLES
THE BIG QUARTER'S WORTH AT ALL STANDS

Approved by Parents and Teachers

MAN WANTED
BUILD A BIG PAY ROUTE
SELL TO STORES ON NEW PLAN


SONGWRITERS

We want your song or song poem. Melodies written for songs, poems without charge. We also rewrite, record and market your songs. We have helped others, why not you? Send your song or poem today for free examination and details.

Hollywood Recording Studios
Dept. 623, Box 87, Preuss Sta., Los Angeles, Calif.

INVENTORS


FALSE TEETH

Low at $6.85
90 DAYS TRIAL
TEST THEM EXAMINE THEM

SEND NO MONEY

PARKER DENTAL LABORATORY
127 W. DEARBORN STREET, DEPT. 17K, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

HERE IT IS!
America's Best Dime's Worth of Picture Entertainment

NOW ON SALE AT ALL STANDS

TRUE ADVENTURES OF THE WORLD'S GREATEST HEROES!

It's New! It's True! It's Different!
MEN whether you are 16 or 50
YOU ARE VITALLY NEEDED IN OUR
NATIONAL VICTORY PROGRAM

Trained Electrical men are needed now! It's not how young you are, or how old
you are. The question is—have you the training to hold a particular job that must
be filled. Electricity offers you the opportunity you have always wanted—if you'll
prepare for your place in this field.

ELECTRICITY
Learn By Doing in 12 Weeks

Here at Coyne you can train in 12 weeks—not by books or lessons, but on real
actual electrical machinery and apparatus. You "Learn by Doing." And you
don't need much money. I'll finance your tuition and you can pay it in easy
monthly payments after your training period is over.

NO BOOKS—NO CLASSES—NO RECITING

Get into the fascinating, fast, growing, well paid field of Electricity—a field that offers you op-
portunities and a future—in good times or bad times—a field that is a permanent necessity
in war or peace. Here is your chance to prepare
yourself for a lasting permanent future.

Here at Coyne in 12 weeks, you can train for
your Big Opportunity by working on real electrical
machinery. Here you learn airplane ignition, wind
armatures, learn power plant operation, do house
and factory wiring, etc. Coyne training is easy to
learn. For "Learn-By-Doing," not by books.
Not a correspondence course. You don't need
previous experience or advanced education. With
this brief description of my school I want to bring
out this important fact—You don't need much
money to get my training. I have many plans to
help the fellow who needs training but hasn't
much money. Mail coupon for all the facts.

I'll Finance Your Training

Coyne Training is EASY, PRACTICAL! You LEARN BY DOING. No
dull books. No baffling charts. No reciting. You get individual training.
First the instructor TELLS you how to do a job. Then he SHOWS you
how. Then YOU DO THE JOB YOURSELF on real, full-sized electrical
equipment. You work on one of the greatest outlays of electrical ma-
icinery ever assembled. Don't let lack of money stop you. You can
get training first—then pay for it in easy monthly payments after
you graduate. If you need part-time work to help out with living ex-
enses, I'll help you get it. My Employment Manager will give you LIFE-
TIME EMPLOYMENT HELP whenever you're looking for a better job.

H. C. LEWIS, President
COYNE Electrical School
500 South Paulina Street, Dept. 72-84, Chicago, Illinois

RADIO—Right now I'm incl-
cluding an extra 4 weeks' Radio Course at no extra
tuition charge.

MAIL COUPON NOW!

H. C. LEWIS, President
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dept. 72-84
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago, Ill.

Send me your Free Book and tell me about your plans to help me.

NAME__________________________
ADDRESS________________________
CITY____________________STATE____
Calling All Puzzle Fans!

ENTERTAINMENT ON EVERY PAGE OF POPULAR CROSSWORD PUZZLES

THE BIG DIME'S WORTH ON SALE EVERYWHERE

Let's Go-

HELP "FIRE THAT LAST SHOT" with the U.S. MARINES

Read America's Favorite Comics Magazines

- THRILLING COMICS
- EXCITING COMICS
- STARTLING COMICS
- AMERICA'S BEST COMICS
- THE FIGHTING YANK

Each 10c At All Stands
Our Graduates Run 43% of All the Identification Bureaus in America!

Here's a Partial List of City and State Institutions In Which Our Graduates Were Placed As Finger Print Experts

Arrest Him, Officer! I'll have complete facts on the other fellow tonight!

Send for complete list of over 840 bureaus where our graduates are placed. THEN write the nearest bureau and learn what our graduates think of us.

State Bureau of Massachusetts
State Bureau of Illinois
State Bureau of Iowa
State Bureau of Idaho
State Bureau of Colorado
State Bureau of Washington
State Bureau of Michigan
State Bureau of Utah
State Bureau of Ohio
Pittsburgh, Calif.
Kokomo, Ind.
El Reno, Okla.
Austin, Tex.
Mexico City, Mex.
Paris, Tenn.
Tallahassee, Fla.
Columbus, S. C.
Hollis, Ohio
Portland, Ohio
Selma, Ala.
Atchison, Kans.
He Springs, Tex.
Glen Falls, N. Y.
Bilings, Mont.
Laconia, N. H.
Salem, N. J.
Chicago, Ill.
Asheville, N. C.
Fort Scott, Kans.
Augusta, Ga.
Florence, S. C.
Hindale, Ill.
New Bedford, Mass.
Saco, Me.
Saginaw, Ohio
New York, N. Y.
Lisbon, Texas
Eugene, Ohio
Cincinnati, Ohio
South Orange, N. J.
Savannah, Ga.
Patterson, N. J.
Beverly, Mass.
Canonsburg, Pa.
St. Cloud, Minn.
Frankfort, Ky.
San Juan, P. R.
Albany, Calif.
Livingston, Mont.
Orangeburg, S. C.
San Francisco, Pa.
Sacramento, Calif.
San Diego, Calif.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Manilow, Ohio
Waltham, Mass.
Grand Forks, N. D.
Bremerton, Wash.
Long Beach, Calif.
Fort Worth, Texas
Huntington, Ind.
El Paso, Texas
Kewanee, Ill.
Davenport, Iowa

Want a Regular Monthly Salary?

Be a Secret Service and Identification Expert!

Enjoy all the thrill of getting your man! — with no personal danger — PLUS a regular monthly paid salary and the opportunity to share in rewards. Become a well paid Finger Print and Crime Detection Expert. Learn at home — in your spare time — and at low cost — the unique secrets of this young, fascinating and fast growing profession. We offer you the same course of training as we gave the hundreds of our graduates who now hold splendid positions in the more than 840 institutions partially listed on this page. Each of these bureaus has numerous graduates of our regular monthly salaries — and new openings develop from time to time.

Wonderful Opportunity for TRAINED MEN in This Young, Fast Growing Profession

Of the many thousands of cities in America, more than three-fourths are STILL without identification bureaus and many more are bound to come! That spells OPPORTUNITY! But you must be READY for it! You can easily master this profession that combines thrills with personal safety AND the security of a steady income! We show you HOW — just as we have already shown the hundreds who now hold good pay positions.

FREE! THE CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS NO. 38 MADE TO HIS CHIEF

 Rush coupon FOR YOUR free copy of these reports! Follow Operator No. 38 on his exciting hunt for a murderous gang of counterfeiters. BETTER than Fiction, because every word is TRUE. ALSO, get free, "The Blue Book of Crime," showing the wonderful opportunities in the field of Finger Prints and Crime Detection. Take TODAY your first step toward a steady income and success. Mail the coupon AT ONCE.

INSTITUTE OF APPLIED SCIENCE
1920 Sunnyvale Ave., Dept. 7967, Chicago, Ill.

INSTITUTE OF APPLIED SCIENCE
1920 Sunnyvale Ave., Dept. 7967, Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen: Without any obligation on my part whatever, I would appreciate receiving a copy of your reports or your "Blue Book of Crime," together with your complete free information and Easy Terms offer. (Literature will be sent ONLY to persons stating their age.)

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
Age ______________________________
THIS WAR is being fought by a big Army. It's an army that is called the United States.

Millions of us are in uniforms and many more millions are not, but how we happen to be dressed isn't what's important.

What is important is whether every one of us is in this fight, giving it everything we have. Any less won't win.

Whether you're a soldier on the firing line, or are backing him up as a soldier on the production line, you're fighting for the same things.

The decision, whether or not we are to live in a decent world as free men in the years to come, is in the making now. It's up to you, Soldier.

A. Robert Eichel
Colonel, G.S.C.
UNITED STATES ARMY.
West Coast Patrol

By LIEUT. SCOTT MORGAN

When Jap planes blacken the Pacific area, the world's greatest sky fighter goes into whirlwind action—riding the battle-scarred blue like an avenging eagle!

CHAPTER I
Storm Wings

The western horizon belched ponderous black storm clouds into the sky over the Pacific. The wind which hurled them toward the coast picked up the sea and formed waves into jumbled heaving masses. The air was filled with the mighty song of the gale. Great flashes of light streaked from sky to tossing sea, with the accompanying sound of planets smashing together.

And in a plane that dared to breast the storm, even after the gulls had sought cover, and fishing boats streaked to find harbor, sat John Masters, known throughout the war-weary world as the American Eagle. The
Eagle, beloved by those who fought for survival, and hated by the murderous fiends of perdition who sought to trample free men under their blood-smeared heels.

In World War I he had fought against the oppressors and his coolness and daring had helped smash many nefarious Hun schemes. When the new scum of hate and madness, Hitler, Benito and the bandy-legged apes from the land of the Mikado had hurled threats at his beloved land of freedom, Masters had thrown himself into the conflict with fanatical fury. The raging Fuehrer and the now whimpering Benito had felt the slash of his claws. And the buck-toothed lads from Nippon were still licking their wounds after running foul of him on the West Coast of Australia.

Masters, at the controls of the storm-tossed Consolidated 28-5A amphibian corrected for a gust of wind, then glanced up as Phil Warren, his companion in arms, staggered sleepily into the control cabin.

"Holy smoke!" Warren slumped into the right-hand seat. "Thought you were riding the mountain ridges. Is that a storm or is night coming out of the west for a change? Soon there?"

Masters nodded.

"Ought to be down before it hits," he assured.

"Where?" Warren demanded. "Don't forget. This was the first nap I've had in twenty-eight hours. Did plenty of flying to get to Frisco in time. I don't even know where we're going or what for. How about giving out with a little information? What are we after this time?"

"U-Two-thirty-five," Masters said grimly.

"You mean the Nazis have got subs along the West Coast too?" Warren exclaimed.

Masters shook his head. "U-Two-thirty-five is something that will win the war, Phil. The nation that has one hundred pounds of it can rule the world."

"Are you kidding?" Warren said incredulously. "Don't tell me you know where to pick up a hundred pounds of this dope."

"We're going to pick up Professor Bohrnel," Masters said quietly. "Don't suppose you've ever heard of him."

WARREN glanced anxiously at the approaching storm.

"Has he got a pile of this U-Two-thirty-five?" he demanded.

"Not a pile. Perhaps an ounce and a half."

"An ounce and a half!" Warren exclaimed.

"But having that much proves he has the secret," Masters answered. "According to his last report to Washington he estimates he can turn out a hundred pounds of U-Two-thirty-five for a billion and a half dollars."

"Why the darned profiteer!" yelped Warren. "A billion and a half for a hundred pounds of U-Two-thirty-five! What would a guy want with a billion, to say nothing of the half? Think of the income tax he'd have to pay."

"That's what it will cost to manufacture that amount," Masters said. "Professor Bohrnel doesn't want a cent for himself. He wants to smash Hitler—to free his homeland, Norway. His wife and daughter are being held there. He has his young son with him at the laboratory. Been over here ever since this mess started, with the Gestapo combing the states for him. They know he's on the right track. If they got to him before we did, Hitler would have the world for sure."

"But what in-blazes is this U-Two-thirty-five?" Warren demanded. "Is it a poison?"

"It's an isotope of the element Uranium with an atomic weight of two hundred and thirty-five," Masters replied grimly.

"Talk English," Warren growled.
"Don't start any of your encyclopedia chatter with me. I gotta get my information in words of not more than a syllable and a half. Don't bother trying to explain what it is. Just tell me what it'll do. Must be potent if they'll even consider it at a billion and a half a hundred."

"That would be dirt cheap, Phil," Masters answered as he glanced at the indented coast of British Columbia to check their course. If we had a hundred pounds of U-Two-thirty-five tonight the war would be over in twenty-four hours."

"Just how important is this stuff?" asked Warren.

"Well," Masters said, "one pound of U-Two-thirty-five would be equal to four million pounds of coal, or three million gallons of gas."

"Is it always figured in billions and millions?" Warren growled. "Say something in the thousands."

"Okay," Masters said soberly. "One pound would be equal to about fifteen thousand tons of TNT—about three hundred carloads of fifty tons each."

Warren studied the Eagle's face. "That's a heap of explosive. Is that what they're going to use it for?"

"At the moment, yes," Masters said, after he had waited for a peal of thunder to roll by. "But it can be used for power. A teaspoonful would drive a car ten thousand miles. It could be used for bombers, battleships, submarines and motorized equipment, with no refueling worries. One hundred one-pound bombs would end the war in a single hour! It would wipe out munitions factories, snuff out life over a great area. Just one hundred pounds!"

Warren whistled. "Gosh! And you could make bombs weighing only an ounce, couldn't you?"

Masters nodded. "And they would be equal to about a thousand tons of TNT. So we're on our way to pick up Professor Bohrnel and his son. If his sample proves to be the real thing, we'll get to work turning out the stuff to smash Hitler and his rats."

"You haven't mentioned where we're going to find him," Warren said. "You did say something about the Gestapo fatheads combing the States for him. But a few more hours an' we'll be in Alaska."

Masters smiled grimly. "The professor was smuggled up here with his equipment and installed in an island hunting lodge. Figured he'd be out of their reach. He was, too, until the Japs stuck their noses into this mess. They're after him now. General Tremaine got a flash that they're going to make a pass at getting the secret. We've got to get there first."

Warren's eyes narrowed as they watched the scud torn from the waves and whipped into the screaming air. His lips formed a thin straight line as a jagged streak of lightning forked the gathering gloom.

"Everything seems to be adding up to a nice little party, doesn't it?" he said. "The Gestapo butchers, a secret they mustn't have, and the Japs trying to horn in. Say, if they got it they'd even have Hitler eating out of their claws, wouldn't they? Don't dare think of what they'd do to—"

He stopped short as the northern sky was suddenly lit up by a blinding flare.
"What a bolt that was!" he exclaimed.
"That couldn't have been lightning!" Masters shouted. "Seemed to come from the sea!"
The heavens were split by a roaring sound. And unseen arms snatched at the wings of the amphibian trying to hurl it into the sea.
"That was an explosion!" the Eagle cried. "Understand Phil! An explosion!"
Warren turned quickly. "Are you trying to tell me you got a hunch something has happened to this professor? That the rats have got to the bait already?"
Masters' face was pale as he stared toward the north.
"I don't know of anything powerful enough, except—except U-Two-thirty-five."

CHAPTER II
Queer Quislings

PROFESSOR BOHR-NEIL, of whom the Eagle and Warren had been talking, stood at the end of the wave-lashed dock, staring excitedly at a kite twisting and tugging at the thin braided wire leash.

"Are you not afraid, Father?" the lad at his side asked, his eyes on the kite dipping over a small spruce-crested island half a mile away.
The professor smiled. "This is the moment for which I have been waiting, Neils. Up there on the tail of that kite is salvation for the world. In that little half-ounce container is the instrument which will unite you with your mother and sister. And you ask if I am afraid."

"But the lightning, Father?" the boy asked anxiously as a forked tongue of flame hissed into the water.
"I am prepared for that." The professor pointed to the power-driven reel. "It's grounded. At a moment when the lightning strikes close, I will press this button. An electrical current will release the container of U-Two-thirty-five. It will fall on the old lighthouse foundation, the trigger neutron will actuate the U-Two-thirty-five and there will be an explosion."
"But why wait for lightning?" the puzzled lad asked. "Why not press the button now so we can go into the lodge out of the rain?"
The professor kept an eye cocked on the hurrying storm clouds.
"Don't you see, Neils?" he explained. "If I press this button when there is a flash near us anyone on shore or near us on the sea will think lightning struck the island. There are enemies all around us. If I made my test on a clear day they would know it was a man-made explosion."
"I understand now," the blue-eyed Norse lad said quietly. "Only you and I and Edvard will know. Father, what has come over Edvard? He does not seem the same lately."
"How do you mean?" the professor asked.
"His voice is harsher," the boy said thoughtfully. "His eyes seem to have become harder. I feel that he watches us all the time, especially you."
"I had not noticed," Professor Bohrneil said quietly. "He never comes into the laboratory."
"I caught him there yesterday when you were down here adjusting the reel," Neils said quickly. "He said you had sent him for a switch."
"Yesterday?" the professor echoed. "I don't think I saw Edvard all day. And he would not know a switch from an anchovy. You must be mistaken."
Neils shook his head. "I used to like Edvard. He was fun when we use to fish for sea trout and salmon. He knew all about seals too. He would talk about them for hours. But now it seems almost as if he were angry with me."
"It must be your imagination, Neils," the professor said comfortingly. "I should not have brought you up here where you have no playmates. But I was afraid to leave you alone in the United States."
"You mean the Gestapo?" Neils asked. "Why would they bother me?"
"If they caught you"—the professor frowned—"they would attempt to bring me to terms by threatening to harm you. That is a dastardly trick of theirs. They knew I was on the verge of discovering the last few se-
crets of U-Two-thirty-five when we escaped from our homeland."

"But no matter what they threatened, you would not reveal your secret to anyone but the Allies who are fighting to free our people, would you?" Neils asked. He laid his hand on his father's arm.

"No, Neils," the professor said soberly. "And I thank God you are brave enough to say that. Yet you are a lad. They might find some means of wringing the secret from you if they guessed I have had you memorize every step in the manufacture of U-Two-thirty-five and the method of using it to beat Hitler and his foul brood. But you would not tell them, would you, Neils, no matter what they did?"

The lad drew himself up stiffly.

"There is only one I would tell," he said proudly. "The man you said I can trust. We are waiting for him now, are we not?"

The professor nodded. His eyes narrowed as they scanned the skies.

"There is only one, Neils—only one. His name is John Masters."

"They call him the Eagle, too," Neils said eagerly. "And the things he has done are like the sagas of our vikings."

"Perhaps this storm has delayed him," the professor said quietly. "I had hoped he would arrive before I made my test. However the result should convince him."

The full fury of the driven rain beat against the two. Big, wind-driven drops of rain hissed into the heaving waters, throwing miniature geysers into the air.

"When I shout crouch behind these logs," the professor cautioned as the lightning began to hurl a barrage of crackling flame around the rock-bound island. "They will shield you from pieces of concrete from the old foundation."

"You expect pieces to be hurled way over here, Father?" Neils asked in wonder.

"And farther," The professor smiled as his thumb fondled the button switch. "Heretofore we have only been able to speculate as to the energy released by an atom. In a few moments I expect to know. Neils, in that little bomb dangling up there may be the instrument by which peace will be brought to the world! Ready, Neils! The time is here."

The lad ducked behind the log barrier and waited breathlessly.

"Keep well under the overhang, Neils!" Professor Bohneil shouted above the lashing gale. "There may be—"

A forked streak of lightning slithered out of the hurrying clouds and struck the far end of the island. In the same instant the professor's thumb clamped hard on the switch and he strained forward to see the kite through the boiling rain.

The clap of thunder, deafening in itself, was suddenly muted by a terrific awe-inspiring sound. The very air seemed to be plucked away by unseen hands. The foundations of the island trembled. The barricade of logs shifted slightly. Dirt sifted over Neils as he pressed his hands hard against his ears. Earth, sky and tumbling sea were lighted by an eerie light that lifted in a weird crescendo. Then all sound died away.

"It was horrible, Father," Neils said tremulously as he crawled from the shelter of the logs. But before he could reach his feet his father gave him a shove that sent him sprawling. And none too soon. For a cascade of broken mortar swept over the island. When it stopped the only sound was the splash of the wind-driven rain.

Neils waited a moment, then stood up. His father's face showed that the results had been all he hoped they would be.

"The trigger neutron worked, Neils—just as I explained it to you. You must not forget, do you hear Neils? Why do you not shout? I cannot hear you if you speak softly in this storm."

"But I did shout, Father!"

"Louder, Neils." The professor smiled. "My, how the storm roars. It seems to pour right through my head. Neils, do you realize that soon you will see your mother and your beloved sister?"

"But, Father—" Neils shouted, then he stopped. Realization of what had occurred
crashed through his mind. The terrific impact of the exploding U-235 had deafened his father! The demonstration had been a success, but would his father ever hear again? Neils prayed hard that the affliction be only temporary.

"See the size of those fragments!" the professor cried, pointing to the chunks of concrete that had been thrown across half a mile of open water. "There was a gram or two less than half an ounce in that bomb. . . . Think of it! We have the weapon by which Hitler and his cursed allies will be destroyed. Once more the world will see peace. It will be a long peace this time."

THE professor pressed the palms of his hands against his ears.

"They hurt," he muttered.

"Come, Father," Neils said, as he reached for his father’s hand. "We will go inside. We will have Edvard make coffee. You must get dry clothes on and rest. Until the American comes."

As they came to the top of the slope on which the hunting lodge stood, Neils excitedly pointed to a little cove to the north.

"Look, Father!" he cried, "there is the Coast Guard plane. The Eagle must have arrived. I did not hear—" Neils caught himself. He remembered his father could not hear him.

The professor glanced at the plane moored in the cove. A broad smile erased the lines of pain from his face. "Perhaps he was in time to see it. He must have been down or the disturbed wind would have torn his wings off. Neils, we must give him the news."

Father and son hurried up the path and into the hunting lodge. In the dimness they made out men standing by the kitchen table.

"Are you the Eagle?" Neils panted as he looked up at the taller of the men.

Suddenly his blood ran cold. For the man held a Luger, its tapered barrel pointing straight at the astonished professor.

"Edvard!" Neils cried in alarm.

"What is it? Are these men not the Americans?"

"What Americans?" Edvard demanded quickly as he slipped beside the man with the gun. "You spoke of the Eagle. Do you mean the American Eagle? Quick, you little swine, speak up."

Neils’ eyes flashed. He knew his father had not heard what Edvard said. The professor was looking around trying to figure out just who the three strangers were and why one of them carried a gun.

"I knew you had changed, Edvard!" Neils cried. "You have gone over to their side. You are a filthy Quisling! You have accepted their money to betray my father!"

"Quiet, you little schweinhund," Edvard snarled. His big fist fisted out and caught the astonished lad across the face. "It is your father with whom we deal. Keep out of the way or you will get hurt."

Giving Neils a shove, Edvard stalked across to the professor.

"Give us the formula, quick. The Fuehrer has use for your U-Two-thirty-five. Answer me! Do not stand there like an oaf." He raised his fist and struck the professor.

"Edvard!" Neils screamed. "Stop! He cannot hear you. The explosive deafened him."

"Bah!" sneered Edvard. "It is a trick. This will unstop his ears."

The tall blond man struck again, driving the surprised professor across the room until he slumped in a corner. "Speak up, Professor, or will we really have to work on you. My friends are experts."

"Edvard, please!" Neils pleaded. "Can’t you see that he cannot hear a word? Wait for an hour or so. Perhaps his hearing will return."

Neils looked into the face of the man towering above him. He was fighting for time, for a precious hour in which the Eagle might arrive. And he was trying to find a clue in those hard gray eyes as to why Edvard had changed.

Until the last few days or so the tall blond man had been a simple, friendly soul. Edvard had been his fishing companion, a kindly man ready to do his every bidding. Yet that same man now stood towering above him, eyes gleaming with hate, revealing a cruel killer lust. It did not seem pos-
sible for a man to change so suddenly and completely.

"Edvard," Neil said calmly, "why have you turned traitor to your country?"

A snarl of rage frothed to Edvard's lips as he made a grab for the lad.

"Come here," he ordered. "Perhaps he will make the old fool talk. Switch off that cursed radio, Fritz."

For the radio, silent up to now, had suddenly broken out with a torrent of crackling static.

As the man reached for the switch a voice broke through the static.

"Calling John Masters... Calling John Masters... Urgent... Urgent. Flash... Calling Masters... Come in, Masters."

Edvard leaped for the man who was about to switch off.

"Leave it on, Fritz. They are calling the Eagle. Listen!"

The radio went on, hoarse, as if it had a bad cold.

"Enemy aircraft carrier reported headed in direction of your destination. Repeating. Enemy aircraft carrier reported heading in direction of your destination. Fly Professor Bohneill to mainland at once."

"Ach Himmel!" exploded Edvard. "The Eagle and Baron Nagato! They are after the prize, too. There is no time to lose."

The man with the gun turned toward Edvard.

"What shall we do. We cannot fight both of them."

"We could deal with the slinking little Jap, but not the Eagle," Edvard snarled. "We will have to take the professor with us and deal with him later."

"What about the boy?" The man swung the Luger on Neils. "Shoot him?"

Edvard grinned. "Let Nagato find him. It will be a joke on the Jap. He will try to use the lad as bait. He will not believe him when he says we have his father."

"You are going to take the old one with you?" one of the other men asked. "What good will that do?"

"You obey orders," snarled Edvard. "I am in command. Fritz, get the motor started. I will tie up the professor and bring him along. You,
Herman give me a hand. Rudolph, keep that young cub away. Now schnell, we must be away from here before the Eagle arrives."

"Do you believe the Eagle is coming here?" Fritz asked in alarm.

"Dummkopf!" Edvard snarled as he yanked the dazed professor to his feet. "Did you not notice that the lad mistook one of you for the Eagle. And the radio. Do you want more proof? Would you like to meet this Eagle?"

"Ach, Gott, nein!" declared Fritz. "I have heard of that verdammter Amerikaner."

"Then hurry," Edvard barked. "The storm is breaking. We must land at the mine before dark."

"Where are you taking my Father?" Neils broke in. "Don't you dare harm him!"

"Silence!" roared Edvard. "If he is sensible he will not be injured. Out of my way. I have a little job to do."

Handing the beaten professor over to one of his Quislings, Edvard turned to the short-wave radio. In a moment it was battered junk. Giving the box a savage kick he hurried through a door. A crash of glass told that he was doing a thorough job of wrecking the laboratory in which Professor Bohrneil had developed the weapon by which he had hoped to bring the Fuehrer and his hellions of destruction to their knees.

And with the crash of glass and metal went Neils' dream of ever seeing his mother and sister again.

"Please, Edvard," he pleaded, as the Quisling came back. "Take me with you. Let me stay with my father. I won't be any bother."

"Fool!" growled Edvard. "You should be thankful I did not let Fritz send a bullet through your thick Scandinavian skull."

Neils tried to get to his father, but the professor's guard brought his boot up quickly and with a swift shove sent the lad sprawling.

"Father—Father!" Neils cried.

But his father could not hear him. He threw a look of warning over his shoulder as the two men pushed him through the door.

Neils ran to the window. He saw his father led down the path and put aboard the yellow high-wing monoplane moored to the little float. He fought to stifle his sobs as the plane began to taxi over the choppy water.

And as he watched the air was filled with the throb of motors, many motors!

CHAPTER III

Paratroops

Masters' face was grim as he eased the throttles forward. His eyes were slits as they scanned the sky to the north where a thin column of smoke curled upward to meet the thinning storm clouds.

"Glad that's over!" Warren shouted. "Say, do you really think the Japs would have nerve enough to send a carrier so close to the West Coast?"

Masters nodded without taking his eyes away from the scattered clouds. "We're playing for big stakes, Phil. They'd give most of their navy for this Jap. Two-thirty-five of the professor's. And as I said, it would be a cheap price to pay. We've got to beat them. The white man will have reached the end of his tether if the Japs get it."

"An' he'll be dancing to a tune played by these little yellow devils," Warren growled.

"There's the island dead ahead," Masters said, after a moment.

"What's that column of smoke—a signal?" Warren asked.

"Hope it's a signal for us," Masters snapped.

Warren whistled softly.

"You think there might be a Fifth Columnist up around this way? Hey, do you see that plane taking off?"

Masters nodded grimly. "Looks like a Canadian coastal survey plane. They use Stinson pontoon jobs. Check its course on the map. Just a matter of record."

Warren watched the Stinson get off the water and head north. He was about to mark the course of the Canadian job when the pencil was suddenly snatched from his fingers.

"Hey, what's the big idea?" Warren yelped. "That hurt."
“Quit squawking,” Masters shouted as he threw the Consolidated over on one wing. “You got a break. That was a Jap slug. Get to the guns quick. Lookit them pouring after that Ca-nuck!”

“Smoly hokey!” Warren howled. “Where’d they come from? Zeros! A dozen of them. Hey, there’s a bevy of two-engined crates upstairs!”

“I see them,” Masters called while he evaded a burst from a pair of low-winged hellions with the red disks of the rising sun on their wings. “Get going, or we’re going to be well ventilated.”

Warren slid into the forward compartment. Masters waited until he felt Warren was set, then threw the amphibian over on the other wing. He was just in time to avoid a funneling burst from the two crates which had also shifted position.

Raging because he had no gun with which to blast these yellow-skinned, slant-eyed devils from the skies, Masters fought to close in on the ships attacking the Stinson.

“Professor must have thought we weren’t coming,” he shouted through the inter-com. “Signaled for the Canadians to pick him and his boy up.”

Warren’s answer was a chattering burst from the nose of the Consolidated tracer connected with a Zero fighter. The ship staggered, then crumpled like a paper lantern. A streak of flame soiled the air just freshly cleansed by the storm. The plane hurtled toward the sea, leaving a scarf of angry black smoke to mark its course.

“There’s one of the devils who has seen the last of our coast line,” Warren yelled. “Kick a little rudder, and I’ll get that other monkey!”

While Masters flew with almost automatic precision he kept his eyes on the strange two-seaters circling to the west of the island.

LOOK like Mitsubishi ‘Ortori’ jobs,” he muttered as he wove through a quartet of Zero fighters and tried to get a position from which he could protect the Stinson’s tail. “Wonder if they’re planning to bomb the professor.”

“Left rudder, left quick!” Warren was calling. “Got a couple of pigeons coming down on us. Give me elbow room, man! I gotta get them.”

With both Pratt Whitneys at full throttle, Masters hurled the Consolidated at the Jap planes whenever they attempted to close in and pick off the dodging Stinson. Time after time he tried to call the pontoon job, but got no answer.

Warren unlocked his guns for another burst at the low wary Japs. Masters fervently wished he had taken another man or two along to handle the rear guns. With only Warren shooting he had to handle the big two-engined ship like a pursuit job.

Warren caught another of the Japs full in his line of tracer. When Warren was concentrating on the particular task confronting him he usually got results. And now he was hitting what he was aiming at.

“That’s the ticket, Phil,” Masters called into the inter-com. “Got to get that Stinson through. Soon as it’s dark they will be safe... Get that one coming down from the right! He’s coming fast!”

Warren was pouring lead before the Eagle stopped talking. That he allowed enough deflection was evidenced by the sudden zoom of the Jap crate as it tried to get out of the net of tracer. It seemed to stagger, then fell off on one wing. Down it went, motor full on, guns yawning as it hurtled straight for the sea. It was a strange sight to see the hot lead from the Jap’s guns marking the spot where the plane was doomed to hit.

“Pilot’s dead with his thumb frozen to the button,” Masters said quietly. “There goes a wing, Phil. It’ll break up before it smacks in.”

“Skip it—skip it.” Warren yelled. “The others are ganging up on us. Get going, John!”

Masters fought frantically to keep his ship away from the Jap line of fire and at the same time cover the Stinson which appeared to make no effort to protect itself.

And as the Japs raged around him, the already one-sided battle became still more one-sided. The Japs were turning their full attention on him
with the exception of a couple of Zero jobs that continued to pepper away at the Stinson.

Masters began to pray for darkness. That at least would allow the Stinson to slip away from the yellow horde. What would happen to him would happen. The important thing was to get Professor Bohrneil away with his precious secret. Masters' own death would mean little so long as the slinking murderers who sought to rob the world of freedom were destroyed.

Fighting back with manicéd fury, the Eagle placed the big Consolidated job in position time and time again to let Warren get in a burst. But for every burst pouring from those forward guns the amphibian received three in return. The starboard wing was embroidered with tiny black holes, the trade-mark of the men from Nippon.

Then as the sun dipped its edge in the Pacific, painting a rainbow in the still storm-clouded skies, the three two-engined jobs drew closer to the island. At any moment now Masters expected to see the bomb hatches drop open and a cargo of eggs spill out on the hunting lodge.

PHIL WARREN’S gun opened up for a quick burst, then stopped.

"Look, John, look!" came Warren’s warning cry. "Paratroops! They’re trying to land on the island."

Masters forgot the Jap planes raging around him as he saw the three big crates spill their human cargo into the twilight. Four white chutes were drifting below each of the three circling planes. One even dozen Japs heading for the island on which the professor had his laboratory.

"Shall I drill them?" Warren shouted.

"Better concentrate on the three crates half rolling just to our right," was the Eagle’s calm rejoinder. "Our job’s to keep them from drilling us."

"Okay," Warren called. "I like shooting Japs even better than skunks."

Phil Warren only got a snapshot at his target before Masters was forced to swing away from a vicious burst of fire from above. The parachutes were drifting toward the island like gantuan chrysanthemums in the golden rays of the setting sun. And while the parachutists dropped the three two-engined jobs circled above to cover them.

As darkness came rushing out of the east the tracer began to look like fireflies on a binge. They hissed and streaked around the Consolidated, gnawing at metal, seeking human flesh.

Twice Warren was able to crack down on a Zero fighter and send it back to its carrier waiting below the sunlit rim of the world. And as many times, Jap guns cracked down on the ship being thrown around by the desperate Eagle.

"Hey, the Stinson’s gone!" Warren suddenly shouted.

"Think it finally got away in that cloud bank to the north of us," Masters said, as he leveled out for a moment to give Warren a quick shot at a Zero fighter.

"What wouldn’t I give for a nice thick juicy cloud right now," Warren said.

"Thought you were going to say steak." Masters grinned, despite the desperation of the moment.

"Shut up!" Warren snarled into the phones. "Since I fried that Jap a couple of minutes ago I sort of lost my taste for steak. Hey, they’re easing up. How come? What do you think they’re planning to do?"

"Got a landing party on the island," Masters replied, as he watched the Zero fighters turn and streak west. "That’s what they came for, I guess. And these Zero boys either got the Stinson or it gave them the slip. I don’t know which."

"So what?"

"We’re going to land and see what it’s all about."

"With a flock of Japs on shore?" Warren shouted in dismay.

"Only nine of them made it," Masters said calmly. "The other three fell short."


"Don’t worry," Masters said. "We’ll head west as if this is none of our business. Then we’ll set down and come out to have a look. Come on back here. They’ve gone."
Masters yanked the plane up, and the world seemed to turn upside down (CHAP. XI)
CHAPTER IV
Two Men in a Raft

JOHN MASTERS put the Consolidated down in a spruce-fringed cove. While Warren moored the plane he looked over the ship by the fading light to see how much damage had been done by Jap slugs.

“We got off pretty easy, Phil,” he said. “Pretty well ventilated but not a vital spot touched. A little patching and we’ll be okay. How about a bite to eat.”

“Eat!” Warren yanked his finger out of a bullet-hole he had been exploring. “Maybe my hearing has gone haywire, but did you say eat?”

A grim smile flashed across Masters face as he led the way through the hatch. Warren crowded after him.

“Boy, the old millennium has arrived when you forget action and talk about food. What have you got? Pickled auk sandwiches?”

“Roast beef,” Masters said, as he yanked up the lid of the metal locker. “Sorry if you’ve lost your hankering for roast meat, Phil.”


“It isn’t thoughtfulness,” Masters said, pouring steaming coffee from a thermos jug. “I figure it’s easier to have a little grub on tap than it is to listen to you yap. Sorry, but you’ll have to do without sugar. Couldn’t risk being knocked down with any sugar on board. That would be wasteful.”

“What’s your plan?” Warren asked.

“Here.” Masters handed Warren another sandwich. “Fuel up. You’re going to have some exercise in an hour or so. We’re going to break out the rubber raft and do some rowing.”

“Figuring on visiting the island where those Japs are?”

Masters nodded. “Have to see what’s up. I’m still a bit puzzled about that Stinson.”

“Perhaps the Canadians heard the call we got,” Warren said. “Figured the storm put us down somewhere, so they stepped in and picked up the professor.”

“Maybe.” Masters got to his feet. “And maybe these Japs know nothing of the professor and this U-Two-thirty-five. Might be trying to set up a base.”

“They’d pick a larger island,” Warren mumbled. “An’ how come they pick out the exact spot we were heading for?”

“That’s another angle,” Masters murmured. “And a good reason for us visiting them.”

Warren finished his last sandwich and shook his head.

“Yeah, but suppose another storm comes up, like the one we had this afternoon. What wouldn’t one like that to do us out there on a rubber raft.”

“Want to swim for it?” Masters asked, and started to take off his scarf.

“I’ll vote for the raft,” Warren said quickly. “What are you doing with that—making a first-aid bandage?”

“Sort of,” Masters said. He moved closer to the shielded blue light and tied a silver dollar in the exact center of the silk scarf. “This is first-aid for any Japs we might run across. Get the raft out. We’ll shove off as soon as it’s inflated.”

When they had the life raft inflated and tied fast to the hull of the Consolidated, Masters checked the moorings and then came back to Warren.

“Let’s take our shoes off,” he said. “Be handier if we spill over, and if we don’t we won’t be making any noise when we reach the island. The unhealthiest thing I can think of right now is for the Japs to catch us.”

“You sure think of the nicest things, John,” Warren muttered, but he sat down and slipped his shoes off.

“I thought of bringing those sandwiches, didn’t I?” The Eagle grinned.

“Which leaves Mamma Warren’s boy with nothing to say... want me to take a gun?”

“This is a silent job,” Masters said quietly as he slipped over the side to the bobbing raft. “Let’s get going.”

Warren followed Masters. He untied the painter and picked up the little oars.
"And now for a moonlight cruise without any ukuleles," he said as he shoved off...Two hours later the two Americans pulled up in the lee of the island and sat listening. Out of the darkness came voices—Jap voices. But they could not make out what was going on.

"We'll have to go ashore," Masters whispered. "Pull up there by those rocks—just a bit to the left of that tall spruce."

Warren pulled the raft into the deeper shadows by the rocks. Masters reached out and held steady while Warren crawled ashore and grabbed the painter. Masters followed.

"Boy, does that feel good," Warren whispered. "I was wondering whether I would ever be able to straighten my legs out again."

Masters touched Warren's arm, signaling for silence. From the crest of the island a light gleamed. Now and then they heard the crash of wood and metal.

"Sounds like a dock wallower's picnic," he said, "Let's have a look."

Suddenly he grabbed Warren's arm. "Listen! Sounds like a boy talking. Good glory! Do you suppose they nailed the professor, after all?"

Melted into the shadows, they listened. The voice that reached them was a boy's voice, but steady and unafraid.

"Stop it! You are hurting me."

An answer in Japanese reached their ears.

"Come on," Masters whispered.

He pulled the scarf from his pocket and moved swiftly but silently toward the voices. After a few steps he crouched, trying to silhouette the figures against the sky. Then a flashlight gleamed and he saw a pale-faced lad who looked as if he had just been pulled out of the water. And holding the light, his back turned to the Eagle, was the squat figure of a Jap.

Masters crept forward, his bare feet making no sound on the pine-needle-strewn rocks. When he came within arm's reach of the unsuspecting Jap his hands lashed out. The scarf slipped over the Jap's head and tightened with a quick twist around the throat.

"Arwkl!" was all the Japanese managed as the silver dollar knotted in the scarf crushed his larynx.

He slumped to the rocks. Masters snatched the pistol from his relaxing fingers while the lad retrieved the flashlight.

"Are you Mr. Masters?" the boy asked when Masters had pulled him into the shadows. "I have been waiting a long time."

"That's me," Masters said softly. "Are you Neils Bohrnel? Where is your father?"

"I am Neils, sir," the lad said quietly. "Edvard took my Father away. Oh, I hoped you would come sooner!"

"Who is Edvard?" Masters demanded. "And where did he take your father?"

"Sounds like a snatch to me," Warren broke in.

"Edvard was our servant," Neils explained. "He has been in the family for years. We trusted him, but he has turned into a Quisling. After Father set off the bomb this afternoon we came back to the lodge to find Edvard and some men waiting for us. They tried to make Father tell them about the formula. But Father had been deafened by the explosion and he could not hear what they said. They thought it was a trick, so when they heard on the radio that somebody they called Nagato was coming they took Father with them in the plane."

"Was he in that Stinson?" Masters exclaimed.

"I do not know the name of the plane," Neils said. "But it had yellow wings. It took off just before the battle started. Was that you in the big plane with two motors? You are a good shot, Mr. Masters."

"Hey," Warren growled. "I knocked those Jap planes out of the air. All he did was fly the ship."

"Pay no attention to him," Masters said, with a quick grin, but instantly sobered. "Who was it you said was coming? Did you say Nagato?"

"Yes, sir," Neils answered. "That's what Edvard called him. When he heard about the airplane carrier he said it must be Nagato."
“That puts a little more grease in the blaze,” Masters growled. “Nagato is one of the cleverest intelligence operators the Japs have. Looks as if he’s after U-Two-thirty-five, too. By the way, Neils—that explosion we heard and felt. Did your father do that?”

“Yes, sir,” Neils said proudly. “It was wonderful! He said it was only half an ounce of U-Two-thirty-five. It blew pieces of that old lighthouse foundation way over here. It hurt my Father’s ears so he could not hear. He hoped you would get here in time. But he wished to use the lightning to hide the fact it was a man-made explosion, as he said.”

Masters turned to listen to the noise from the lodge.

“Then you think Edvard is a Nazi?” he asked.

“It is hard to believe, sir,” Neils said hesitantly. “He has been in the family as long as I can remember. My Father and Mother took him in shortly after the other war was over. There were many German boys and girls who came to our town. Edvard was one of them.”

“He wouldn’t be the only one who bit the hand that fed him,” Masters muttered.

“Quisling’s a new way of saying skunk, isn’t it?” Warren snorted. “Shooting’s too good for his breed.” “Just a minute,” Masters cautioned. “Did they say anything about where they were taking your father, Neils?”

“Edvard said something about getting back to the mine before it got dark,” the lad answered. “Look, they have set fire to the lodge!”

“We’ll have to beat it,” Masters said, getting to his feet. “This place will be lit up like day pretty soon.”

As they hurried toward the rubber life raft, a rocket shot into the air above the mounting flame. It broke in a shower of blood-red sparks that drifted out over the sea.

“That must be their signal for a boat,” Masters said. He took Neils’ hand and broke into a run. “When they find that Jap with a sore throat they’ll begin to look for us.”

The three of them piled into the boat and shoved off. Behind them the burning lodge lit up the island like a beacon. And above the crackle of flame they heard voices shouting.

“Bet he won’t answer for a long time,” Warren snorted, and began to ply the oars. “That first-aid treatment of yours is darn tough.”

When they had drawn away from the reflected light Warren rested on his oars.

“You know, John,” he said, “I been figuring. That hideout this Edvard rat’s got can’t be so many miles away if they expected to make it before dark. Darn near dark when they pulled out.”

“Darned if you’re not right,” Masters agreed. He turned to Neils. “Has Edvard ever left the island alone since you’ve been here?”

“No, sir,” Neils answered thoughtfully. “We only went out on the water to fish. I was always with him.”

Masters shook his head. “Queer,” he said slowly. “Must have had the thing pretty well planned. I thought all tracks were covered when you and your father were shipped up here.”

“But this Quisling could have kept others informed,” Warren said as he resumed rowing.

“But the way Neils says he talked about the mine,” Masters answered. “He must have contacted them at some time. At night, probably.”

“I am sure he didn’t,” Neils answered. His voice trembled as he spoke.

“Gosh, kid!” exclaimed Masters. “You’re cold. I forgot all about your being wet. Here, take my leather jacket.”

“An’ here’s mine,” said Warren. “I’m plenty warm pulling at these oars.”

“Thank you,” Neils said through chattering teeth. “I slipped into the water and hid between two rocks when I saw them coming down with their parachutes. If I had not sneezed that Japanese would not have found me.”

The lad had wrapped the two leather jackets around his legs and body and leaned toward the Eagle.

“You will find my Father, won’t you, Mr. Masters?” he said confidently. “You will not let them harm him, and besides you must see to it
that they do not find out how to use
this U-Two-thirty-five. Hitler and the
Japanese must be beaten, no matter
what happens to us."

"Don't worry, Neils," Masters said
reassuringly. "We'll save your father,
and save U-Two-thirty-five for our
side."

"I know you will," the lad said
quietly. "I trust you, Mr. Masters."

"Nicest compliment I ever had,
Neils," Masters said. "I'll do my best
to live up to that trust. We older fel-
losers are fighting so lads like you will
have a better world to live in when
you grow up."

"I know it," Neils said sleepily.
"And when I am grown I will remem-
ber."

In a short time the weary boy ap-
peared to have fallen asleep. Masters
leaned toward Warren.

"Want me to row for a while, Phil?"
he asked.

"Now if that don't tie everything!"
chuckled Warren. "We're within
twenty feet of the plane an' you're
wanting to row. You're so thought-
ful. Believe me, that kid might trust
you, but I don't."

CHAPTER V
Yellow Wings

THE night was full of
wings and voices. Planes
were covering the dark-
ened sea searching for
the Jap aircraft carrier.
The air sizzled with
voice and code as radio
men kept their ceaseless
vigil patrolling the air
lanes for some word of the men who
had invaded the West Coast.

After a coded résumé of the attack
on the Stinson, the landing on the
island, and the capture of Professor
Bohrmeil by still unknown enemy
agents, Masters contacted the Cana-
dian coastal patrol.

"What did they say?" Warren
asked softly so as not to wake Neils
who lay wrapped in a pair of blankets
in the cabin. "Got Quislings in their
Coast Guard outfit?"

The Eagle pulled a map toward him.
He studied it, tracing a course along
the coast with his fingertip

"Plane CF-CGE has been missing
for forty-eight hours," he said slowly.
"Routine coastal patrol. Contacted
control points down as far as Surf
Inlet. Failed to report to station at
Toling Channel. The Coast Guard be-
lieve their plane disappeared some-
where between Surf Inlet and Toling
and became an enemy plane. We've
got to find it at all costs."

"Then you're going to ignore this
carrier?" asked Warren. "There'll be
plenty doing out there."

Masters let his eyes roam over the
blue section of the map.

"I sure would like to blast that ark
out of the water," he said grimly. "But
we've got to keep them from getting
this stuff of the professor's. It's the
most important mission we've ever
been on. If they learn the secret we're
through, and there aren't any two
ways about that. And now with this
devil Nagato in the picture we've got
a job cut out for us."

"What'll we do with the kid?" War-
ren asked. "Doesn't sound like any
Boy Scout picnic to me."

"He'll have to stay with us until we
find where his father is being held.
May need him on this servant angle,
too."

"This fellow Edvard he talks
about," Warren said. "Kid insists Ed-
vard never had any visitors in Nor-
way, or on this side."

"The Nazis are clever," Masters
mused. "When they lay a plan they
carry it out to the smallest detail.
Sometimes that's what trips them up.
We've got the thing narrowed down
pretty well. Somewhere between Surf
Inlet and Toling there's a bay or cove
and near there is a mine."

"You mean we're going to hunt for
a mine somewhere between here and
there!" Warren exclaimed.

"Might not be so hard." Masters
smiled. "I've a hunch it's an aban-
doned mine. Somebody in this neck of
the woods will know of such a spot."

Warren nodded and stretched.
"Hmm—maybe Edvard made a mista-
take when he mentioned 'mine' in
front of the kid."

"Why don't you turn in for a
while," Masters suggested. "I'll keep
watch for a couple of hours and check
over these bullet-holes again. I'll wake
you in time for us to be on our way by dawn.

"Think the Japs have pulled out?"
Warren asked as he got up. "Fire's died down over on the island."

"I figure they've pulled out," Masters said. "But I'll bet they're wonder- ing what happened to their friend, specially since his rifle is missing."

"This Nagato," Warren asked, as he lay down. "Is he a pilot?"

"Don't you remember him?" Masters smiled. "He was in the Oakland Sweepstakes the American Legion put on a couple of years ago. He won. Don't you recall the race?"

"The bird in the yellow job!" Warren said, sitting up. "Scared the other pilots out by darn near clipping their wings going around the pylons. Boy, do I remember him! Meanest-looking little cuss I ever saw. So that's what we're up against. Baron Nagato. Say, you've spoiled my sleep now."

"You asked for it," Masters said over his shoulder as he climbed out on the hull. "Sweet dreams, Big Boy. Dream our prop has stopped, with our friend Nagato on our tail..."

As the first light of dawn began to crawl over the Coast Range Masters and Warren started the two Wasp engines. And while they warmed up, Masters dug another package of sandwiches out of the locker.

"What, no toast an' java?" Warren snorted. "You're slipping, John."

"I know it." Masters grinned. "I slipped when I tried to estimate your capacity. You finished the coffee last night. Phil, if you keep on eating the way you do you're going to look like Patty Goering."

"He will look funny, will he not?" Neils said, and smiled as he bit into a sandwich.

"Feeling better, Neils?" Masters asked, much relieved because the color had come back to the Norse boy's cheeks.

"Very much, thank you," Neils replied. "And I will feel still better when you have rescued my Father."

"That's a job we're starting on right now," Masters assured. "Get your chute on, Phil."

"Think we'll need them?" Warren asked, and glanced toward Neils. "What about him? We've only got two."

Masters yanked the zipper of his flying suit and took off his leather belt.

"Let's have yours, too, Phil."

Masters fastened the two belts just under Neils' arms.

"Now, Neils," he said quietly, "if we get in trouble, be ready to slip these belts under my parachute harness."

"I understand." Neils smiled. "We will jump together. If it were not for the plane I would almost wish we had to."

"Son," Warren said as he crawled forward, "you just don't know what you're talking about. You drop until you feel like your belly's comin' out your ears and when you stop it drops back to your heels, leavin' you hangin' on the edge of nothin' waitin' for somethin' to happen."

"Don't pay any attention to what that lug says, Neils." Masters laughed. "His stomach's usually so weighted down it couldn't budge. Okay, Phil, cast off. Neils, you sit up front with me... By the way, Phil, how much ammunition have you got left?"

"Not much," Warren shouted as the plane drifted away from the stump to which it had been moored. "You expectin' to meet up with some more Japs?"

"Can't tell." Masters dropped into his seat and took the wheel. "They're all over the place."

The Eagle gunned the motors, studied the dials and then swung the Consolidated out on the glassy surface of the cove.

"Glad we've got a couple of miles to get off in," he muttered, as he eased the throttles forward.

The Wasps opened up with a roar. The big seaplane skittered out across the dawn-reflecting waters, carving a foamy trough in the mirrored surface. He jockeyed the wheel and finally lifted the Consolidated on the step. Then amid a shower of spray he pulled the plane into the clean morning air.

After a quick swing over the two islands in search of the 'Jap landing' party, he turned his ship north.
“Must have been quite an explosion, Neils,” he said, when they had left the smaller of the islands behind. “We felt it far to the south.”

“It was thrilling,” Neils said. “But at the same time horrible. I could not help but think of what it would be like if that little bomb fell on a city. You must not let them get it, Mr. Masters.”

Masters nodded grimly, watching a bank of fleecy cloud drifting over the Pacific. Then his blue eyes left the cloud and began to scan the tumbled surface of the Pacific.

“See anything out there, Phil?” he asked over the interphone.

“Not a thing,” came Warren’s voice, now calm and businesslike.

“I’ll keep my eye peeled toward the west,” Masters replied. “You watch below for that Stinson. If you see anything the least suspicious yell and I’ll circle.”

“Okay,” Warren said.

With the two motors throttled to conserve fuel, Masters flew along the rugged, indented coast at about five thousand feet. He watched the surface of the bays and inlets anxiously, hoping to catch sight of an oil slick which might give away the presence of a pontoon job. He made a quick survey of Aristazabal Island, then cut across Laredo Channel for the mainland.

“They’re down there somewhere,” Masters murmured. “Got to locate this man Edward before Nagato does.”

Neils looked up at him, his boyish face filled with anxiety.

“You are getting worried, are you not, Mr. Masters?” Masters was about to answer when Neils touched his arm and pointed upward.

“There are some planes, Mr. Masters. They look exactly like the planes which attacked you.”

The Eagle took one look at the cluster of spots hurtling out of the towering white cloud, then hit the throttles.

“Phil!” he yelled. “Get ready to do some shooting. The Japs are making another pass at us.”

“I see ‘em!” Warren blurted. “Better get further inland.”

Warren’s suggestion was answered by a burst of tracer streaking across the course of the Consolidated.

Before the Jap could correct, Masters threw the wheel over and was banking away, only to feel the throb of slugs smashing into him from another quarter. As he came around a yellow Zero fighter tried to half roll with him. For a moment it looked as if the two ships would collide in midair. Only at the last moment did the pilot of the Zero swerve and lift his wing-tip from what seemed to be certain destruction.

And in that fleeting moment Masters looked into a pair of squinting eyes, eyes he remembered from one hot Fourth of July down in the States.

“Nagato!” Masters exploded, recognizing the cruel leering features of the Jap, “Phil, get that guy! It’s Nagato.”

Masters fought the controls in an effort to keep Warren on the Jap in the yellow monoplane.

“If I only had guns of my own!” he groaned. “If I only had a Spitfire or a P-Thirty-eight, I’d wipe that smirk...” [Turn page]
off his face. Sent those others out front to act as decoy, knew we'd be watching them come out of the cloud. Figured on a set-up, did he? We'll show him!"

With the other Zero fighters trying to herd him into position for the kill, Masters was forced to employ every bit of skill he could bring to command in an effort to keep from being blasted out of the skies. Warren was doing his best to keep the Japs at tracer length while Masters maneuvered the ship, watching, waiting for the canny Nagato to make a single slip.

But Nagato was not making any slips that morning. His job was to smear this Yankee plane that was interfering with his search for the Nazi Edvard. He had promised to bring the secret of U-Two-thirty-five to the Mikado, and he meant to, despite this man who had crossed his path twice in less than twenty-four hours!

CHAPTER VI

Marooned

A ROUND and around the mile-high arena of death the ships battled. Twice Zero fighters felt the impact of Warren's well-aimed bursts. One of them exploded in mid-air, a torrent of flaming debris.

"Nice shooting, Phil," Masters muttered.

He glanced at the boy clinging to the co-pilot's seat. A smile flickered across his drawn face at the wide-eyed lad who seemed thrilled with the sky drama.

"He's got what it takes," he thought. "That kind is worth fighting for."

"Why don't you call for help?" Warren yelled during a moment's respite. "Must be planes of ours around—either that, or Canadian."

"Radio's shot up," Masters retorted. "We're on our own. . . Hey, keep your eye on the ball. Here comes that yellow job. Nail him! You've got him dead on."

"An' that's all," Warren growled. "Not a morsel of lead in the cupboard. Nobody can say I wasted it though."

"Keep swinging your guns as if you were trying to get a bead on him," Masters ordered. "Got to bluff them now!"

A packet of slugs crashed into the hull. Masters could hear them spattering their way toward the wings as he fought the controls. He couldn't see Nagato, but the Jap must be somewhere below, pouring in lethal slugs while his companions hosed the Consolidated from above.

As Masters' plane came around, Neils shouted:

"Look, Mr. Masters. Smoke! We are making a ring of smoke."

At once the control wheel went slack.

"That does it!" Masters called to Warren. "We're on fire, controls shot away, too. Better get going!"

"I got my ring half yanked now," Warren said calmly. "Port tank's riddled."

"Let's go then," Masters commanded. "See if you can slip in for a set-down near that little lake that forms a right angle down there."

"Practically got my feet in it now," Warren said as he pushed the cowl cover aside.

"Drop plenty before you crack open," Masters warned. "This killer will pop you sure. Neils, quick, those belts."

Neils was clinging to the side of the hurtling plane with one hand while he held the unbuckled belts toward the Eagle with the other. Slipping the two belts through the webbing across his chest, Masters pulled them tight and buckled them. "Now, Neils!" he shouted above the roar of flame and guns. "When we tumble out, put your hand on this ring, but don't pull until I say the word. Come on!"

Unafraid, the little Norse lad slipped through first, dangling by the belts until the Eagle had come through. Then, with a quick kick, Masters propelled them away from the doomed Consolidated.

"Pull when I shout!" he called, above the rush of the wind tearing past them.

As they tumbled end over end, with Masters clutching the boy close to him in his steely arms, tracer from the guns of the yellow-winged killer slithered past them. Now and then
Masters caught a glimpse of Warren's chute floating like a lily pad against the blue background of the lake far below them. And as he turned with his face toward the heavens he saw a pair of flashing yellow wings.

"Now!" the Eagle finally shouted. His arms tightened, holding Neils in a death grip.

Neils yanked the ring. The pilot chute unraveled, pulling the main fabric with it. Then as the silken circle bloomed above them, Neils looked up at the Eagle and grinned.

Masters and Neils slithered through tree branches and landed on the edge of a cleared knoll overlooking the lake. The Eagle unfastened his harness; the Japs up above were heading west again.

"Where is Mr. Warren?" Neils asked, watching Masters carefully gather up the jilling white folds of the parachute.

Masters looked around at the trees surrounding the little clearing. They made it look like a city of green cathedrals.

"This will get him," he said, and sent an ear-piercing whistle shrilling through the forest. An answer came back like an echo.

"Hey, Phil, where are you?" Masters shouted.

"Over here," came the answer from a towering hardwood tree at the fringe of the clearing. "Come and get me. I'm tired of perching up here like a blasted oriole."

"There he is!" Neils cried, his keen young eyes sighting the tree. "His parachute is tangled in the branches!"

"I see him." Masters was grinning as he made his way toward the tree. He looked up at Warren, swaying on a branch about twenty-five feet from the ground. "Didn't I hear you mention something about a man on a flying trapeze?"

"Yeah, an' I'm waiting for something to happen," Warren growled. "This branch is doing a lot of groaning. I'm expecting it to break any minute."

"You sure got a break." Masters grinned as he studied the situation. "Suppose you'd eaten your regular breakfast this morning. You'd have come crashing through. Maybe you'll believe me when I keep telling you to stick to a diet."

"Nuts," Warren exploded. "Get me out of here."

"Hang on," Masters said, and started back for the knoll.

In minutes he was back, with Neils beside him, and with the white shroud lines he had cut from the chute. He tied the ends securely, making a long strand, then doubled it. Fastening a chunk of wood to the line he managed, after three attempts, to toss it over a thicker branch directly above Warren's head.

"Tie that around that thick waist of yours," he ordered. "Then cut the other shrouds free."

"Can you two hold it?" Warren asked anxiously.

"By snubbing it we can hold a ton and a half," Masters retorted. "That gives us a margin of half a ton. Get busy."

Working gingerly, Warren cut the shrouds one by one.

"Take it easy now," he cautioned. "You guys drop me an' I'll get mad."

"If we drop you you'll just splash," Masters said, and began to pay out the line.

In short order Warren was on the ground, rubbing his bruised legs and arms, while Masters helped Neils into the lower branches of the tree.

"Cut the cords carefully," he cautioned. "Then roll them up and drop them to me."

"What's the idea?" demanded Warren.

"We may need this cord," said Masters. "Pretty rugged country around here. We're sort of up the creek without supplies. Lord only knows how long we'll be before we even find a shack for cover."

Warren took his helmet off and scratched his head. He whistled softly.

"You mean we may have to live off the land, eating berries and roots and stuff like that?"

Masters nodded, watching Neils busily struggling to untangle the chute from the limbs.

"You're going on a diet whether you like it or not, Phil. We haven't even
got a gun. Left everything in the
ship."

"Blast that Jap's hide!" growled
Warren.

"Maybe you'll thank him," Masters
grinned. "A few days in this country
an' maybe you'll discover that long-
lost waist-line of yours."

"And get a lot of bunions," Warren
muttered, as he helped Masters gather
up the chute Neils lowered through the
branches.

When Neils climbed out of the tree
the three of them walked back to the
knoll. Masters superintended the fold-
ing and tying of the two chutes. He
sat down and motioned for the others
to do the same.

"Might as well take inventory," he
said. "I've got a good strong clasp
knife and a pocket compass. What
have you fellows got? I mean besides
an appetite, Phil."

Warren felt in his pocket. He pulled
out two chocolate bars and a crumpled
cigarette pack.

"Holy smoke, just one left," he ex-
claimed. "Well, might as well smoke
that now."

Neils had been going through his
pockets and before him on the ground
lay a collection of odds and ends.

"There is a broken jack-knife, Mr.
Masters," he said. "Only one blade is
good. Here are two small lead sinkers
which I had better throw away, and
three fish-hooks. Here is a button on
which is printed the word 'Wilkie.'
What is that?"

He let a cloud of smoke trickle
through his nose, then flipped the
cigarette stub away.

Neils leaped to his feet as if pro-
pelled by a spring.

"You must be careful, Mr. Warren!"
he said, and ground the butt into the
moss with his heel. "That is the way
forest fires are started."

Warren shook his head. "Guess I'm
going to be the step-child on this pic-
nic. Everybody's bossing me."

"Neils is right," Masters looked
pleased as he saw the boy stoop to
make sure the cigarette was extin-
guished. "The enemy would bless you
for starting a fire in this timber. You'd
be doing a nice bit of sabotage. Lot of
valuable wood around here, wood we
may be needing before this thing is
over. Wish there was some way of
drilling that into everybody's head.
Conservation of timber is as impor-
tant as saving gas, oil or tires."

Neils picked up the fish-hooks.

"We had better keep these, don't
you think?"

"May stand between us and starva-
tion," Masters said, with a nod. "Keep
the sinkers, too. Let me have the
knife. I'll see if I can get the blade
out. May need that, too."

"Ought to be plenty of trout around
here," Warren said, with an eye on the
mirrored waters of the lake. "Always
wanted trout cooked over an open fire
and smeared with good fresh butter."

"You may get your belly full of
tROUT," Masters said. "Then again you
may not. If you do, there won't be
any drawn butter, nor even salt. You'll
be so sick of broiled trout you won't
want to look one in the face again.
Here, let me have those matches
you're fooling with. Didn't I see the
stub end of a candle in that junk you
took out of your pocket, Neils?"

Neils handed over the candle.

"This will be our reserve," Masters
said.

He knelt and cut a square of silk
from one of the chutes, wrapped the
fabric tightly around the folder of
matches, and then lit the candle. After
letting the wax drip over the silk he
smoothed it with his thumb, examin-
ing every crease.

GUESS that waterproofs it," he
said. "I've got an extra pack, and
Neils has a few stray ones. This will
come in handy in case the others get
wet."

Then for a few moments Masters
stood looking in all directions, lowering
his eyes every now and then to study
the compass in his hand.

"Well," he finally said, "we've got
some traveling to do. If I remember
correctly there's an inlet about twenty
miles to the south. If we hit that we
can work toward the coast."

"And how far to the coast?" Warren
asked, busy swinging one of the
chutes on his back. "Say, what's the
idea of lugging these things along?
Not figuring on doing any more jump-
ing, are you?"
"To keep dew off that homely mug of yours," Masters said, and grinned as he swung the other folded chute to his own shoulders. "An' don't forget, those two chocolate bars are our emergency ration."

"Okay, okay," Warren retorted. "I was figuring 0.1 saving them for dessert after our first meal of trout... Lead on MacMasters."

CHAPTER VII

Primitive Life

It was about two hours before sunset when Masters called it a day. He estimated they had covered approximately twelve miles, and he was pleased, not about the distance covered, but because Warren and the lad had been able to hold up.

"Boy!" Warren moaned as he sat down and began to unlace his shoes. "Are my dogs singing the Huntsman's Chorus?"

"Not so fast, Phil," Masters cautioned. "Get some wood before you start to turn in. Got to have a fire if you're going to eat."

"Did you say eat?" Warren's look of exhausted anguish was erased by a smile.

Masters turned to Neils. "Let me have one of those hooks."

Neils untangled a hook from the lining of his pocket and handed it to the Eagle, who bent it on a short length of white line.

"So that's what you were doing," Warren grinned as he got to his feet. "I thought you were unraveling that shroud cord to weave yourself a belt. But what are you going to use for bait, faith?"

Masters tied the line to a short limber birch rod, then took out his handkerchief.

"Got some bait in here. Watch it, Neils." He handed the handkerchief to the boy. "There are a few grasshoppers and some bugs in there. I sniffled them as I came along. Now go to it. That pool just below the rocks ought to be full of trout."

"Would I love that detail!" Warren mourned. "Let my dogs dangle in the nice cool water while I fished."

"You take care of the wood," Masters said quickly. "Then you can put your barking dogs in the kennel."

An hour later the three of them were sitting around a bed of glowing coals, watching half a dozen split trout sizzling above the coals.

Warren's eyes traveled from the browning trout to two birch-bark containers placed over the coals and held in position by two stones placed about six inches apart.

"Won't that birch-bark burn through?" he asked.

Masters shook his head and stirred the contents of one container with a stick.

"Soup's about ready," he informed. "Forgot to bring soup spoons so you'll have to use these small cups I made out of bark. May leak a bit because I had to use most of the balsam gum on the big jobs."

Pouring a cup of thick whitish liquid he handed it to Neils, then passed another over to Warren.

"If there isn't salt enough just whistle. Maybe Joe down in San Francisco will come running."

"What is it?" Warren asked as he sipped it experimentally. "Tasted better soup, but this sure is warming. Feels like it would stick to a fellow's ribs, too."

"Cat-tail soup," Masters said grinning.

"What?" Warren sputtered.

"Cat-tail soup." Masters laughed. "Pulled up some of those cat-tails in that swampy section behind the pool. Sliced the roots and boiled them. A bit on the starchy side, but there's nourishment, and that's what we need."

Warren sipped again, then glanced across the fire at Masters.

"For a minute I thought you were getting even for those auks."

"Better wash your cups out," Masters said when they had finished the soup. "I've got tea brewing."

While Neils washed the three birch-bark cups in the stream, Masters slid the fish off the green sticks on which they had been broiling and laid them on a slab of bark.

"There you are," he said quietly. "We eat community style tonight."
Phil, you better start on that three-pounder to give Neils and myself a chance."

As Warren and the lad began on the nicely browned fish, Masters filled their cups.

"This is more like solong than oolong, but it'll do. You'll have to learn to like sassafras tea, and unless you've got your ration card you can't have sugar."

Until the fish were cleaned up, little more was said. Then Warren leaned back with a sigh.

"Not bad, John, not bad. Suppose you've got dessert for us, too?"

"Berry compote. Masters grinned broadly as he reached behind one of the chutes and pulled out a bark container held together by pine needles. "Blackberries and raspberries, to say nothing of an ant or two. Go to it."

When the berries were finished, Masters gave directions about making a small triangular framework of splinters and stretching one of the parachutes over it.

"There's our shelter," he said. "A few spruce boughs and a log reflector for the fire and we ought to keep warm tonight. This other chute, folded, should make a fair blanket if we sleep close together."

"An' will I be ready to turn in?" yawned Warren. "A long hike, a full belly, makes a man weary, dopey and sleepy."

"You better sleep between us, Neils," Masters said. "You'll keep warmer. If Phil snores, kick him."

Neils started to crawl in on the bed of boughs, then changed his mind. He came back and looked up into the Eagle's face by the flickering light of the fire.

"What's the matter, Neils?" Masters asked gently.

Neils felt in his pocket and took out a metallic object about the size of a lemon.

"This is the other bomb," he said calmly. "My Father said I should guard it with my life."

"Holy catfish!" Warren gasped. "Have you been stumbling over rocks all day with that thing in your pocket?"

"It will not go off unless the trigger neutron is attached," Neils said. He took another gadget from his pocket. "You see, it screws in here. It contains a small battery and a coil. When it is set it actuates the trigger neutron on contact."

Masters took the bomb and examined it, fighting to hide his excitement, knowing that in his hand he held the salvation of the world.

"I was afraid," Neils said. "So many strange things have happened. I was sure I could trust Edvard, but when he turned traitor—well, I could not feel sure of anyone. I got the bomb the minute they went away with my father."

"You feel sure of me now?" Masters asked.

"Yes," Neils said quietly. "I have faith you will take me to my father and rescue him."

"I'll do my best, Neils," Masters promised gently. "We're all tired now. But tomorrow you can tell me more about how this thing works. Let's hit the hay."

Masters stopped to replenish the fire, then crawled in with the others. Darkness had already closed down on the great North Woods, and the three lay there silently listening to the forest sounds. From some distant lake the eerie laugh of a loon was wafted through the dark. A porcupine waddled by, his quills sounding like a bagful of dry sticks.

"Dog-goned noisy place, ain't it?" Warren snorted. "Listen! I hear footsteps. Somebody's walking around the camp."

"Deer heading for a drink," Masters murmured. "Go to sleep, will you? We're getting up at dawn tomorrow."

Silence settled down, but only to be broken by a long, high tremulous "Whoo-hoo-hoo-hoo-hoo."

"What was that?" Warren demanded. "Don't tell me that was a field mouse calling to its mate."

"That was a great horned owl," snickered Neils. "And do you hear that red fox barking from the top of the ridge?"

"Gimme the city," growled Warren. "At least a guy knows what the noises are all about."

Finally even the animals seemed to go to sleep. Masters had no idea how
long he had been asleep when a noise
by the fire suddenly awakened him.
“What in thunder are you doing
now, Phil?” he demanded as he saw
Warren throwing wood on the fire.
“Trying to make light enough so’s I
can find my way down to the stream.”
Warren muttered. “I got to thinkin’
about what that little bomb did to that
island, an’ if you think I’m gonna
sleep with its mate you’re nuts. I
never was the kind to look for a quick
way to the Pearly Gates. I’m—
Warren’s voice was lost in an ear-
splitting wail. It rose in a blood cur-
dling crescendo, then died away,
leaving a spine-chilling echo to find
its way along the dark ridges.
“What in blazes was that?” Warren
wailed between chattering teeth.
“Just a lonesome wild-cat looking
for a nice fat American,” Masters said
in disgust. “Come on back to bed and
shut up.”
“Where in thunder do you think I
am?” Warren said from the other side
of Neils, “An’ I got me a handful of
moss to stuff in my ears. If that bomb
does go off, at least I won’t hear it.

The next day was a repetition of
that first one; and so was the next fol-
lowing. They made good time in the
track! sss woods, but it was three days
before Masters located the inlet he
remembered seeing from the air. And
still another day passed before they
reached tide-water.
“Ought to find a boat somewhere,”
he said as they sat down on a sun-
bathed rock to rest.
“Sure hope so,” Warren growled.
“My legs feel as if they’re worn off to
the knees.”
“That’s what mechanized warfare
does,” Masters smiled. “Softens you.
Ever read of that jaunt Arnold took
to get to Quebec?”
“I’ll take the mechanized stuff,”
Warren retorted. “I don’t mind air-
planes at three hundred or tracer by
the bushel, but I sure hate wild-cats
spitting from the brush, or deer jump-
ing up to scare the living daylight out
of you. I’m civilized.”
“That’s debatable.” Masters’ grin
broadened. “You look like a cave-man
with that four-day growth of beard.”
“How about yourself?” Warren re-
torted. “You don’t look like any mod-
ern warrior with that bow and arrow
you’re toting.”
Masters looked down at the bow he
had cut from a piece of green hickory
and then tempered over the flame of
their campfires until it was like a
length of spring steel. He picked up
the arrow, tipped with the broken
blade from Neils’ knife.
“Got you a couple of good meals,
didn’t it?” he said. “If it hadn’t been
for those rabbits you’d look like a
sack of bones.”

WARREN was about to make an-
other retort when Neils leaped
to his feet and cocked his head.
“Listen!” he cautioned. “A plane or
a boat coming up the inlet!”
The two men were on their feet in
a flash.
“That’s a plane!” Masters ex-
claimed, quickly reaching for the bun-
dled chute by his side. “We can tear
strips and lay out a panel on the
rocks.”
As he unloosened the knot the plane
hove into view over the trees about a
mile away.
“A Jap!” he cried, as he caught sight
of the yellow-winged plane. “A Ka-
wanishi seaplane! Quick—into the
brush.”
They leaped for the low branches
of a spruce as the big seaplane began
to circle slowly over the inlet.
“Looking for Edvard,” Masters said,
peering through the branches. “That
Stinson must be in a cove around here
somewhere.”
As the big plane circled lower, Mas-
ters took out his compass.
“Mark it,” he ordered. “If he lands
I want to know where.”
“He is throttled down,” Neils whis-
pered in excitement. “He is going to
land.”
“Think it’s Nagato?” Warren asked.
“Yellow is the baron’s trade-mark,”
Masters said. He drew a bead from
the compass toward a towering spruce
on a point of land about two miles
away. “I figure Nagato’s after the U-
Two-thirty-five and will—”
“Parachutes!” Neils cried in alarm.
“Four of them, going down. Listen!
Someone is shooting from the ground.
Oh, I hope father is safe!”
Masters frowned as he heard the chatter of light machine-guns. The seaplane swooped low and he heard the answering crackle of guns from the yellow-bellied Kawanishi.

Then the plane disappeared. A shot or two drifted toward them, then there was silence.

"Come on," said Masters. "Leave your packs. We're traveling light."

With the aid of a well-defined trail they covered distance rapidly and finally came to a low bank overlooking the cove.

"This is it," Masters whispered, as they dropped behind a gnarled windfall. "There's the Stinson moored to an old dock! The mine must be back there against the hill. We'll have to get closer."

"Looks as if everybody's left the seaplane," Warren said, glancing over his shoulder. "Better watch your step. We've got Nazis and Japanese to deal with now."

CHAPTER VIII

Allies of Hate

ingle file Masters and his companions silently made their way through the trees. They did not pause until they came to a cluster of mine buckets crusted with flakey rust.

"Look," Warren whispered huskily. "Must be a shaft there in those alders."

Masters looked across the clearing at a group of men not more than twenty-five feet away. Six of them were Japs, some still wearing chute harness, and four were white men.

"There is Edvard!" Neils whispered excitedly. "The tall one with the close-cropped hair. But where is my Father?" Sudden alarm caused the lad's voice to tremble.

"That little bow-legged rat is Nagato," Masters said grimly. "Not taking any chances either. Four of his pals are heeled with those clumsy-looking Nambu light machine-guns. Listen! Nagato seems to be laying down the law to our friend Edvard."

"As I suspected," the Jap leader was fuming, "you sought to get this U-Two-thirty-five for yourself! You broke a gentleman's agreement."

"Bah!" sneered the Nazi. "You came to the island the other evening expecting to capture the professor for yourself. You and your kind are the last to speak of honor, or a gentlemen's agreement. Only our Faehrer knows the meaning of honor."

"That's a hot one," Warren growled. "Hitler and honor both begin with H, but that's as far as the similarity goes."

"Quiet!" Masters warned. "Those two rats may spill a lot of information."

"Where is the professor?" Nagato growled. "Speak quickly. I have no time to waste."

"You expect me to tell?" Edvard said calmly. "You would have me give up the secret I promised my Faehrer would be his, the secret by which he would bring the whole world to its knees, including your greedy people?"

"I have ways of getting information," Nagato threatened. "Ways beyond the imagination of even your blood-thirsty Gestapo. Where is the professor?"

The tall Nazi shrugged. "If you were clever enough to find me, why can you not find the man you are looking for?"

"It was through your stupidity that I found you," Nagato smiled. "I, too, knew the frequency on which you transmitted your messages. There are six of our ships out there and all my radio men had to do was listen. A cross bearing and your hiding place was marked."

Edvard grinned. "You fear me so much you had to bring your navy with you."

"You fool!" sneered Nagato. "You forget Dutch Harbor, and our plan to deal with the American base. When we have smashed the key to Alaska—"

"Yes, I remember there was such a plan," Edvard growled. "But we thought you had lost your nerve you have taken so long to strike."

"The world will know three days from now whether we have lost our nerve," Nagato retorted. "Our planes will lash the base into a froth of blood and debris. We will avenge the cowardly bombing of Tokyo! The next step will be the conquest of Alaska,
and then with the secret of U-Two-thirty-five we will bring the United States to its knees."

"But you fail to consider two things," Edvard said slowly, eyeing the men with the stubby machine-guns. "You do not know the secret of U-Two-thirty-five, nor do you know where Professor Bohrneil is."

"And what is the second?" Nagato challenged. "I feel confident I can deal with your first."

"The second is the American Eagle," Edvard said, watching the cruel face of the Jap. "He has already stuck his nose into this affair. That is why I returned here to lay low."

For a moment the Jap seemed staggered.

"Are you certain?" he finally said. Edvard nodded. "It was the Eagle who held you and your murderous pilots off and allowed me to escape with my precious passenger."

A curse rippled between the buck teeth of the Jap leader. One of the Japs with the guns said something that brought Nagato up with a start.

"It seems that we both missed meeting this American," Nagato admitted. "One of my guards was found dead shortly before we were ready to leave the island. But to even matters I think I eliminated him the next morning."

"It would take a better man than you, Nagato," Edvard said, scowling. "If you could prove it I would almost be tempted to share this U-Two-thirty-five with you. Our countries at least would not dare attack each other."

"There will be no sharing," Nagato snapped. "The secret will be ours alone."

"That is your idea," Edvard shot back. "You have me in your power at the moment, but that does not mean I will hand the secret over to you."

Nagato shrugged and growled an order to one of his men. Even before he had stopped speaking the Nambu jerked, spewing a hail of lead into the body of one of the Nazis. The man crumpled without a sound and lay sprawled on the shale.

"Now"—Nagato smiled—"each time you refuse to answer, one of your comrades will taste Japanese lead. If you are foolish, you will go, too. After that I at least have a day in which to search this spot. I am certain the professor cannot be far away."

Edvard turned slowly toward his three men.

"Verstehen Sie?" he asked slowly. "Ja wohl, Herr Kommandant."

Snapping erect, they raised their right hands and chorused: "Heil, Hitler!"

"You see, Nagato?" The Nazi smiled. "You cannot frighten men of our breed."

Nagato bowed, then straightened quickly.

"And where is the professor?"

The Nazis were silent. Their faces were pale, taut as they watched the gun come up. Once again it poured its lethal packet across the narrow space separating Japs from Nazis.

"It's murder!" Warren whispered. "Cold-blooded murder!"

"They're supposed to be allies," Masters said softly. "Think of what they'd do to us, their enemies."

Warren shuddered and held Neil so that the boy could not see the ruthless slaughter.

"I hope you have ammunition enough," the tall, thick-set Nazi said to Nagato. "For by the time you have even come close to finding the professor I suspect this Eagle will appear to spoil your plans."

"I tell you I shot him down the next morning!" Nagato bristled.

"You do not know him as well as we Germans do," Edvard smiled. "That man is capable of returning from perdiction to gain his purpose."

Nagato grinned. "Again permit me to ask where you have hidden the professor? Quickly. My other men are pleading for a chance to practice with their guns."

The Nazis stood stolidly facing the Jap guns, until the silence was broken by a clip being emptied from one of the Nambus. Another Nazi dropped to his knees, tried to raise his arm in a last salute to the man whose fanatic doctrine had split the cup of hate over the world. But his arm dropped limp and blood instead of a "Heil Hitler" poured from his lips.

"Now," demanded Nagato, "will you live or will you die?"
Edvard glanced at his remaining companion. His eyes narrowed as he saw the blood drain from the man’s face.

“Steady, Hans, steady. It is for the Fuehrer.”

The young Nazi stumbled toward Edvard.

“Tell him, Herr Kommandant! I do not wish to die! Tell him!” The Nazi’s voice broke into a scream of fear. “Look at them, Herr Kommandant! Why should we die like they?”

Edvard’s face twisted with loathing as he hurled the man away from him. “Shoot him, Nagato!” he shouted harshly. “Ich hasse feige Menchen. Shoot him! The Fuehrer would have it so.”

“So you hate cowardly men, do you?” Nagato grinned, “Before I have finished, you also will plead for mercy.”

“Shoot him!” Edvard shouted.

“You think I am a fool?” Nagato grinned widely. “I was sure there would be a weakling, one who would trade the secret for his life. You,” he snapped at the Nazi groveling on the ground, “tell me where the prisoner is and you shall live. Otherwise—”

“Heinrichs, no!” Edvard shouted.

But Heinrichs was paying no attention to his kommandant. He crept toward the smiling Jap, his eyes wide with the fear of death.

“Where is the professor?” Nagato ordered.

“Heinrichs!” Edvard cried desperately. “It is for the Fuehrer!”

Masters’s face grew taut as he slowly raised his bow and notched the arrow on the waxed string.

“I hate to do this,” he murmured between clenched teeth. “But this is war. Millions of lives are at stake! Get ready to duck.”

“Nagato?” Warren asked huskily. Masters squinted along the shaft.

“I’ve got to choose the squealer.”

As the Eagle drew the arrow back to the broken blade with which he had tipped the shaft, the air was filled with flying débris and hurrying stones. The men in front of him were screened by a cloud of pulverized shale.

“Good-night,” Warren gasped.

“We’re being bombed!”

Masters shook his head. The arrow had sped from his fingers in the excitement. Behind that settling cloud of smoke he heard a wild scream, then a rattling gurgle.

“Did you hit something in that Hun’s pocket?” Warren gasped. “Maybe some U-Two-thirty-five?”

Masters’ answer was lost in another explosion. He pulled the others back into the brush and tried to peer into the sky to see who might have appeared on the scene.

“It is the Eagle, Nagato!” they heard Edvard cry above the rattle of cascading stones. “The Eagle!”

THERE was a crisp burst from one of the Jap guns. Then Nagato was screaming orders to the men who had survived the holocaust.

As the smoke drifted away Masters stood up. Down in that little amphitheater of death lay the still writhing bodies of two Japs. Near them, his face beaten to a bloody froth, the body of Edvard lay crumpled across the prone figure of the Nazi who had been about to sell the secret for the privilege of living.

“Look!” Warren said breathlessly. “Your arrow got a Jap right in the throat. Must have been moving forward just as you let go. The explosion got the young Jerry.”

“But what happened?” Masters asked. “Neils”—he turned to the lad—“did your father have another of these U-Two-thirty-five bombs?”

“There is only this one left,” Neils said, touching his pocket. “Look, the Japanese is hurrying to his plane.”

Masters choked back a curse as he saw a little life raft equipped with a kicker scudding across the cove toward the seaplane.

“Get those two machine-guns!” he ordered Warren. “Rip the clip boxes off the bodies and make for the Stinson. Neils, stay here and try to locate your father. We’ll be right back.”

Masters ran for the Stinson. By the time Warren came up with the two guns and two belts full of clips he had the motor going. Warren threw the guns into the cabin and crawled in.

“We’ll warm up as we taxi out!” Masters shouted.
He waved to Neils, then cut out across the cove after the already moving yellow-winged job.

"That guy Edvard sure got a mouthful of lead," Warren shouted.

"Now all we've got to do," Masters said dryly, "is finish off Nagato before he carries out his threat to blast Dutch Harbor."

"Think they'd try it?" Warren demanded.

"They think they've got to get even," Masters said tightly. "To regain face after the no-hit game Jimmy Doolittle pitched against them."

"If I had a face like that rat Nagato, I'd give it away," Warren snorted. "Can't see why anybody'd hate to lose one like that."

"Got your guns set?" Masters asked, and Warren nodded grimly.

"Look out please, Mr. Nagato!" he said. "Here we come!"

Masters lifted the Stinson off the water and held it about ten feet above the shimmering inlet.

"We'll hold this position," he called over his shoulder. "Put us ahead of him and then we'll climb. All set?"

Warren patted the guns and smiled. He nodded toward the open window and laid the clips out in a row on the floor.

"Played plenty rough the other day even when we did have guns," Masters said grimly. "I've got a little kick left in this motor, but we'll have to depend on turning inside him. He's faster. Be ready to let him have it from either window."

Behind him, Masters could hear the deep-throated roar of the Kawanishi. He leaned out of the cockpit to watch it twist in position for a dive on his tail.

"Brace yourself, Phil!" Masters shouted. "I'm going to fish-tail plenty."

Down, down the big crate hurtled almost as if the Jap were attempting to sweep the Stinson out of the sky by sheer weight.

A couple of guns in the nose of the Kawanishi opened up. Masters' feet tensed on the rudder pedals. Tracer streaked through the sky, then began to inch toward them as the Jap gunner corrected deflection.

At the very last moment, even as a couple of slugs found his left wing-tip, "Masters jammed on full right rudder without banking. The Stinson groaned in agony as it skidded around, jamming both Masters and Warren against the side of the cabin. A quick kick in the opposite direction, another to the right, and he had the Stinson fish-tailing, almost in a stall.

The faster, heavier plane plummeted by with the roar of an express train, miscalculating entirely the speed of the trim little monoplane.

"Now!" Masters cried as his hand hit the throttle. "Give it to him!"

He banked, allowing Warren a clear shot at the Kawanishi as it leveled out.

Warren threw the wide-stocked Nambu to his shoulder and pressed the trigger. The gun jerked, throwing a clip of five slugs down at the seaplane. As Warren fitted a new clip he looked at Masters and shook his head.

"Don't know." He shrugged. "For a minute I saw five planes down there while the recoil knocked my head around. Couple more clips an' it'll fly off."

"If you didn't hit them they at least won't know we're armed," Masters assured.
“Bit my tongue, too,” Warren scowled as he pulled the back of his hand across his lips and looked at the smear of blood. “Oh, boy, get ready! Here we go again.”

The baron had his plane in a climbing turn. His guns were already spewing tracer in the direction of the Stinson.

“Now we’ll play another game,” Masters said grimly. “Nagato knows all the lessons in the book by heart. I’ll show him some he missed in the appendix.”

Sweeping in a wide berth around the Stinson, Nagato coolly looked the situation over. Then apparently satisfied that it was the same plane he had chased a few evenings before, he began to close in.

Masters threw his ship over and started to bank with the Jap when a crash behind him caused him to bring the ship back on even keel, then into a bank in the opposite direction.

“More Japs, Phil!” he cried.

Another splintering crash. He looked over his shoulder, expecting to see Warren lying on the floor in a welter of blood.

“What in Sam Hill’s going on?” he asked when he saw the grin on Warren’s face.

Warren pointed to a hole in the roof of the cabin.

“Just opening up a couple more gun ports. Got another in the floor. Now if I only had one in the tail I’d be ready to make this Jap guy think he’d run up against a new type ship. Watch it! Here he comes again. And I’m ready to let him have it sideward and up or down.”

Masters waited tensely for the opportunity to let Warren give Nagato the surprise of his life. Stop this murderous Jap he must. For even if the Eagle did stand in the Jap’s way in the matter of the professor and his secret, there was Dutch Harbor to consider.

Pearl Harbor must not be repeated up here on the last outpost of the West Coast. That base had to be protected at all costs. For some day, the sky above that base would be filled with planes following the sky trail so bravely blazed by General Doolittle and his stalwart men.

The taka-taka-taka of the Jap guns broke above the roar of the motors. The air crackled and snapped. The Stinson’s left wing was being rowed by twin streams of silver-feathered arrows. The shuttles of hate and greed were weaving a veil of death around the Stinson.

“Bank!” Warren was shouting. “I’ve got a gun stuck through the floor.”

Masters waited, risking a hail of buzzing slugs to make sure he had Nagato in position. Then he threw the ship over as if avoiding the swarm of death-dealing lead. At the same instant the gun clamped to Warren’s shoulder ticked off five lightninglike shots.

As the last slug left the Nambu, Masters leveled off, threw the nose toward the water, then yanked the wheel back as the air speed indicator needle climbed. For a moment he hung in the top of a loop he purposely made awkward. And once again he heard Warren pour a flailing burst of five shots at the Jap plane.

“I think you hit him,” Masters cried triumphantly. As he came out of the loop, he let the Stinson dive before half-rolling behind Nagato. As Masters spoke a burst of tracer wove a tracery of cobwebs against the blue. The rear gunner of the Jap plane was still pouring it to the Stinson.

“Dive!” Warren was shouting. “Dive and come up under him. I’ll give him another dose.”

With the throttle wide open, his prop screaming, Masters hurtled out of the cone of fire concentrated on him. He followed every move of Nagato’s desperate effort to let his gunners hold the Eagle in their sights.

“Get ready, Phil!” Masters shouted. “I’m going to zoom, and level off right under him.”

“Giving him both barrels this time!” Warren called. “You get me in position and I’ll do the rest, even if they do knock my head off.”

A quick glance showed Warren with both of the light machine-guns poked through the opening, with a wide stock clamped tightly against each cheek.

Nagato, sensing the Eagle’s ruse,
had his ship in a tight bank. But despite the burst tossed his way, Masters followed Nagato until he was right under the Kawanishi. Then he hailed back, lifting the nose of the Stinson right up at the seaplane.

Nagato tried to turn away by digging on full bottom rudder, but could not before Warren had emptied both guns right into the fuselage of the Kawanishi.

"You got him!" Masters cried. "His motor—it's smoking. That does it!"

"Look out!" Warren screamed. "He's ramming us! Oh, glory! Here we go!"

Masters tried to avoid the seaplane's wing-tip, but it was too late. Nagato's desperate effort to foil him brought his nose low, slewing the seaplane around so that its lower wing was in line with the Stinson. The Eagle kicked rudder with a last despairing prayer. He tried to throw his left wing down in time to let him pass under the seaplane. But a pontoon caught him, clutching at the leading edge of his wing and driving through the fabric to tangle with the dural ribs.

Both pilots snapped switches to "OFF." For a single blood-chilling moment the two planes, with wings locked like the antlers of crazed stags, slowly revolved around each other and started downward.

"We're goners!" Phil moaned. "And look at that yellow devil grin. Figures he's done a good day's work for Hirohito when he gets you."

"He hasn't got me yet," snapped Masters. "Gimme one of those guns quick. You take the other. Got to shoot our way clear before he catches fire. Hurry! Don't you see he's smoking?"

Masters grabbed the gun pushed at him and shoved it through the window of the cabin. Nagato ducked as he opened up. He held steady, battering the dural spar and ribs with a full clip of five.

"Shoot the devil out of that spot," he shouted to Warren. "It's tearing loose. I've got to be ready to swing clear!"

Warren poured hot lead at the spot where the wing pontoon was tangled with the Stinson's wing.

"One more clip!" Masters called frantically. "We'll make it before we kiss the drink."

Warren braced himself and let another cluster of slugs fly. Dural, chewed to bits by bronze-sheathed slugs, flew in all directions. The wing-tip tore lose. The two planes fell apart, with a section of dural framework clinging to the battered pontoon of the baron's plane.

Masters snatched at the switch as Nagato curled away, leaving a thin scarf of black smoke. The motor coughed a gob of over-rich fuel, then caught.

"Will we make it?" Warren cried as the Stinson went into a spin. "Aileron's gone."

"See if you can get out on that wing strut, Phil," the Eagle ordered, as he jockeyed the plane out of the spin, only to have it fall into another. "Got to find some way of balancing."

"One way's as good as another, I suppose," Warren muttered. "See if you can flatten out so's I can get your door open."

MASTERS released the door latch and Warren scrambled over him. "I can hang onto the strut and brace my feet against the pontoon. That ought to give us resistance."

"Okay, okay," Masters snapped. "Get going, Water's coming up at us pretty fast."

When Warren had his position on the outside the wind resistance set up was enough to help the Eagle keep the plane under partial control. Bits of gleaming dural flew off the shattered wing and twisted away like silver moths in the sun. Alternately gunning the motor and throttling down, Masters was fighting to time the spins in order to at least hit the water right side up and going ahead.

He took a quick glance out of the window and saw Nagato's plane heading west, with a trail of black streaming behind it. Masters grimly marked the course. Then as he glanced down at Warren the tenseness faded from his face.

"Well, I'll be—" he muttered as he saw Warren risk being torn from his precarious position while he strug-
gled to tear the foil off a chocolate bar.

With expert timing, Masters gunned the motor. The Stinson slithered on a straight course for a split second, then let the air slip away from its wings as Masters yanked the throttle back and cut the switch.

The Stinson dropped. Its pontoon smacked into the water at the entrance to the cove. A smother of spray lifted in a solid curtain around the plane. It gradually righted itself until it lay bobbing on the mirrored surface of the inlet.

"Phil!" Masters called. "Phil, where are you?"

"Back here playing tag with a couple of seals," Warren called thickly.

Masters scrambled out on the pontoon and helped Warren up.

"Couple more feet and you could have qualified as a sub commander," Warren mumbled as he spat out a mouthful of water.

"Well, spit that chocolate out or swallow it," Masters smiled. " Hate to see anybody try to talk with a mouthful."

Warren pointed behind them. "Salmon are nibbling that chocolate by now. It's my teeth—they're all loose. Stock hit me smack in the kisser when I fired that last burst. Talk like a panty-waist."

"You mean you can't even eat chocolate?" Masters demanded.

Warren opened his mouth and wiggled his teeth with his fingers.

"Hurt too," he said thickly.

The Eagle patted Warren's shoulder.

"With all this dieting you're going to be in nice shape by the time we get back."

Warren shrugged and pointed to the distant shore.

"How?" he mumbled, pointing from the shore to the broken wing.

"We'll have a look," Masters said.

"Only damage seems to be this pontoon strut. We can brace that with those two guns, then taxi back to the mine. Got to pick up Neils and his father."

Warren started to speak, but changed his mind. Instead he crawled back into the Stinson and handed Masters the two Nambus. Then he tossed out a length of wire from the plane's emergency kit.

"These Jap guns sure are useful things," Masters said, as he finished lashing a gun to either side of the damaged strut.

Warren just nodded as he stood on the pontoon gingerly touching his loosened teeth.

"I'm sorry," Masters said, when he got back in the cabin and started the motor. "But you do look kinda funny. That lower lip of yours is swelling fast. You'll soon be able to pass for an Ubangi."

Warren pointed toward the head of the inlet where they had left Neils to look for his father.

Masters nodded, poured the soup to the motor, then motioned for Warren to take over.

"You taxi, Phil. Having something to do will help keep your mind off those sore teeth. I'll sit back and try to figure out our next step."

"Dutch Harbor," Warren said, as he took over.

CHAPTER X

Death Walks

When they taxied the Stinson to the log dock and tied up it was almost dark. Masters called Neils, and when the boy did not appear he broke out the plane's first aid kit and swabbed Warren's bruised gums with iodine.

"You'll have to take it easy on grub for a couple of days," he cautioned. "You look as if you'd run into a nice left jab. It's mush an' milk for yours."

"Where's the mush an' milk?" Warren smiled weakly.

"Where's Neils?" Masters said grimly. "That's the question right now. Hope he didn't wander off into the woods, or get lost in the mine."

Warren grabbed Masters by the arm.

"Look!" he said hoarsely. "The others are there, but Edvard is gone."

Masters whistled as he glanced at the dead Nazis and Japs. But the body of the man who had kidnapped the professor was gone.
"You sure he was dead?" he asked Warren. "Couldn't have been just wounded?"

Warren shook his head. "Face all gone," he said. "Brains all over the place."

"Neils!" Masters shouted again.

A loon out on the inlet laughed at him. An owl coming out for an evening hunt called "Hoo." An echo bounced back from the wall of spruce across the cove.

"Queer," Masters murmured. "Maybe we'd better build a fire. If he's lost, he'll see the light."

The Eagle unwrapped the waxed silk package he took from his pocket.

"Lucky I waterproofed these matches," he said. "I got almost as wet as you when we smacked in."

Masters built a small fire, using one of the rusty shaft buckets for a reflector. For a while he and Warren sat huddled over the warmth to drive away the chill that came with the northern darkness.

Suddenly Warren reached over and touched Masters. His eyes were wide, gleaming in the flickering light of the flame.

"Are you kidding me, John?" he asked after a moment.

"About what?"

Warren pointed to his jaw. "No infection or anything? I mean fever."

Masters studied Warren's face. "What's the matter, Phil?" His voice was filled with sudden anxiety, for fear that his friend was more badly injured than he suspected. He touched Warren's forehead. "What is it? You haven't any fever."

"It's Edvard," Warren mumbled as he glanced over Masters shoulder. "I saw him with his face shot away. But now he's standing right behind you."

"You're nuts!" Masters grinned as he turned to follow the direction of Warren's fear-stricken gaze. "There's nobody there."

"But I saw him," Warren persisted. "Just as plain as I see you. Look, John, there he is again. He's coming toward us."

Masters turned and leaped to his feet as if electrified. For there, coming slowly toward him was the tall, pale-faced man he had seen lying in a pool of blood a few hours before.

Only now the face was whole, not a smear of crimson froth.

"Edvard!" Masters gasped, realizing that for one of the few times in his life he was thoroughly shaken. "Is that you, Edvard?"

"Jeg førstaa ikke Engelsk," the man said, as he approached the fire. "Edvard—Edvard," Masters said, pointing to the man.

The man nodded slowly. "Edvard," he said, tapping himself on the chest. "Good glory!" Warren groaned. "I always wanted to see a ghost and now I don't like it."

"Shut up," Masters said. "Something screwy about this. "Edvard—"

he turned to the man. "Hvor, Neils—Neils—førstaa—Neils."

The man nodded again, and motioned for Masters to follow him.

"Come on, Phil," Masters said softly. "This may be a trap, but we'll see it through. We'll at least find out how men can get their faces smashed by machine-gun fire and live to tell about it. Might find a cure for those aching molars of yours."

As the man stepped away from the circle of light Masters and Warren followed. They were forced to follow by sound rather than sight.

Then a light suddenly flared in front of them as their guide struck a match and lighted a lantern. He motioned for them to keep close, then stooped to enter a narrow opening partly overgrown with young alder.

"The mine entrance," Masters whispered. "Keep close, and keep your fists doubled."

The bobbing lantern threw weird shadows on the low walls of the tunnel leading into the side of the hill. It seemed ages before their ghostlike guide stopped before a shaft and motioned for Masters to get into a bucket attached to a windlass.

Masters picked up a stone and dropped it down the well of darkness. He heard a faint thud.

"About a hundred feet deep," he said to Warren.

Edvard smiled and pointed toward the bucket. "Neils, Neils," he said.

"You gonna trust him?" Warren demanded. "You gone nuts."

"I told the kid I'd come back for
him, didn’t I?” Masters retorted. He looked from the bucket to Edvard. “Got to take a chance. You keep your eyes on that windlass handle. If he starts to let go crack him one and grab.”

“Yeah,” snorted Warren. “Crack a ghost. That’s a hot one. Let’s beat it. I got to see a guy about a tooth.”

Refusing to argue, Masters crawled into the bucket and motioned for Edvard to lower him.

“Watch him,” Masters cautioned. “If you don’t I may have something more to worry about than a few loose teeth.”

“Watch a ghost!” Warren scoffed. “Suppose he fades. Ghosts do that.”

“Then you better fade too,” Masters said.

The creaking of the windlass grew fainter and fainter as Masters was lowered into the Stygian darkness of the shaft. Then the bucket bumped against the bottom. Masters crawled out and shouted up the shaft toward the glimmer of light far above.

In a few minutes he was joined by Warren.

“Feel better, Phil?” he asked.

“Being buried by a ghost should make a guy feel better,” Warren mumbled. “I’ve seen you do dumb things, John, but this takes the blue ribbon.”

“Hey, look,” Masters said. “The lantern’s coming down.”

Before Warren could answer Edvard stood before them with the bale of the lantern caught in the crook of his arm.

“Kom,” he said, and led the way toward a hole in the wall of the shaft.

The two men followed close to the dim circle of light thrown by the lantern, until the shaft widened out.

“Mr. Masters!” Neils voice came out of the shadows before they could see him. “I was afraid you would not come in time.”

“What’s the trouble, Neils?” Masters asked. “And who might this be?” He jerked his thumb toward the man with the lantern.

“That is Edvard,” Neils said soberly.

“But I saw Edvard’s brains blown out!” Warren exclaimed.

“No,” Neils said quietly. “That was Edvard’s twin brother. We did not know about him. But the Gestapo knew, and they sent the other one to take Edvard’s place. I knew something was wrong, but I could not tell what. I was so certain Edvard would not betray us. Edvard says he buried his brother on the hillside.”

“Then I still got to meet my first ghost,” Warren said, with a relieved sigh. “Boy, this Edvard sure had me guessing for a while.”

“Where is your father?” Masters asked, and the boy’s eyes filled with tears.

“He is dying,” he said slowly. “The Gestapo men tortured him, trying to make him reveal the secret of U-Two-thirty-five. He could not hear them, at first, because of what the explosion did to his ears. And when his hearing came back, he still refused to answer them. But it was a Japanese gun that got him. It was Edvard and he who threw the dynamite.”

“Dynamite!” Warren sputtered.

“Yes. Edvard managed to free father and get him to the surface. When the Nazi was about to tell the Japanese officer where father was, Edvard threw the dynamite which he found in the mine. One of the soldiers must have been a movement in the bushes and fired. Father was hit.”

“Where is he?” Masters asked.

“Edvard brought him down here again and hid him,” Neils explained. “He hid me too, for fear they would find me. I told him you were friends, and he trusts you now. Because you trusted him.”

“An’ what a bit of trustin’ that was,” Warren growled.

“I know,” Neils said quietly. “But, we must return to father now.”

Neils led the way to a corner of the gallery opening out of the shaft. There Masters saw Professor Bohneill lying on some old sacking.

“I’m sorry I did not reach you in time, Professor,” he said, dropping to one knee beside the dying man. “This might have been avoided.”

The professor smiled weakly. “It is one of the fortunes of war. I have done my bit to help, now I must pass on to a place where there are neither friends nor enemies. Before I go, I
wish to entrust my two greatest possessions to your care—Neils and the secret of U-Two-thirty-five. With it I pray that peace will be brought to the world again, peace to my homeland, Norway, freedom to my people, to the mother and sister of my brave little son.

"Professor," Masters murmured, "until the day I can place Neils back in his mother's care I will be his guardian.

The professor felt for the Eagle's hand.

"Promise me, Masters, that through my son I will strike the first blow toward bringing peace. You still have the remaining bomb, Neils?"

"Yes, Father," Neils said, fighting to keep his voice under control.

"Good," the professor murmured. "Strike true and hard for freedom."

"Does he know the secret, Professor?" Masters asked anxiously. "Will we be able to use more than this one bomb."

"He may not know what all the symbols mean," the dying man said, hardly above a whisper. "But I made him memorize each step. Take him to Doctor Weltner. He will be able to work out the process with Neils' help. Neils—where are you? Come close to me, my son."

Neils dropped to the side of his father.

"I am here, Father. With Mr. Masters' help I will carry on your work. With many of these small bombs of yours the Nazis will be driven from Norway, swept off the face of the earth. Do not forget, when Mr. Masters is not near, Edvard will always protect me."

"Edvard!" gasped the professor.

"Where is he?"

"Right here, Father." Neils motioned for Edvard to kneel beside him. "Here is his hand."

"Mange Tak, Edvard," murmured the professor.

Tears were in the eyes of the man who had been brought up by the kindly Norwegian. He lowered his head and said a prayer in the tongue of the people who had taken him in as a boy, had fed him, clothed him when his own country was war-stricken.

"Far vel, Neils," the professor whispered as he drew the boy close. "You are the head of the family. I leave it to you to bring happiness to your mother and sister again. Far vel, my son."

The professor's eyes closed.

"Come on, Phil," Masters whispered. "We'll leave Neils alone for a while."

Warren brushed his hand across his eyes.

"An' I was grumbling about a couple of teeth being loose."

When they reached the shaft, they found Edvard behind. Edvard struck a match and showed them a map, making motions that he had taken it from the body of his brother.

"Just what we need," Masters said quickly. "Let's see. You light another match when his goes out, Phil... Ah, here it is. We're down on Gull Cove." The Eagle looked up at Edvard. "Radio—telephone?"

The big man nodded eagerly and pointed up the shaft.

"We'll try to contact Prince Rupert," Masters said quickly. "If we can get one of their PBys we can still get to Dutch Harbor in time to keep a date with our friend Nagato."

"But you don't know which way he'll come in," Warren broke in.

"I checked his course," Masters said. "Figured with a crippled engine he'd taken the shortest route to the plane carrier he came from. I'll find him."

"Figuring on taxiing down the inlet tonight?" Warren asked.

Masters nodded. "Save time. Every minute counts. The plane we contact can pick us up at the inlet entrance at dawn. We can get gas here for the Stinson. The rats who stole it have plenty cached under the dock."

They were silent for a few moments. Then Warren spoke.

"I didn't quite get it—I mean this Edvard business?"

"The Gestapo simply knew where he was," Masters explained. "When the time came they had their agent, his twin brother, come up here, kidnapped the real Edvard and take his place, figuring the professor wouldn't notice. Came close to getting away
with it, too. Maybe if Nagato had not smelled the well-known Hitler doublecross it might have worked."

"They're the schemers, aren't they?" Warren growled. "Only their schemes are always so rotten."

"They're rotten clean through," Masters said firmly.

"What I'm wondering now," Warren said, "is how we were going to get out of this mine to keep our date with the simian stuporman."

"Judging from the ease with which Edvard got down here, I don't think that'll be so difficult... Here comes the lad."

Neils came to them slowly. For a moment he stood looking back toward the gallery.

"Some day I will return for him," he said softly. "But he would wish me to carry on now. I am ready, Mr. Masters."

At a word from Neils, Edvard went up the rope hand over hand. Then one by one he hauled the others to the surface.

"Neils," said Masters, "will you ask Edvard to lead us to the wireless?"

A few moments later John Masters stepped away from the wireless.

"There'll be a PBY at the entrance to the cove at dawn," he told Warren. "So let's get moving."

"Mr. Masters," Neils said softly as they started for the mine entrance. "You will not forget your promise, will you?"

"You mean about being my ward?"

"No, Mr. Masters," Neils said calmly. "I mean about allowing me to strike the first blow."

"I haven't forgotten, Neils," Masters said. "And when you do it, don't forget that you'll be helping to make it a better world for boys like you to live in when they grow up. Who knows—you might be the one to sound the knell of all wars."

"Should that be the case, then Father will not have died in vain, Mr. Masters. I would be willing to die, too, so other boys will not have to go to war when they grow up."

"We'll pray for that as you strike, Neils," Masters said solemnly. "Right now, we've got work to do before we can find the opportunity to strike that blow."

While Edvard and Warren refueled the Stinson, Masters and his young ally relashed the bracing on the damaged pontoon strut, replacing the machine-guns with a couple of short lengths of pipe.

Finally everything was set. The motor was warming up and with the exception of Neils everybody was in their place, ready to taxi down the inlet.

Neils finally appeared.

"I just wanted to reassure Father," he said quietly, as he crawled beside Edvard. "He will rest easier now."

Masters nodded grimly and turned the nose of the Stinson west, where Nagato waited below the distant horizon.

CHAPTER XI

A Blow for Pearl Harbor

EVERYTHING moved according to schedule, and promptly at dawn the plane for which John Masters had radioed was waiting at the inlet entrance. The pilot who had flown the PBY from Prince Rupert picked up the three who were waiting, and with more hours of flying the Pacific they reached a base in the Aleutians.

For some time then Masters was in conference with the authorities, then once more he was over the sea, flying now in a B-25. Warren, as usual was the Eagle's co-pilot, but there was also a navigator, a radio operator, a bombardier, named Covern and two gunners.

A cold, sharp wind blew from west to east across the Aleutian Islands, whipping fog into long, writhing skeins of gray. Dark gray clouds scurried across the bay like dirty sheep, while birds screamed in anger at the crested waves which hid fish from sight.

"What they need up here is a Chamber of Commerce," Warren mumbled to the Eagle. "Look at what they did for Florida and California. This must be where bum weather is born. It's so cold my brain's numb."

Masters watched the bank of in-
“How’s the kid?” he asked. “Still sleeping?”

“Resting,” Warren said. “Don’t know how much sleeping he’s doing, though. Kinda serious about getting a crack at the enemy, isn’t he?”

“Hone he’ll be able to do it,” Masters said, as he took the course from the navigator. “I unloaded a fifty-pounder and slipped that little hunk of U-Two-thirty-five inside. Make it more accurate.”

“But you promised to let the kid drop it,” Warren said testily.

Masters nodded. “There’s room in the nose for both Connery and Neils. Connery will work the sight and nod to Neils when it’s time to push the button.”

“I see,” Warren said. “Want me to spell you? You’ve been on the job since dawn.”

“Okay,” Masters said. “You take it for a while. I’ll send a flash to the base. Want to make sure they’ve got everybody on the alert.”

“Where are we now?” Warren asked, as he took the wheel and settled his feet on the rudder.

“There,” Masters said, jabbing a forefinger at the map. “I figured Nagato was heading for here, right there at that blue pencil mark. If he wasn’t bluffing the ships ought to be right down there somewhere—in that swirling bank of fog.”

“And if he is, what then?” Warren asked.

“We’ll head toward the base,” Masters said quietly.

“You mean we’d run?”

Masters gave Warren a jibing grin. “Try not to be quite so dumb,” he said. “We’d have to give the others time to come up. Can’t hog the whole show for ourselves, can we? Besides, we’ve got a task force waiting just to the east. When I arrange a show I arrange it right, for special customers like Nagato anyway. I’m going to give him Pearl Harbor in reverse.”

“Well, I sure hope you’ve figured right.” Warren said, and grinned.

“Why?” Masters demanded.

“Because I just saw a nice big fat juicy Jap aircraft carrier through a rift in the fog down there,” said Warren.


“What now?” snapped Masters, trying to catch a glimpse of the enemy ship.

“We got company,” Warren muttered. “I saw a pair of nice yellow wings flash down there. I think it’s Mr. Nagato playin’ puss-in-the-corner with us. The pleasure is all yours, Skipper. You take the wheel. I’ll send that message.”

“Don’t forget!” Masters shouted as they exchanged places. “The code word is ‘Neils.’ Tell Sparks to hold until they’ve taken a cross bearing of our position.”

WARREN started toward the after compartment.

“Want me to wake the kid?” Masters banked the ship gently and eased toward a low-hanging cloud.

“Might as well let him see the show from beginning to end. See that the men are at their posts. Friend Nagato and a couple of Zeros are trailing us.”

“Okay.” Warren grinned. “I need a bit of excitement to make me forget my teeth. They’re cutting up again.”

As Warren disappeared, Masters threw a quick glance over the instrument-board. As yet he had not seen the Jap aircraft carrier. But he knew that Warren had.

“Come on, you Japs!” he challenged, grinning. “Follow Papa and you’ll see what Defense Bonds can do.”

As he swung in a lazy bank and headed northeast again he caught a glimpse of a yellow-winged Zero fighter climbing to get into the clouds. Scud above him. He wanted to hit the throttle, to drive the two Cyclones at full blast, but he dared not seem hurried if he wished his plan to be successful.

He had to lead the Japs into the net. Only then would he strike, only then would Neils send destruction hurtling down at the Jap carrier from which it was hoped light bombers would wing across the cold waters to destroy Dutch Harbor.

Fifteen minutes passed, minutes in
which he just kept out of Nagato's reach.

Then Warren returned, his face wreathed in smiles. "They're on their way!" he shouted. "Task force is closing in, too. Where's the yellow boy?"

"Back of us," said Masters. "Guess he isn't sure whether we've spotted the ships or not. Afraid to tackle us for fear he'll give the show away."

Masters was edging the B-25 closer to the clouds until he was directly under them.

"Pilot to Bombardier," he called through his throat mike. "Watch for target dead ahead in a few moments. Am going into cloud. Expect to be on tail of enemy plane when we come out!"

"Okay," came the voice of the bomber in the perspex bowl of the B-25's nose. "I'll get him!"

Masters suddenly eased back on the stick. The B-25 leaped into the overcast. Watching his instruments, Masters leveled out, then kicked rudder. He watched his turn and bank indicator, bringing the bomber around to reverse his original course. He held steady for a few minutes, then pushed the wheel away from him.

The B-25 blasted out of the cloud with both motors roaring. Quickly, Masters kicked rudder and banked. He came around until he was headed northeast again.

"There you are, Bombardier!" he called as a Zero fighter loomed in front of them. "Slap it to him!"

The gun in the nose of the bomber spewed a line of tracer that connected the two ships for one brief moment. Then just as suddenly the Jap plane literally exploded in the air, scattering a swirling mass of débris.

"Nice shooting!" Masters smiled and glanced at Neils who was leaning forward to look out of the window.

"When will my turn come?" Neils asked soberly.

"Soon," Masters said, as he zoomed toward the cloud again. "You better creep toward the front. When the bombardier signals you crawl up alongside him. He'll tell you when to work the release. I've set it so your special egg will be laid first."

"Thank you," Neils said, forcing a smile to his drawn young face. "I hope I will not fail you."

As Neils crept forward, Masters ducked into the cloud again, then switched to the frequency the Japs used in inter-plane communication.

"Nagato," he called. "Nagato—this is Masters calling. Come in, Nagato. Let me know whether you're listening, or whether you're too scared. . . . Come in, Nagato."

"I am never too frightened to listen to the voice of the man I have sworn to kill," the sinister voice of the Jap said in the Eagle's ears. "What have you to say, please?"

"Just this, Nagato," Masters snapped. "You were so anxious to see how U-Two-thirty-five works I thought I'd give you a little demonstration. If you want to see what's going to happen to Tokyo just stick around. I'm official demonstrator for U-Two-thirty-five, the most efficient, the most colossal little cleaner upper you ever saw. Why, this little egg, weighing little more than an ounce, will do more cleaning up than all you and your murderous gang did at Pearl Harbor."

"Stupid Yankee bluff," Nagato retorted. "You do not know the secret. That is very foolish when you deal with Nagato. Where are you? You sit on shore and taunt me, hoping to frighten me away from my objective."

Masters was grinning as he eased the B-25 out of the cloud and dived for the fog swirling below.

"I'm down here, Nagato. Going to put on a real demonstration—on your aircraft carrier. Looks like one of the Kaga class. Anyway, it's carrying the bombers you're hoping to crack down on Dutch Harbor with. See me, Nagato? I'm heading right for it!"

The Eagle's phones were filled with blistering curses as he motioned to Warren.

"Here we go, Phil! The kid's going to let all Hades loose in a minute."

Warren pointed to a flock of Zeros pouring out of the thick stuff below.

"Look! They're spread right across the course."

"I guessed as much when I saw the
second—and smaller carrier,” Masters said grimly. “The Hosho, I’d say. Loaded with escort planes. We’ll deal with her later.”

The B-25 hurtled on through the gray skies.

“On your toes, everybody!” the Eagle ordered over the inter-phone. “Bombardier, be ready to take over when I give the word.”

“Bombardier to Pilot, ready. The boy is with me.”

“Shield him as much as possible. We’re going to catch it in a minute. Going in low to get target on first run... Bomb bays open... Bomb bays open!”

“Bomb bays open, sir,” came the calm answer.

Guns tore the air to shreds as Masters wheeled the B-25 through the formation of Jap fighter planes. Guns spat their answer from every port of the twin-engined bomber, Yankee lead challenging Nippon venom. Slugs rattled against the metal sheathing of the stocky American job, seeking to throw a barrier of lead across its path. But nothing was stopping Yanks that day, not even Nagato and the best he could throw against them.

“Take over!” Masters cried, as the B-25 lined up with the target. “Yell the minute you releases.”

Sweat trickled across Masters forehead as he felt the bombardier take control of the plunging ship. Split seconds seemed like centuries as he watched the plane-crowded decks of the carrier rush toward them.

“Look, Phil!” he cried. “We’re just in time. They’re warming up. Why doesn’t he let that egg go?”

WARREN punched the Eagle in the ribs and pointed toward the east.

“Ours!” he cried. “That smoke is from our ships.”

“They’re ours too,” Masters exulted as he nodded toward tiny specks visible through a break in the lower strata of mist. “We timed it right! The U-Two-thirty-five will let go before they get here.”

“Released!” came the frantic cry over the inter-phone.

Frenziedly Masters slammed home the throttles as Warren yanked back on the wheels. With props feathered to get the most out of the raging Cyclones, the B-25 clawed for the ceiling, with Zero fighters clinging at every side, trying to pour in a clinching burst.

“Come on, baby, come on!” Masters pleaded as he took the wheel. “Every foot counts... The blazes with tracer.”

Then the world seemed to turn inside out. The waves far below them flattened as if pressed down by a mighty gale. The fog poured toward a center, then sprang upward as if being drawn in by a pair of invisible lungs.

Every vestige of control was torn from Masters’ grasp as the B-25 was caught in the maelstrom. As they whirled in giddy flight, Masters caught a glimpse of wings being torn from Zero fighters and their shorn fuselages plummeting toward the cold waters of the Pacific.

Exerting every effort the two men fought to bring the ship out of the man-made storm. The B-25 groaned at every joint. The wing spars squeaked and threatened to give way. The controls were useless as the altimeter rocketed toward the twenty-thousand-foot mark.

“Quickest climb we ever made!” Masters shouted. “If she holds together nothing will ever stop these ships.”

“Looks like nothing’s gonna stop us!” Warren exclaimed. “I can hear harps now. Ought to be in heaven in another minute, unless we make a local stop to let me out. Wonder what they get to eat in heaven?”

“Nuts!” Masters growled, as he felt the controls begin to bite at the still turbulent air.

“Not with these teeth.” Warren grinned as he saw they were winning the battle. Then as Masters wheeled the ship into normal flight he leaned toward him. “You know, John, there’s three things I don’t want to do in this war, an’ all three of them is drop bombs filled with U-Two-thirty-five. Not down low the way you did it, anyhow.”

“Had to make sure,” Masters breathed in relief. “But once is enough.”
Neil crept into the control cabin, his face lighted by a broad smile.
"You were wonderful, Mr. Masters! You were wonderful."
"I was wonderful?" Masters gaped.
"Yes," Neil cried. "The way you stunted to keep away from that Japanese plane with the yellow wings. It followed us all the way up, but he could not catch you."
"Holy smoke!" Warren squeaked.
"You get credit for the darndest things, John. Hey—the Jap with the yellow wings! Where is he?"
Neil pointed through the window.
"He's trying to ram us, John!" Warren yelped in alarm. "Boy, did you see his crate. Looked like somebody had been throwing rocks at it."
"Got caught in the same mess we did," Masters muttered. "Pretty stocky little job he's got to stand that. Hey, you up front! Watch for a shot. I'll put you in position."

As Nagato's yellow job came around in a sloppy turn Masters half-rolled the twin-engined job and came down behind the Jap.
"His ship's knocked haywire." Masters grinned. "Couldn't take it the way this baby could. . . Get him quick! He's going to make another try at ramming us."

The reply was a chattering burst from the forward gun. The tracer caught hold of the yellow-winged job. It staggered as if it had run into an invisible wall, then fell off on one wing. Behind it a column of twisting smoke formed a Gargantuan cork-screw.
"He's tried to clip his last wing," Warren said, watching the ship go down. "He's failed, so that's the way he wants it. Isn't bothering with a chute. . . Say, talking about failing, what did we do?"
Masters pointed to a spreading patch of oil and débris on the water.
"That's all Neil left of the carrier, Phil. Nothing but toothpicks.
Warren made a futile attempt at whistling through his puffed lips, then gave it up. Instead, he reached out and clasped the smiling lad's hand.
"You did it, Neil. You did it. Your dad would be proud of you."

The lad's eyes misted, but he quickly brushed his hand across them and grinned.
"I am proud, too. There are not many boys who can say they have seen action with the Eagle. He helped me strike the first blow."
"Look at the follow-up, Neil."
Masters pointed below where Yankee B-25s were raining bombs on the scurrying Jap ships, and knocking Zero fighters out of the sky. "There's the first real knock-'em-down-drug-'em-out battle. The word that brought them on the scene was 'Neil.' You struck first. Now our boys are finishing."
"And battleships, too!" Neil cried.
"See them out there shooting? There won't be any Japanese ships left here, will there?"
"Don't think so, Neil," Masters said soberly. "An' I guess they'll think twice before they try another sneak attack on us."
"I'm so proud to have had a part in it," Neil breathed. "I will never forget this moment as long as I live. Mother will be proud too. Now she will soon be free. My sister too!"
Masters nodded as he turned the B-25 north.
"I'm proud of you too, Neil," he said, as he reached out and touched the boy's shoulder. "We'll go back to the base now and have a real meal to celebrate the occasion."
"Did you mention a meal?" Warren exclaimed. "What's on the menu?"
"Let's see," Masters took a quick glance at the fuel gauge. "The general's chef said there'd be crab bisque—boiled salmon with some special sauce, roast saddle of venison, pork chops, cranberry sauce, an' I think apple pie for dessert. Not bad for a gang who have been living off the country."
"I'd say that was perfect!" Warren cried. "Open up with some speed. We're practically crawling."
"What's your hurry?" Masters asked, as he took a final glance at the mopping-up job being done by the B-25s and the task force, Warren scowled. "You big lug, don't you know I'm hungry."
"But the M. O. at the base said you were to stay on mush and milk for at
least a week yet,” Masters reminded. The smile faded from Warren’s face.

He slumped down low in his seat and stared at the instrument board.

“What is the matter, Mr. Warren?” Neils asked.

“Everybody gets the breaks but me, Neils,” Warren said mournfully. “You’ve just had the moment of your life. You’ll be a hero when we get back to the base. But me, I’ll be a dottering old kiwi who gets a bowl of mush an’ milk... Saddle of venison! Boy, oh boy!”

“Don’t mind him, Neils.” Masters grinned. “If Phil could fight as well as he can eat I could retire and know the war would be won in a couple of days.”

“It will be won, won’t it, Mr. Masters?” Neils asked anxiously.

“You bet!” Masters smiled. “An’ we’re the ones to win it. No gang of Nazi ringers will ever put us out of the game, eh, Phil?”

Warren winked at Neils. “I’ll be weak, but I’ll be in there slugging with the rest. We had our first inning today... But mush an’ milk... Say, that’s an idea. We’ll drown Hitler and his bums in a vat of mush an’ milk. Boy, I think I’ve got something there. Eh, Neils?”

Neils shrugged his young shoulders and grinned.
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THE FLYING DRAGONS

By LEW MARTIN

Right Here in Arizona, Valorous Chinese Fledglings
Are in Training to Knock the Japs Out of the Air!

The crusade against the Axis is making a melting pot of the world. Far-flung sections of the globe in Asia, Africa and Australasia, which had conceived of Americans only in the stock and somewhat ridiculous figures of Hollywood scenarios, are meeting our finest young men in the flesh and hastily revising their estimates.

And numerous sections of hinterland America, which looked askance and with suspicion on all visitors who failed to speak with the local twang or brogue are also engaged in forming new opinions of visitors from foreign lands.

Take Phoenix, Arizona—a town whose tradition until a few months ago was entirely that of the old West.

Today, at one of the largest air training layouts west of the Mississippi, student pilots from all over the British Commonwealth of Nations, nine Latin American countries, and China are going through their paces in preparation to engaging the air forces of Messrs. Hitler, Hirohito and Mussolini.

The Surprising Chinese!

Of these, the Chinese were the biggest surprise. Most Arizonans realized that the British boasted a civilization of sorts—and the fact that the state was once part of a Spanish province with traditions that still linger, made them aware of the fact that Latins are human too. But in the development of the West, the,

---

Chinese cadets receive advanced flying instructions under the expert tutelage of American air instructors at Phoenix, Arizona. The Oriental students are given flight training identical to that proffered American aviation cadets. The only phase of training which will differ from the 35-week American course will be the instruction in military drill. Special Chinese officers have been assigned to accompany the students for the purpose of supervising their training. Upon completion of their instruction, the Chinese flyers will be commissioned as Lieutenants in the Chinese Air Forces and assigned to immediate service in the Far East. These cadets have been selected by their own officers after receiving preliminary tests and training in China. American military observers who have watched the progress of China's first contingent of cadets report that the men have shown an exceptional aptitude for flying. In this excellent shot Mo Chung Yung is shown at the controls with instructor in the rear flying.
Chinese had played but two classic and menial roles—that of laundryman and cook.

So, last November, when the first contingent of Chinese air cadets arrived to take courses alongside of their American and United Nations allies, inhabitants of Phoenix were amazed to find them alert, trim, well-mannered young men who could hold up their heads proudly in any company.

Oh yes, they knew that China, under Chiang Kai-shek, had been making a magnificent fight under almost unendurable conditions against the brutal soldiery and economic penetration of the sons of Hirohito for five long years. But China was a long, long way off.

Now they have seen, talked with, entertained and come to respect representative young Chinese just as the Chinese have come to worship Americans in the persons of Joe Stilwell and his aids and the fabulous Flying Tigers. They have enjoyed their good fellowship and watched with something close to awe the earnestness, intelligence and quickness with which these young Flying Dragons go about their work.

**Thunderbird Field**

The center of this great new training school for future Axis antagonists is Thunderbird Field, newly erected headquarters plant for all cadets, American and United Nations, in training in the district. Around it are four other fields—Falcon Field, where R. A. F. students do their stuff, Sky Harbor, focal point of the Latin American cadets, and Williams and Luke Fields, where the Chinese lads take basic and advanced courses respectively.

These youngsters have come a long
way from their war-torn homeland to learn better how to shoot the Mikado’s murderers out of the skies. All of them are veterans of the Sino-Japanese war, the bulk of them graduates of the Central Military Academy, China’s West Point.

In 1938, the academy was moved in the face of Japanese aggression from Nanchung, capital of Kiangsi Province, to Chengtu, Capital of Szechuan Province.

The cadets endured a 600-mile hike in mid-January, conquering rain, snow, sleet and mud and fighting Japanese flying columns and airstraffers as they went.

No Cream Puffs

So, despite their nice manners and all-around friendliness, they’re no cream puffs. Those who didn’t endure this tremendous trek, underwent even more harrowing experiences as members of the Chinese fighting forces in the field. They aren’t treating their trip to America as a vacation, but as a sacred opportunity to get training denied them in their homeland.

Conditions in China have been difficult for their aviation cadets—and for pilots as well. Planes were old and patched, and high-octane fuel rarer than gold. Once the Academy was hung on a mountainside, 7000 feet above sea level with only a few cloud-free hours a month. But all of these kids managed to knock together enough hours in the air to qualify for the rigorous standards of U. S. Army Air Forces training.

They take the regular United States Army course—thirty-five weeks of basic and advanced training at Williams and Luke and, later, in a special field in Massachusetts. Many of them have to learn the basic national Chinese language, Kuo Yu, before they can understand their Chinese instructors—China is a country of some forty languages and thousands of dialects.

In charge of them is Major C. J. Kanaga, a West Pointer who was attached for years to the American lega-

tion at Pekin and speaks Chinese like a native. He’s proved a tremendous help to them in adjusting to the ways of the New World.

His director at Luke Field is none other than Captain Christy Mathewson, son of the Giant’s baseball immortal. Young Christy, whose career as an active Air Forces’ flyer was tragically curtailed a dozen years ago when he lost a leg in an automobile accident, has made a comeback worthy of his name and, after serving for a year at the military aviation school in Hangchow, China, is eminently qualified for his position.

There are, of course, some differences in the training the young Chinese receive and that of the American cadets at Thunderbird. Under Chinese officers, they get slightly different drill and discipline as demanded by the variations in the Chinese and American armies.

And, when their courses are completed, they don different uniforms with high collars and big sleeve badges and Chinese wings bearing the sun of China.

On With the Fight!

Graduated, they are accepted (almost without washouts, thanks to previous careful selection) as Sublieutenants in the Army of China and return to their homeland to carry on the fight against the Nipponese foe. They return to spread throughout the length and breadth of China the gospel of America and its industrial and aeronautical might.

Yes, for all of their nice manners, they are a grim and determined lot of young men, are being followed by other lots as alert and intelligent and earnest as themselves.

They are a fine and sturdy bulwark against the Axis. And as each new group is polished and trained and sent forth to battle, we can only quote the words with which Major General Ralph P. Cousins, Commanding General, West Coast Air Force Training Center, concluded his speech to the first graduating class.

“Go back and give ‘em hell!”
The great boatlike form traced its crazy outline between him and the moon

GHOST SHIPS

By JIMMIE GOODWIN

Two enemies face young airman Alvin Bradshaw, but in one fell swoop he conquers both fear and Jap bombers who mysteriously menace an Australian island air base!

The pilots of the Forty-seventh Pursuit Squadron were sleeping soundly when the weird missiles of death came singing down from a strangely silent sky. There was no wailing of sirens, nothing to bring them to the alert.

Their first conception of the disaster came when the particles of shattered steel ripped viciously through the palm-thatched walls. Lieutenants Jacobs and Mallory died instantly, in their bunks. Young Rennie Judkins staggered to his feet,
smiled weakly, and sprawled face downward on the rough floor. Confusion and death jammed the sweltering room.

The round, youthful face of Alvin Bradshaw stood out like an ashen disc in the ghostly light of the little enclosure. The groaning of the dead and dying stabbed cold fingers of fear into his soul. One thought predominated among his spinning, chaotic impressions. This was it! This was it! He was going to die here on this mean little island in mid-Pacific.

An island of jibbering, superstitious savages and strange, ungodly happenings. A place where grim death rained out of the night, hurtled groundward from planes that didn't exist. A land where the half-wild inhabitants threw themselves to the ground screaming voodoo chants while lethal missiles descended from unseen, unheard sources.

CURSING pilots stumbled out through the pall of invisibility that cloaked the flying field. Squadron Leader Ray Garrett pushed a contemptuous face close to Alvin's.

"Does mama's boy have nerve enough to take a plane up into the black?" he sneered. "Or is he going to run and hide behind the major's gold again?"

Alvin ducked his head and forced himself out toward a waiting P38. There was a blaze of anger on his deathly white face as he lifted the sleek, twin-motored fighter into the night. The fact that the squadron leader was right as far as his fear was concerned only fed the flames of resentment.

He flew with a tense rigidity, his eyes glazed, his teeth clamped hard together. He cursed at his panic terror, fought against the soul-weakening nausea that had come unbidden when he had seen men die from a sky menace that they could not see, and against which they could not fight face-to-face. It must be, he thought, much like the fear those merchantmen out at sea must face, unarmed, never knowing when death would come out of the black night.

He tried to force his mind to give his muscular young body the fearless-
no sound of motors. Ground spotters can see no trace of planes. I send my fastest pursuit ships up without results."

Later, inside the little radio building, Major Bates spoke to the dark-skinned, young operator. "Corporal Mendonca," he ordered, "contact your brother on Little Shoe Island. Tell him to look sharp for enemy craft. Are you certain there isn't any cleared space on Little Shoe large enough for a landing field?"

The dark-haired corporal smiled tolerantly. "I'm positive, sir. My family has lived on these islands for years. My brother and I used to follow our short-wave radio hobby out here even before we were drafted into the Australian service. There isn't room enough to set a pursuit ship down, let alone a bomber. You're wasting your time poking about Little Shoe."

Major Bates bristled. Strictly a militant leader, he was unaccustomed to having enlisted personnel offer suggestions.

The scouting planes held their lonely sky watch for a week, then the major ordered them to the ground. That night the ghost ships were over the field again. Bombs blasted huge craters in the runway. One of the hangar buildings went up in a billowing cloud of smoke and flame.

The twin spinners of the Lightnings snapped them into the air before the last rumblings had died away. High over the field Alvin Bradshaw saw a great ghostly black shape slide by in front of his plane. He switched on the radio and started to call Garrett.

Then he realized what Garrett would think—what all the boys would think. Bradshaw was seeing things again. The goblins were scaring Al. Alvin was twenty-three, but looked eighteen. And the boyish curl in his sandy hair lent a more juvenile touch. He flicked the contact shut and gritted his teeth. It had probably been a cloud he had seen. Planes didn't slide through the air like witches. They roared high and fast.

The next morning Major Bates faced the squadron stonily.

"You men will scour this island," he commanded. "Every inch of it." He turned to Division Leader Lieutenant Seward. "Your division will cover Little Shoe and the islands to the north."

He noted the rapidly bleaching face of Alvin Bradshaw and smiled encouragingly. "Keep your chin up, lad," he said. "You transfer to the second division and fly inland today."

The major's snapping eyes wiped the smirk from the face of Squadron Leader Garrett. "It's a bit tough at first, Bradshaw," he consoled. "It takes some fliers longer to get their air legs than others."

Alvin dropped his head in shame, but the ashen pallor left his face. The major hadn't given his reason for ordering him to make the inland trip, but he might as well have shouted it aloud. All the boys knew why it was being done.

If the major had had his way, he probably would have said, "Garrett, take this sniveling coward with you. He's too spiritless to fly a plane over water. Every time he looks down and fails to see solid earth beneath him, he goes into a nervous funk and has to turn back. But I've got to give him special privileges because his old man was one of the hardest fighting soldiers who ever flew a Jenny over the Hindenburg line. Before he died, I promised to take his son under my wing."

The major turned briskly to Eddie Mendonca, the radio operator.

"Get in touch with your brother at Little Shoe. Tell him I'm sending some planes over the island. We don't want him making any mistakes like the last time when he nearly got one of our ships with his anti-aircraft guns."

Mendonca shrugged casually. "My brother is near-sighted," he offered. "He mistook one of your fliers for a voodoo plane."

The major's voice ripped the air. "Voodoo your grandmother! When we find those planes we'll find backstabbing Japs at the controls. The Great What-is-it the natives jabber about has nothing to do with the powder and steel that are ripping our airfield to pieces."
The major took a short turn about. His face darkened.

"These sneak bombings are carried out for a definite reason. If we can make this field safe enough to be used as an advance base for Flying Fortresses, we can bomb Tokio proper. But we can't take a chance on basing Fortresses here while those phantom ships continue to endanger us. . . ."

FLYING over the close-matted tropical vegetation, some of the truant courage seeped back into Lieu-
tenant Bradshaw's veins. It seemed unbelievable that the sun-bathed pan-
orama could be a battle ground. That even now there might be lurking amid
that jumbled foliage straggling Japa-
nese soldiers—maybe a small company of them.

Hard-fighting Americans and Aus-
sies had wrenched this island back from the Japs and surged on toward
Tokio. The island had been thickly peopled with Japanese planters. It
had been their fifth column activities that had betrayed the island in the
first place.

The soothing drone of the twin Al-
lisons brought back a trace of the boldness Bradshaw had known in the
States—the bravery that had per-
mitted him to offer his services as a
flyer. He had known his father would
have wanted him to do something
about the affair at Pearl Harbor. And
he had wanted to himself, earnestly.

The Lockheed sliced gracefully
through the air above the vegetation-
matted sides of a craggy canyon. Al-
vin Bradshaw spotted a small clearing
and dropped the Lightning lower.
Suddenly he clawed at the controls,
fought desperately to right the plum-
meting plane. But the treacherous
down-draft sucked him toward the
jungle.

His stomach came up and enveloped
his whirling brain. Death and a black
wall of interwoven trees loomed
starkly ahead. His clawing hands
slapped wildly at the controls. He
was too close to the ground to attempt
to pitch the Lockheed above the
clutching boughs when he realized the
wings were once again grasping the
air.

He let the wheels down and pointed
the stalling plane toward the grass-
covered clearing. The luxuriant
growth acted as an arrester, clutched
at the landing gear and brought the
plane to a halt scarcely an arm's
length from the jungle edge.

Cold perspiration beaded Alvin's
brow as the Lightning bumped to a
stop. He was miles from civilization.
The jungle harbored an unbelievable
variety of wild animals. The dwarfed
Bushmen had but recently been par-
tially converted from the revolting
practice of head-hunting.

He snapped on the radio and
screamed into the mike. A dead
buzzing sound answered him. The
towering bluffs on either side made
his sending apparatus ineffective. He
cursed himself for having separated
from the rest and flown through the
canyon.

He jumped from the cockpit and
twisted the plane about so that it
pointed back the way he had come in.
There were no tall trees in that di-
rection. Then he fell to his knees and
started yanking the grass out by the
roots.

When the jungle night settled about
him, he was still working feverishly.
He had almost cleared away enough
glass to risk trying to lift the plane
into the air. He scrambled into the
cockpit. Then the old fear clawed
through his system. What if the plane
should fail to clear the bushes? The
landing gear might catch.

He drew his service automatic and
held it in his hand as the heavy dark-
ness enveloped the plane.

The jungle came to life with blood-
curdling sound. He imagined ghostly
images crawling about on the fuse-
lage. Once some snarling beast
crawled under the twin tail boom and
pawed about in the open space behind
the nacelle in which he was crouching.

He held his breath, lest the harsh
wheezing attract the animal. The
snarling grew faint and receded into
the darkness.

IT WAS nearly midnight before he
dozed fitfully. His cramped mus-
cles ached with a dull pain. Suddenly
he came bolt upright, eyes wide. High
overhead, very faintly, he thought he
heard the muffled throb of motors. Someone was searching for him.

He peered out through the blackness—wanted to build a signal fire—but his nerve was not up to the task of venturing out in search of wood. He snapped on the radio, ready to call for help.

Then the distant throbbing ceased abruptly. He flicked off the contact. He was evidently hearing things. It couldn't have been a plane. Motors didn't cut off in mid-air. He must have been dreaming.

His head had drooped forward and his eyes were closed when the faint rumbling sound reached his ears. It sounded as though some distant tribe of warriors was beating on muffled drums. Stories of mad fire-dances and cannibals shivered through his memory.

The strange, eerie whine seemed to emanate from every place at once. It filled the air about him. His lips peeled back from chattering teeth. He could think of but one thing: Voo-doo! Eddie Mendonca, the radio man, had told him of the voodoo on the island. A strange fire had burned in the narrowed eyes of the radio operator as he had talked.

The whining grew louder, evolved into something Bradshaw knew he should recognize, but stark fear drove all reason from his distraught mind.

When the great batlike form traced its crazy outline between his staring eyes and the rising moon, he uttered a wild scream. The silent monster vanished as quickly as it had appeared and another ghostly shadow blended through the darkness with that ungodly wailing sound. He recalled the silent black form he had seen above the flying field.

His clamped teeth caused his breath to rush out in whistling gasps. First the imaginary motor sounds high in the sky. Then the strange drubbing of the distant tom-toms. Now these wailing monsters that might have arisen from some ancient Oriental legend. He cursed himself for remembering fables of huge flying dragons that coughed fire and smoke.

Then the whole crazy picture changed with a canyon-shattering roar. The walls caught the deafening thunder of powerful motors and slapped the ear-splitting sound from rock to rock. Blue lances of fire stabbed across the heavens.

The fear-blanchéd disc that had been Alvin's face suddenly darkened—took on the hard, leathery look that once had belonged to his flying father.

These black shapes sliding through the night were nothing supernatural. They were planes—enemy planes! Something that could be fought!

The ghostly wail had emanated from the whirring motorless propellers. The cavernlike canyon had amplified it and added a hollow banshee effect. The distant drumming had not been any jungle tom-tom. It had been the rumble of bursting bombs. Bombs that had probably taken the lives of his buddies.

A picture snapped into Alvin's mind. He saw Rennie Judkins coming up out of his bunk, smiling to the last.

The roaring of the two Allisons was strangely out of place in the denseness of the jungle. The sweating night looked on as the fire-spitting craft lifted above the clutching grass. The surroundings seemed to sigh in relief as the frantic fingers of thorny brush succeeded only in ripping long scratches into the undercarriage.

Then Second Lieutenant Alvin Bradshaw was up above the ground blackness. He was slapping the sleek Lightning into a tight circle—a circle that would point the invisible propellers out over a frothy, ever-hungry ocean. And Alvin Bradshaw was laughing.

There was no cringing fear in the pit of his stomach when he realized that the fast-moving Lockheed was splitting the darkness above the ocean. He knew no desire to turn back. One thought filled his consciousness. Somewhere in the blanket of obscurity before him were the ghost ships, those fiendish monsters that were responsible for the deaths of his friends.

His fingers caressed the triggers. He wondered if there was any possible chance of his single plane knocking down one of the mammoth bombers. If he only had the rest of the
boys to help out, they could spill the two big bombers into the ocean and collect for the damage they had just caused.

If he only had help! But of course! The boys would be up scouring the air for the bombers. He might contact them on his radio.

He snapped the switch.

"Lieutenant Bradshaw to any American who may be in the air," he pleaded anxiously. "Bradshaw calling. Please come in. Over."

There was a moment of silence, then a voice crackled in through his phones.

"What in thunder?" the voice said.

"Who's bein' funny? Bradshaw's dead. He crashed somewhere in the mountains. Cut the horse play."

It was the cock-sure voice of Squadron Leader Garrett.

"Listen, you big ape," Alvin Bradshaw gritted into the mike, "when I get back to the field I'll show you who's dead. Right now there's more important business to be attended to. I'm ridin' the tails of the boogy ships. And this is no horse play. I'm out over the ocean due south of the cut in the mountains. The ghost ships are somewhere ahead, but I'll be on them in a minute."

"I don't know what the play is," Garrett's voice boomed back, "but I'm not falling for your game. Whoever you are, you're not Bradshaw. He wouldn't have nerve enough to be up over the water and he never gave me any lip, like a real flyer, in his life."

Alvin switched over. A hard unyielding grin swamped his face.

"Here goes Bradshaw after his airlegs," he chuckled. "Tell you guys about it tomorrow. Maybe you'll believe it then."

Far ahead he picked up purplish spits of fire. The exhausts from one of the Jap bombers. He ticked the radio off and checked his guns.

The lumbering four-motored flying boats drowned the smooth voice of the Allisons as he cloud-perched the Lightning above the trailing ship.

He knew a moment's revolt against rushing down from the dark on the unsuspecting Japs. But memories of Pearl Harbor and of Rennie dying in the darkened hut turned his face to a picture of grim determination.

He gunned the Lockheed up, then dropped the nose to center on the bulking blackness between the four churning motors. His wing guns rattled out a crescendo hail and the 37-millimeter cannon hurled explosive shells into the lumbering craft. He pulled out of the dive when his spinning props were within feet of the bomber's wing-tops.

A cannonade volleyed from the giant air-boat, lashing the air around Alvin into burning pocks of death.

He kicked the diving Lightning to one side in time to avoid the steel curtain that streaked from the rear turret. He nosed the Lockheed down and came up under the belly of the ship.

Too late he realized his mistake. Burning steel stitched a deadly pattern across his engine nacelles. One of the whirring props was nicked and the Lightning pitched oddly side-ward.

That side motion saved Bradshaw's life. The stitching of death sewed a harmless semicircle behind his twisting body. He kicked left rudder and peeled off. Down—down.

The heavy darkness closed in with a cold dampness. The ailerons clawed at the air, pulled the Lockheed out of the dive with its retracted wheels skimming the lashing water. It was only after he had the Lightning back up above the bombers that he gave the matter any thought.

He caught himself wondering why he had ever feared the water. A flush of pride burned across his face.

The Lockheed stood on her tail booms and Bradshaw laughed as he pedaled her over into a dive toward the closest bomber.

The 37-millimeter cannon caused the ship to buck and tremble. A tiny flare whipped out near the nose of the huge bomber. The flare grew into a wind-forced finger of flame. The blaze spread rapidly, enveloped the entire ship. The giant wings broke off and the ponderous fuselage sent a tower-
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He couldn't peel off and lose altitude without passing dangerously close to the spitting guns below. The prop wobbled furiously, threatened to go to pieces.

He cut the juice and depended on his right motor. The gunners in the bomber found his range. Slugs screeched about him, sliced through the cockpit. Death caressed him with fiery fingers, but there was no fear in his body.

Another. Singing steel and fire converged on the Japs from several angles. The explosive missiles wrenched the craft to bits. It went down like a gigantic wounded bat.

The single Allison coughed and sputtered back through blackness. Too many Jap bullets had found their mark on the Lightning. It slogged through the night like a river steamer.

Alvin coaxed the shuddering plane
onward, nursing it with tender hands, keeping it aloft by the force of his determination. But the altimeter dropped steadily. He flicked on the radio.

"It was nice of you guys to come to the rescue," he said with no show of emotion, "but it looks as though I'm going to have to set this crate down in the drink. The Japs shot most of my feathers off."

Squadron Leader Garrett's voice boomed back and Alvin thrilled at the warm friendship it conveyed.

"You're a good fighting man," Garrett chuckled, "but the devil of a poor navigator. We're flying over nice solid land now. I'll have the boys circle and drop some flares. You can pop your chute and go down into the woods."

Garrett's voice seemed to offer a back-pat of confidence. "Don't worry, kid," he said. "We'll find you tomorrow if we have to hack our way through with a bolo." The squadron leader's voice raised slightly. "Speaking of bolos, we had to take one away from Mendonca, the radio operator. He reverted to type and went voodoo crazy."

"The major wormed a confession out of him. He was in cahoots with the bombers, thought they would drive us off his precious island. His brother had been hiding the bombers under a camouflage of fish-nets and palm leaves in a cove on Little Shoe. "Mendonca would radio them and they would come in high up and cut the motors before they crossed the mountains. Then they would glide out in a big circle, drop their eggs, and sail back through the cut before they started the engines again."

A cluster of flares shot down from the circling planes and burst into brilliant life, bathing the canyon floor in dazzling whiteness. Alvin Bradshaw was half out of the cockpit, ready to take to his chute when he spotted the familiar grass-pulled runway in the clearing below. Back in the seat he contacted Garrett.

"When you guys come back tomorrow," he said, with a grin, "bring a two-seater job and a mechanic. I'm taking my plane down with me."

When the lowered wheels bumped to a halt close to the forest edge, Bradshaw cut the switch and grinned again, this time into the darkness that somehow seemed like an old friend.

"Take your time about coming back," he said, half to himself. "I've got a lot of lost sleep to catch up on."

---
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The Ship of the Month

BREWSTER MODEL 138 (XSBA-1) 2-PLACE SCOUT BOMBER

This is a member of the Brewster family now used by the United States Navy. It is a blunt-nosed fighter that rides the upper reaches at 302 miles an hour at 17,000 feet. It cruises at approximately 227 miles an hour, at that same altitude.

The ship is of all metal construction; tandem seating arrangement for pilot and gunner; hydraulically operated retractable landing gear and wings attached mid-fuselage.

The Brewster 138's ceiling is 30,000 feet and it reaches the roof at the rate of 2,200 feet a minute. Its cruising range, using only three quarters of its available power, is 776 miles.

SPECIFICATIONS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Weight Empty</th>
<th>Weight Loaded</th>
<th>Fuel</th>
<th>Oil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Span</td>
<td>39 ft.</td>
<td>4017 lbs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>27 ft. 9½ in.</td>
<td></td>
<td>5381.1 lbs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>10 ft. 11 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>136 gals.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing area</td>
<td>259 sq. ft.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10 gals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Engine: Wright Cyclone 750 horsepower

---
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A Bargain for Blois

By JOE ARCHIBALD

It's a great day for the 93rd Pursuits when Muley Spink kicks the lid off a boiling Hun stew!

If anybody ever earned a medal in the last war, it was yours very truly, Muley Spink, and it is a medal I will never part with as while I was earning it, Ambrose Hooley nearly got executed for treason. In fact, the Ninety-third Pursuit Squadron, Major Bertram Bagby commanding, was nearly dissolved and put down in the books as the black sheep of the Air Corps.

It all started one day when I saw Ambrose come out of the groundhogs' barracks with a little mech listed on
the U. S. payroll as Corporal Alvin Snell. The little crackpot has an arm around the noncom and is shaking hands with him at the same time.

Ambrose Hooley is the kind of character who would look suspicious sitting in a church pew. His pan looks like it was made out of old flivver parts and remnants of a cavalryman’s saddle, and the little turnip would rather get into a fight than into a limousine.

I cut across Ambrose’s line of flight and ask him, does he think it looks dignified for him to be hobnobbing with the rank and file.

“I am not a snob like you, Muley,” Ambrose says in a huff. “Snell is a very high type of character and went to flying school back at Kelly himself. The only reason he is not having mess with us, is that he could take up a crate but could never land one right. Anyway, you mind your own business, Muley, or you know what you will get!”

“I only think an officer should set an example,” I sniff. “What are you up to? You have a funny look in your peepers.”

“I am warning you,” Ambrose says. “Or there won’t be no look in both of yours. I will close them up like two saloons in a blue law town on Sunday morning.

“Muley, what is the best place to invest dough and git the most returns from it? After the guerre, I expect to have some to put into something.”

The little zany has me stumped. I say to myself, Ambrose has had a letter from Uncle Willie again, and that Muley Spink better be on guard. As Willie Hooley, in a way, is more deadly than a germ carrier.

“I hope whatever he has invented,” I snap without mentioning names, “has radium mixed up with it, as the stuff eats citizens away who get too close to it too often, Ambrose.”

“Ha,” Ambrose says. “Don’t you wish you knew, Muley Spink?”

We go over to the mess as good friends again as we ever will be, and who is there but some brass hats and they are from Intelligence. You can’t tell that by looking at them, as they all look as bright as the bottom of tar buckets. I guess it is U. S. psychology, as who would send out real-lookin’ sly foxes to guard a flock of sheep?

A colonel starts beavin’ about the next big drive to take place on the front, and he says Intelligence officers and spies will have more to do with who wins than the doughs who throw hand grenades and shoot rifles.

“You know, Garrity, if we could only get the real truth of what is goin’ on behind the German army. There have been Kraut prisoners who have spouted something about there being internal trouble in Germany.

“Maybe skilful propaganda, though, to put us off guard. Heard there was a new social party coming up. Seems the Junkers have been running the war and now there is a movement afoot—”

“It will never git nowhere,” Ambrose says. “My Uncle Willie up and joined the Bull Moose party that time, but you know what happened to—”

“Shut your mouth, Hooley!” Bagby says. “Go on, Colonel.”

“If we were sure it was the truth,” the brass had went on, after looking bottles of carabolic acid at Ambrose, “we would know the Krauts were not half as strong as they seem. We could get this push going two months ahead of time, instead of waiting for more men and supplies.”

“If they are weak upstairs,” Ambrose horns in once more, “then a fish can have chickens. You guys should be in the flying corps, huh, Muley?”

“Don’t git me into anything,” I snap. “I will not be badgered into offering to become a spy, Ambrose Hooley! Can’t you see they are just hinting?”

“Oh, yeah?” the little tomato says. “They are wasting their time gettin’ me in Intelligents, as I never got beyond the fifth grade. What do you think of the chances the St. Loie Browns have of winnin’ the pennant this year, fellers?”

“I hear the fare has gone up on the Topeka and Santa Fee Railroad, too. Did I ever tell you of the bear I caught in the Ozarks? Well, one day—”

“Shut up, I said!” Bagby howls.
“Don’t try and change the subject. And you all button your lips and listen to your superior officers, as look at the confidence Chaumont shows in you to let brass hats discuss things right with you.”

“It is always customary to tell a guy who is to be hanged what day it is goin’ to happen,” Ambrose snaps back. “Nobody is kiddin’ me. Anyways, I have a good reason to live after the war, as my future is about planned for.”

“There are German spies working on this side of the war, Garrity,” a brass hat says after Bagby threatens to clear the mess shack. “If they ever get hold of our plans, well, I hate to think—”

“Yeah,” Ambrose tosses *sotto voce* at me. “I should think he would. With half a brain, it must be agony.”

It IS just the wrong thing to say. “I heard that!” the colonel yelped. “This squadron is a disgrace. It lacks discipline and *esprit de corps*, Bagby! These men do not reflect any sort of efficiency or respect for superior officers.

“This outfit had better perk up, Major, or it will be shaken up like a chocolate malted. A leader has got to know how to lead, Bagby!”

“It is hard to lead Spads against a flight of Heinies while you sit in a swivel chair,” Ambrose goes on. “How would a football team score the last touchdown at the last minute to win the big game, when they knew their coach was sittin’ in a barroom ten miles away? All C.O.s should not be too oid to fly.”

I never saw the Old Man madder. Bagby tries to hit Ambrose, which shows he has gone out of his mind, and he misses the little crackpot with a left hook and he spins around twice.

On the second time around, one of the brass hats gets Bagby’s fist in the chops, and me and Ambrose are already on the way to the Nissen to get dressed for the first patrol of the afternoon.

“This Alvin Snell is a queer cuss,” Ambrose says. “You know, Muley, I would like to get him upstairs by accident and hear him howl. Since Alvin’s eighth pancake at Kelly, his wind got up and he can’t stand to get higher than a roof no more. Wouldn’t it be fun to scare him?”

“There is only one other sense of humor like yours in the world, Ambrose,” I says as I strap up my helmet. “It is in the jungle somewheres. Well, hurry up as we must go out and help Bagby get back in the good graces of the brass hats. It is really you that gives this outfit a bad name.”

“Take out the only ace in the whole deck,” the fathead sneers at me. “And what would you have left? It is me who has medals. Where is yours, Muley Spink?”

Sometimes you have no answer for Ambrose. I shut up and hurry to where the Spads are warming up. I see Ambrose slap Alvin on the back and whisper something to him, and the greaseball beams all over like a brand-new half dollar caught out in the sun. I feel still uneasier when I climb into the crate and goose the Hisso.

We go over toward Toul and just a bit beyond the Meuse, we spot three Krauts heading for Luneville, and we know they are after U. S. gas bags that are up to try and find out what is goin’ on in the Jerry backyard.

The Albs put up an awful fight, worse than three Scotchmen who have been stuck up in a dark alley and who have got fully twenty cents between them.

We should have knocked off the Krauts before the twelve Fokkers got there, but Ambrose Hooley was way off form and must have been thinking of how much he was going to make out of Uncle Willie’s latest mental fit.

The three Albs were holding their own with us when the sky rained the D7’s, and so you can easily see what a dozen more meant to us. Four of the Vons barrel Ambrose near a big cloud and they nearly take him apart before they toss him in it.

When I see the little crackpot come out of the bottom of the cloud, he has lost a lot of Spad parts and I write him off.

“Bugeye” Boomer flies close to me and signals for me to go home, and Bugeye has three Fokkers on his tail
and I get half of what they throw at him. That is swell teamwork and I swear at Bug-ye, even though he can’t hear me.

I try never to look back on that awful dogfight, as it gives me ague. I do not see Ambrose anywhere and because I figure they have slain the little mutt, I forget all odds and fly right through three Albs and two of them try and duck.

They form a merger instead and go down into the Meuse, hugging each other like two old maids left alone during a thunderstorm.

H, WE get back, what is left of us. Bug-ye should have thrown his Spad away instead of bring it home, as even a cootie couldn’t have found privacy in it. I slide between two hangars like I was coming home with the winning run, and Major Bagby has to climb a tree, I come at him so fast in front of the mess shack. I finally wedge the Spad between two Nissens and climb out.

“What in hades happened?” Bagby wants to know.

“We got chased by orioles,” Bug-ye says. “They must have had young somewheres, as—”

“Don’t get sarcastic!” the C.O. snarls. “Oh, it is a good thing the brass hats ain’t here right now. Where is Hooley?”

“It will cost you maybe ten bucks to find out,” I growl. “Mediums and seances cost like the very dickens, Major. If you see an ectoplasm flying about tonight, don’t shoot at it. It will be Ambrose.

“Twenty-seven Krauts hopped us and if you think they are losing interest in the guerre, then you never had no principle. I wish there was a way out of this.”

“Bah!” Bagby yelps. “Of all the sissies in the U. S., they have to send them to me. I—”

“Look,” Bug-ye says and I wish Ambrose had been there. “You can brag, Major. What chances do you take in this guerre? Muley, get papa his slippers and pipe and I will pull up his easy chair.”

“I will stand just so much more of this reflection on my moxey!” Bagby bellows, and jumps up and down like he is trying to break through a trapdoor. “Why, I shot down—what is that?”

“It is not a wasp,” I says. “Why, I am seein’ things. The first time in my life the law of gravity was defied, and I am here to see it. That Spad has one wing and the Hisso is grindin’ nut-megs. Look, and only one wheel! It is Ambrose!”

“Who else would it be?” Bagby says and starts shaking his dome.

Ambrose Hooley always said he could get a bathtub off the ground if you put an outboard motor on it and give him two turkey wings to hold.

The homely little turnip comes in on one wheel and one shoulder blade, and fights the wreck all over the tarmac until he piles it up in front of the bomb-proof dugout.

Ambrose gets right out and drives his fist right through the fuselage, as if the thing was not banged up enough.

Major Bagby holds his noggin in his hands and runs into Headquarters to get a stimulant.

“I never had a worst day, Muley,” Ambrose says. “Was Gotha bombers here while we were gone?”

“No. They are the crates we brought back,” I says.

An hour later we heard that the Krauts knocked off most of the U. S. balloons, and also that Intelligence has been told that the big spies are on our side of the lines somewhere. If both are not caught, the big push will be in jeopardy, Bagby tells us when we gather in the mess late in the p.m.

“I wish I was in Picardy,” I says. “Has anybody heard how our spies are doin’ on their side?”

“This is a silly war,” Ambrose sniffs. “It is like two pugs sparring at each other to find the openin’. If we have got any Intelligence officers over there, they are only shadow boxin’.

“If there is a third party in Germany, it will never be elected. After the way them Junkers went to work on us. Well, I think I will go see a guy.”

We all forget Ambrose Hooley, which is a terrible mistake indeed. It
is like walking through the Malay jungles without thinking cobras are about. Major Bagby is in a terrible frame of mind and sits gnawing his knuckles and talking to himself.

Once I think he says, "I will show thee mugs," but I was not sure.

About five-thirty we hear a Spad take off and it surprises us, as nobody ordered any of the crates out, seeing we only had four left that could fly. Major Bagby looks out the window, then opens it up and dives through it. We go out by the door and help the C.O. out of the big rain barrel he forgot was outside.

"Stop that little mug!" Bagby sputters and he sprays water all over us. "Where does he think—"

It is Ambrose going across the tarmac. Crouching on a wing and holding to a strut is Corporal Alvin Snell.

"I didn't think he would do it!" I holler. "Ambrose, you stop that! Gettin' the wind up on an ackemma is a dirty trick. Stop, Ambrose!"

I knew I was wastin' breath. I tell Alvin to jump but the Spad is going too fast anyway. Ambrose takes off and flies toward Nancy.

"I will bust him for this one!" Bagby howls. "I will personally do it with my bare hands and not by a book! He steals a Spad and half of our stock is washed out already. Did he give you any hint of where he was going, Spink?"

"What makes you think he'd bother?" I gulp and sit down and wait.

Ambrose is back in a half hour. He gets out of the Spad and he is as pale as an anemic dove. He walks a little shaky and does not say a word as he passes us on his way to his Nissen.

"Where is the greaseball?" Major Bagby yells at Ambrose. "You come here, Hooley!"

"Ah—er—somethin' awful happened," Ambrose says. "He fell off. I was up about two thousand and Alvin just let go. Who'd ever think—"

Major Bagby goes into a terrible tantrum and when he gets out of it, he says he was sure Ambrose had committed everything in his day short of murder and now he has committed that. He orders Ambrose Hooley to be put under arrest immediately.

"Y—you will be shot, Ambrose," I says. "What got into you, old pal? Speak to me. Look, Muley will try and save you. He can prove you are insane. If I don't, they will execute you!"

"I will say nothin'," Ambrose says. "Just get me a lawyer, Muley."

An hour later, we go to the groundhogs' barracks and help pack Snell's things. Bugeye Boomer is helping me, and Bugeye is digging into the bottom of Alvin's trunk to see if he had any old photos or things his people or his pals on the dome wanted.

Bugeye finds letters tied up in a package and they are all addressed to a Mr. Otto Oomlaut, Oshkosh, Wisconsin. There is a picture of a dame with the letters and it is signed by a Frieda Katzenheimer, of Milwaukee.

"Snell was a spy!" Bugeye yelps. "How did Ambrose know? Look, here is an old picture of Otto Oomlaut. It is Alvin Snell! We got to tell the C.O. quick. Sarge, run and get the Old Man!"

**Major Bagby** comes upstairs in the old stable and sees what Bugeye has uncovered.

"One of the big Heine spies right with us all the time!" the C.O. trumpets. "Something smells bad, and ain't it funny he should be on a Spad's wing and didn't jump before it got goin' too fast. We will search Hooley and his hut! Come on!"

It was quite a shameful thing for even a tomato like Ambrose, to get suspected of being a spy. Ambrose sits on his cot and grins at us, so you see how I waste sympathy on the little moron.

"I shall apply for Intelligence," Ambrose says. "Sure, I caught on to Oomlaut. I took him upstairs and then dumped him. I know I should have made him stand trial, but there was a chance he would prove he was innocent. And, anyway, I lost my dome when I discovered his terrible secret. Can they get a jury to convict me, Muley?"

"How did you get wise?" Major Bagby says, his voice still lined with snake venom. "Think fast, Hooley!"

"I heard him talking in his sleep the
other night, Major. He said things in Kraut."

"How did you happen to be in the ground-men's barracks, Hooley? You are an officer—?"

"I am very democratic," Ambrose says. "My gran'pa was a democrat. My old man, Uncle Willie an'—"

We do not get anywhere with Ambrose. Just as Bagby stamps out, three Brass hats and a captain of M.P.'s arrive on the drome. The A. E. F. cop asks where is the suspect.

"It looks like it is all a mistake," the C.O. says, brushing things that are not in front of his eyes away from them. "Oomlaut was the spy and Lieutenant Hooley caught him getting away with a Spad."

"Hooley managed to get onto the crate before it took off and an awful fight ensued in the air. Well, when Lieutenant Hooley got back, Oomlaut was gone."

"Marvelous, Hooley!" a brass hat exclaims. "Can you remember about where you dropped him? We must find the body, as he must have had papers and plans on him. Just try and remember—"

I sit down and try to stop from fainting in front of everybody.

"It was in a canal," Ambrose says. "I am pretty sure. Near Luneville. He put up an awful fight an'—"

"You shall get cited for this," the brass hats tell Ambrose in unison.

I still hold my dome in my hands as I smell something in the air like codfish left out in the sun too long.

Ambrose says he would like to go to Commercy for a while, as his nerves are unstrung. Bagby lets him go.

For an hour I search our Nissen. Then I find where a board has been loosened in the floor. I lift up one end, and there is a little tin box that tobacco came in.

I open up the tin can and find the evidence of Ambrose Hooley's act of treason against his country. There are two letters in the box. One is from Uncle Willie.

It says he has a sure-fire cure for asthma but needs at least three thousand dollars for financing. He asks that Ambrose raise it if possible and says not to have any compunction about how it is done, as would he pass up a fortune?

It is the other paper that will hang Ambrose if Muley Spink turns it over to Chaumont. It says:

For services rendered me by one Ambrose C. Hooley, Hutchinson, Kansas, I promise to pay him the sum of five thousand dollars after the war is over, depending on whether or not I, Otto R. Oomlaut, live through the war and that I, Otto R. Oomlaut, marry one Frieda Katzenheimer when I return to the United States.

I give my solemn oath and sign with my own hand, this document which is a promissory note and which is witnessed by and sealed by one notary public of Commercy, France.

Otto R. Oomlaut, debtor.
Jules DeDilletant, N. P.
Commercy, France. August tenth, 1918.

I SIT down and ooze worry water, and I could not have felt worse if I had cut my throat with a broken bottleneck. I ask Ambrose how could he do such a thing, and I vow to save him from the shooting gallery myself.

I says to myself, I can get him while he sleeps. Ambrose would rather die than let the world know his terrible disgrace, I am sure.

I hide the tin can and put the board in the floor back, and I walk around the tarmac eight times until six greaseballs start following me and tell me they will help me find what I lost. When I finally go into the mess shack, Bagby looks up from his plate.

"What do you think, Muley?" he says.

"About what?" I snap.

"I had to front for the traitor!" Bagby says. "The squadron's name was bad enough. Hooley is not to be trusted. I bet he dropped the spy down on German soil. Oh, to think the Ninety-third Squadron has a—"

"We'll make him own up when he gets back," I says in a voice as thick as Ambrose's dome. "I think he did dump Oomlaut by accident, and then he was lucky to find out Oomlaut was a spy all the time."

"Excuse me," Bagby says. "I am goin' to rest for awhile."

I wait up for Ambrose. I have got a little arsenic mixed with some chocolates. I will accuse Ambrose when he
comes in and tell him how I know he is guilty, after I let him eat three or four pieces of the slugged sweets.

But I fall asleep. In the a.m., while I am getting ready for the early patrol, Ambrose is still absent from the tarmac.

"It is a good idea for you to desert," I says. "Don't stop until you get to New Zealand, you little renegade!"

Halfway to the mess shack, I stop like somebody has banged me on the pate with a mallet. Major Bagby is out near five Spads, and he is pushing Bugeye Boomer and the flight sergeant around and yelling something terrible.

"You heard me!" Bagby howls. "I will show these petunias who can't fly or not! I run this squadron and I give the orders. Trot out that other Spad and make it fast. Ha-a-a!

"Bagby the Beast! That's what they called me when I flew with Lufberry. Bagby, the Killer of Cambrai! Get my slippers an' easy chair, huh? Hurry up or I will break you bums wide open!"

I hurry to my own Spad and forget the hot java. Bagby glares at me and his eyes are feverish. If you put the C.O. in the cellar of a house at the moment, he would have heated it better than a coal furnace.

I know he has been thinking of Ambrose all night and is almost as sure o' the little crackpot's guilt as I am.

They trundle out a Spad for the C.O., warm it up, then help him into it.

"I'll show you bums!" Bagby says when he takes off.

"Well, don't just stand there," Bugeye snaps. "We are supposed to go, too. He will be over Berlin before we get to a thousand feet. Come on, guys!"

"That Spad!" the flight sergeant yelps. "I just happened to think. It hasn't gas enough in it to fly more than ten minutes, Captain! He got me so nerved up, I didn't remember.

"Oh, I better start for Switzerland in about two minutes. They'll bust Bagby for flyin'. He got orders not to — that tracer that nicked his dome once did something to his eyes an'—"

"Shut up!" Bugeye says. "Come on, we must save the C.O."

WELL, it is a good thing there is only a couple of Heimies upstairs when we get over enemy carpet. Bugeye Boomer and two other pilots start working on the crumbs and I look all over for a sign of Bagby's Spad.

It is a good bet that the Krauts finished the C.O. before we got there. But, anyway, if there is a chance to save him, I, Muley Spink will not pass it up. I get down low over an Alsatan sheep pasture as I think I see a concentric circle down by some bushes.

"The nerve of Ambrose," I mumble as I go closer to the linoleum. "He knew all the time Oomlaut was of Jerry distraction, huh! The little liar—"

Then I spot the guy in the field, jumping up and down and waving his arms. It is Bagby and I can almost hear him yelping above the roar of the Hisso. I land in the pasture and Bagby comes running. Also some Boche doughs, who are only about a quarter of a mile away. They start shooting when I grab the C.O. by the hand.

"Hurry, Spink!" Bagby says. "I hear Germans.

"Get in the Spad and beat it fast!" I cry out. "I see you made a lousy landin'."

"The gas give out just when I had a Kraut lined up," the C.O. says. "I'll fix their wagons back at the tarmac. Come on and get aboard, Spink. We can both—"

"You are a great kidder," I says. "I don't know who is worse to be with, you or Ambrose Hooley. I will hold off the Krauts until you take off. Your guns are pointed right down into that bosky dell they have to cross."

"I order you, Spink! I—"

"Nuts!" I says and hop to the crumpled crate and get behind the Vickers. "Aadoo, Major. I don't want to go back anyways. I couldn't stand the disgrace—I mean— Hurry up, you old turtle! The bullets are already hem-stitching the good bus."

"I shall never forget you, Spink!" Bagby says and guns the Spad across the pasture. "You are a brave man!"
He told me he said that later, as at the time I am spraying lead at guys wearing coalhods on their domes. They scatter for awhile and some of them sneak around in back of me and cover me like a blanket.

The Heinies throw me into a klink in a little village a mile away. They toss me some chow an alley cat would only sniff at and then lay down beside and starve to death. I kick it into a corner and sit down to think of Ambrose Hooley, w.h.o got everybody into a mess.

I wonder if he has reached the Channel yet, and hope a sub sinks him if he manages to get on a boat. Then a face looks in at me. It's under a coal-scuttle helmet and it is familiar. I turn my eyes away, then look back quick.

I blink and count my fingers. It is the ackemma I thought was killed. Otto Oomlaut, alias Corporal Alvin Snell.

Oomlaut catches my eye and holds a finger over his mouth. I slide up to the window and he says for me to wait until dark.

"You dirty spy!" I snap. What else could I do? Oh, yeah, I was thinkin' of runnin' down to the crossroads for some chewin' gum.

"I am a good U.S. citizen," Oomlaut says. "I can explain. How is Ambrose?"

"They will shoot him if I ever get back to expose him," I say tartly. "Oh, I know you bribed him as I saw the promising note."

There is only about six doughs left, as most of them have moved out. The Heinies are stayin' awhile because there is schnapps there and a swell-looking fraulein. Lissen, there is foot-step, es! Raus mit, verdammt Yankee! Kick him, Muley."

"I haven't tied him up yet," I say. "Stall that bum off."

A Kraut soldier looks in and grins as he sees me rolling the guard into a corner.

"Das ist gut!" Oomlaut says.

A few minutes later, me and Oomlaut are walking up and down in front of the klink. We get together and have a huddle. Oomlaut tells me why he wanted to come to France and why he was so disappointed by not getting into the Air Corps.

"Spink, I had to get to a certain town in Alsace. But it don't look like I'll never get there now. Ambrosia dumped me in the wrong place. It is where Frieda's uncle's lawyer went just as the guerre started.

"Frieda's Uncle Louie made eighty thousand smackers in a brewery in Milwaukee, and he croaked just after his lawyer went to Germany to see his family once more before they died.

"Uncle Louie left Frieda all the dough but they can't find the will, as the lawyer took his copy by mistake when he sailed for Europe. Uncle Louie hid his private papers in a secret place in his house and only his lawyer knew where.

"So I got to get this Henry Schmidt, the lawyer, and get the will before he gets killed by a shell or something, or dies before the war is over. Frieda said she will marry me if I save her eighty thousand. So I had to do business with Lieutenant Hooley an'—"

"You couldn't have picked a worst partner," I say. "Otto—I mean, Alvin—you should be ashamed of such actions. Just joined up to get to Germany. You are a disgrace like Ambrose."

"For eighty thousand, what would you do?"

"Anythin'," I say quick. "Name it. I mean—Look here, Otto, you treat me with respect as I am your sup—"

"I could laugh, Spink. All I have to do is expose you an'—"
"Shake, Otto," I says. "I was kiddin'."

An hour later a truck picks up the doughs and takes them out of the little town. A big noncom shoots Kraut at Otto. Otto translates it to me.

"He says for us to bring the prisoner with us to the other truck," Otto says. "The Kraut brass hats are still there and I bet they are gettin' boiled."

We bid our time. Then Otto says it is the zero hour, and it is time for us to act. We advance on the long low hut and when we get to a window, we see the fraulein sitting on a Herr Oberst's lap, and she is patting his bald dome. She uses her free hand to pour another Heinie another glass of the Teuton tiger sweat.

"They are big officers," I whisper to Otto.

"Yeah. They look like Intelligence officers, Muley. Get the potato masher and I will break in first. I will have the gun fixed on them and you threaten them with the masher."

"Could I go a little further?" I says. "This is not a high school play, Otto."

Otto shakes his head.

"We mustn't mess them up, as it is their uniforms we want. At least I want one. You will have to drive the limousine and be just an ordinary Kraut. I will sit in the back seat and give the orders. Which way is Com- mercy, Spink?"

"We'll ask them for a map. Hurry up an' raid the joint, as I will have no knees in a minute. I would give the eighty thousand bucks to have Ambrose with me."

We crash the cottage. Otto covers the Heinies with a gun and I lift the grenade over my dome. The big Jerry with the bald noggin pushes the fraulein off his lap and yelps mutiny or something in his native tongue.

"Gott!"

"Peel off your monkey suit!" Otto says in German. "Keep the others at bay, Muley."

"If they lift an eyebrow, I will toss this thing!" I says. "Hurry up, Otto."

"Just the coat and the hat," Otto says to the big Herr Oberst. "That coat would cover up the auto out there even, Muley."

Otto gets on the big coat and hat and then says for me to lead the way. I see a Jerry getting out of the Kraut limousine and it is the driver we have forgot to cover. He has a Lugger and is getting it out for business. I throw the grenade.

"Oh, you darn fool!" Otto howls. "You wrecked the only thing we can git away in. Whoever made you an officer?"

"Only the hood is off," I snap. "The engine will still go. If there is two spark plugs left in it, I will see that it goes. Get in and shut up!"

I get the big Mercedes perking and it goes down the road at sixty miles an hour in second, and the radiator is boiling over.

"There, you hit it," Otto complains. "It won't go three more miles without water."

"A shell hit us," I says. "Tell the first Krauts we meet at a filling station a Spad bombed us. Think of anythin'."

To make a long story short, we and Otto Oomlaut got as far as a Heinie airdrome when the boiler gave out and I says to give ourselves up. But Otto must have had Hooley blood in him, as he walks into a Kraut Operations office and demands transportation for himself and chauffeur to the nearest Kraut army headquarters.

We all pile into a Rumpler and when we are fifty feet off the ground, I slam the pilot over the conk with an empty ammo drum I find in the rear pit. I run the Heinie bus from the back seat and yell for Otto to hang on fast, as other crates are coming up after us.

It was an awful night. Anti-aircraft shells from the U. S. side nearly blow the Rumpler out from under our pants. We have to go down low and then U. S. machine-guns hammer us until we have to land upside-down near a woods. Yank doughs pull us out and demand to know who we are.

"I'll never be sure no more," I says. "Everythin' that has happened since Bagby took off is a lie. It couldn't happen. We are U. S. citizens and can prove it."

We reach the drome at four a.m.
Ambrose comes out of the Nissen in his skivvies and a pair of boots on, and he almost caves in when he sees the ackemma. Major Bagby hobbles up with one arm in a sling and enough gauze around his noggin to wrap up a mummy.

"You had a bad landin', huh?" I says. "Well, here is Oomlaut but he is not a spy. He told me everything but I won't tell what it was."

The ackemma takes off his big coat and says it makes funny noises every time it moves.

"It must be lined with tissue paper or somethin'," he says. "I think I will just cut the lining away as I have a hunch, Spink."

"Lieutenant, if you please," I says in a huff. "You are in the army again, Otto."

"Alvin to you," Otto says and then pulls a lot of papers out of the big coat.

We all poke over them while Ambrose takes an aspirin, and they are not maps. They are flimsies with Kraut printed on them, and Otto says it is all about a revolutionary movement that is going on in Germany.

"I get it," Otto says. "It is propaganda the Heinie was smuggling to other Kraut officers. He was bustin' their morale, and who knows how long he has been doin' it?"

"Wow!" Bagby says. "Now we know there is trouble behind the Kraut army. Chaumont has been trying to prove it for three months. You will get decorated, Snell!"

"How can he?" I ask. "How would you explain Otto being over in Germany?"

"It was me who did it," Ambrose says. "Me and Otto cooked it all up an'—"

"You are a fathead!" Otto says. "You dumped me sixty miles from where I told you to. How could you explain it to the brass hats yourself, Lieutenant Hooley? You wouldn't dare, as if I told why—"

Bagby sits down and wipes sweat off his brow.

"Only one guy who can get a medal for this. Spink is the guy. Three of us went A.W.O.L. and so we got to shut up. Shake hands, Spink. At last you are a hero."

Ambrose groans and sits down.

"You and your Uncle Willie," I says to the halfwit. "Oh, I got wise to that loose board. I read both—"

"Huh?" Ambrose yelps and runs for the Nissen.

"Where's he goin'?" the Old Man snaps.

"To hide the evidence—I mean, to git a drink, as can you blame him? How do you go about applying for the Intelligence Corps, Major? The first thing I will do is go and arrest Uncle Willie. If somebody don't, you can start sewin' on a white flag. He is poison, Bagby."

"Major to you," the C.O. says. "Well, I guess we saved the fair name of the Ninety-third, huh? Shake again, Spink."

"What did you think I have been doin' for the last six hours, huh?" I gulp. "If they come to decorate me, I'll be in my Nissen. What a war!"

Ambrose Hooley and Muley Spink Chalk Up a German Raider After an Uproarious Series of Oceanic Misadventures in

SEA SLICK

Another Humorous Story by JOE ARCHIBALD

Coming Next Issue
Model Fighting Ships
A Department of Accurate Aircraft Plans

How to Build the Bristol Single-Seater Monoplane

BACK in 1914 the assassination of Grand Duke Ferdinand of Austria gave the "incident" Germany had been waiting for to fan the smoldering embers of European hatred into the flaming First World War that raged for over four years leaving a never to be forgotten devastation in its wake.

Warfare today differs mainly in the set up now from that which existed then because of the natural modernization of war instruments and that all important comparatively new arm of fighting, the airplane.

Monoplanes Then and Now

Monoplanes were popular in the very early days of the First World War. Just to name a few of the 1914 war monoplanes, Germany had the Albatross, D.F.W., Fokker and Rumpler. France had the Deperdussin (forerunner of the Spad), Morane-Saulnier and Nieuport.

Great Britain seemed to favor the biplane more than the other countries but after all belligerents had definitely swung to the biplane she produced a slick little job which she shot into the Eastern front where it gave a swell account of itself. It was the Bristol Single-Seater Monoplane, your model plane for this issue.

A Fairly Simple Job

Simple in line, a graceful looking job viewed from any angle, it ought to make a darned welcome permanent lodger in your hangar of model First World War Planes.

Taking a quick preliminary inspection of the plans you will see that you have a fairly simple building job on your hands. The fuselage is round from nose to the front of the tail. You have only a single wing to deal with and the wire bracing is simple. But in these simple constructed models mistakes seem to pop out at one more than on a complicated ship.

The maze of wires and struts on a biplane have a tendency to hide any errors which might occur, so watch your step and don't let the good old knife slip. There is only one place on plans where it was necessary to split them. Merely join the two "X" lines together and you have the complete top view of your model.

SPECIFICATIONS

Bristol Single-Seater Monoplane
Span of wing .................. 30 ft. 9 in.
Length overall ............... 20 ft. 4 in.
Height (maximum) ........... 8 ft.
Chord .......................... 5 ft. 11 in.
Span of tail ................... 10 ft. 3 in.
Engine ......................... 110 h. p. Le Rhone
Speed .......................... 130 m. p. h.

Material

Balsa wood as usual will be the material for most of you for constructing this model. Soft pine having a straight grain can be used too. Piano wire for the bracing will be found most satisfactory. Ambroid for cementing wooden parts together is a good adhesive. Some sandpaper, a sharp knife, a razor blade and possibly a wood rasp will be a good working kit.

While we are talking of materials and tools let's consider power tools for model making. There are completely motorized
model makers' rigs on the market, made primarily for model makers of more complicated things than airplane models, but the main use of this gadget is the lathe and sanding devices. Then you can get a small lathe for as little as two dollars.

You can make your sanded disks and drums right on the lathe. Of course a small motor of an eighth to a quarter horsepower is needed, but you'll be surprised how cheaply you may procure a fair second-hand motor. Once you get this set up, the additional gadgets you can incorporate with it for making special jobs seem limitless. The fuselage of the Bristol is round so a lathe would help a lot in getting a true surface on your fuselage, and a sanding disk would shape the upper curve of your wing nicely, while the sanding drum would fix the under side.

A drill fitted in a drill chuck would bore the hole in the front center of the spinner, and the wheels could be made too. Well, this harangue has been given because it contains a swell thought for some of you mechanically inclined builders.

**Fuselage**

The cross sections give you the shape of the fuselage at different points. Make the whole fuselage including the spinner in one piece. Make an accurate pencil mark where spinner separates from fuselage and cut it off. Now look at cross section "A". You will see bottom is cut off flat. Cut this section out watching side view drawing to get profile right.

Of course a line gouged in will indicate spinner separation from fuselage. Fill gouge line with black paint. From cross section "D" on back to rudder the sides of the fuselage flatten out slightly.

**Wing**

On the side view notice dotted line on under side of wing. This is the top of wing where it fastens to fuselage, a phantom view. As piano wire does not actually hold the wing in place as do the bracing wires in the real ship you will have to keep in mind a solid joint between wing-butt and side of fuselage letting the piano wires act purely as decorations. One way to accomplish this is to hollow out a hole about a quarter of an inch deep, slightly larger than wing-butt then put a liberal amount of ambroid cement on wing and in hole, and cement firmly in place, using some sort of temporary bracing such as a few magazines or books to keep the wing from sagging before cement has firmly set.

When you cut out the rectangular holes in either wing, cut the holes a little small, leaving your marks show on wing, then sand or cut back to this line. Do this before cementing wing to fuselage.

**Struts**

Matches or bamboo sanded to size will make good struts for the four-footed brace over cockpit. Small holes drilled into fuselage at angles at which struts will stand will help anchor them and make a cleaner joint than putting a big gob of cement around their bases.

The undercarriage struts are simple, sink them into fuselage too, for a stronger joint.

**Tail Assembly**

Make rudder and fin in one piece and either cut apart and hinge, or leave in one piece. Get in the little slot at bottom of fin where it joins fuselage, it makes for super detail. The tail skid better be made of hard wood as it takes a lot of battering.

**Machine-Gun**

You get out easy this time; no twin guns, just a single Vickers machine-gun smack on the top of the cowling. Hollow out enough wood for the gun to lay nearly half hidden on top of fuselage.

**Propeller**

Make in two sections leaving each about an eighth inch too long. Anchor them in place as you did struts over cockpit. Be sure the two halves are lined up true when you look flat into them from the front and when you look down from the top.

Did you ever try to make a laminated prop? Well, here's the dope. Take two pieces of dark color wood, and two pieces of white wood, pine or any other similar light colored stock will do. Sand all pieces flat about the thickness of a piece of chewing gum, glue all four pieces together alternating light and dark strips. Let set over night under a weight. Then roughly shape propeller and sand to exact shape. Varnish, using a little turpentine for a thinner in varnish.

Let set a few hours, sand lightly with smooth sandpaper. Repeat this process about three times then watch the natties sit up and take notice when you flash that shiny prop at them. It sure looks like the real thing.

**Assembly and Painting**

Taking for granted you have all parts ready, checked and double checked, sanded till they are smooth, you are now ready to assemble. Place bracing under wing tips, cement wings to fuselage. Let cement harden. Fuselage can be anchored to a block nailed to a board to give it proper height. Next assembly undercarriage, last tail assembly. While model is still anchored to blocks cut piano wire and insert ends into tiny holes made by pin points. Cement in place.

Use a liquid wood filler to give a base that will take your paint or enamel without letting it all soak in. Several coats of paint or varnish may be needed or enamel is usually needed to make a smooth glossy job. Use any color you like or stick to a fairly dark gray.
ON THE LINE AND READY TO GO—Powerful advanced training ships are lined up at Maxwell Field before a routine training flight by cadets in the Advanced Flying School there. These ships, having retractable landing gears and 550 horsepower air-cooled motors, are only one step from the combat ships these young pilots will soon be flying.

GIVE 'EM WINGS

By SAM MERWIN, JR.

SPAWNED by the national emergency, bred in the frantic preparedness program and reaching full growth in war, is a vast sprawling collection of schools and airports radiating from Maxwell Field at Montgomery, Alabama, known as the Southeast Air Corps Training Center.

With its older brothers, the Gulf Coast Training Center, built around Randolph Field, and the West Coast Training Center, Moffet Field headquarters, it is father and mother to the thousands of fledgling fliers now being turned out in a belt line process for our rapidly growing air force.

As the newest of these great schools and the most rapidly put together, it is far and away the most interesting of them.

For, while there is nothing jerry built about Southeast, it has, of necessity, been constructed for quick effectiveness and has none of the frills and fol-de-rol of the others. It started from scratch.

No poverty-stricken Aladdin was more in need of a magic lamp than was this country in need of an adequate Air Corps and pilot training system in 1940. The devastating striking force of air power had been proven beyond argument in the battles of France and Britain.

We had virtually no air power as measured by European standards. We had few planes and few trained military pilots, were even more lacking in trained observers, navigators, bombardiers and gunners.

Moreover, there was no lamp to rub. No genie would set an air force in our laps.

Time to be Practical

The army, which had heretofore shown a lamentable tendency to consider the doughboy superior to armored troops, and artillery more effective than planes as a bombardment weapon, had to do a lot of sweeping clean.

That this has been done and is continuing apace is born out by the appointment of airmen to virtually all the chief commands except those dealing with other specific departments.

It was time to be practical. The
Down Alabama Way, Our Flying Cadets Are Preparing to Ax the Axis—and They’re Rarin’ to Go!

giant Air Corps training program was inaugurated, and the Southeast Center was voted into being.

But when Major General Walter R. Weaver was put in command of the center, it consisted of nothing more than Maxwell Field, its present headquarters, and that post was at the time a tactical school.

Meanwhile, the training program was already under way, and the first batch of flying cadets, 104 strong, were rushed to Maxwell.

Other groups were to follow as fast as they completed their civilian training schedules. This was fine, but no one knew what could be done with them when they finished their thirty-week course and won their wings.

There was a job to be done. And it would have to be done with quick, quiet efficiency. Needless to say, the results were splendid.

Today, dotting the terrain from South Carolina to southern Florida and reaching west to Louisiana, forty-two air schools, seventeen of them already grinding out pilots, are in existence.

Six thousand pilots are in training today. Another seven thousand are being prepared for the course at the Replacement Center. As if this were not enough, 550 RAF cadets were accepted for training last June, and at present, their enrollment in the Center hits a neat three thousand.

Assembly Line Methods
Yet all this is only a drop in the bucket compared to what lies ahead. The government has advanced the program from 12,000 to 30,000 pilots per annum. But the assembly line has been created, and even now the augmented Air Corps personnel is roll-

INSPECTING THE TARGETS—Aviation cadets in the Southeast Air Corps Training Center inspect their targets after the firing is completed
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ing off the smooth-running educational belts.

In reading these telephone-number figures, it is well to remember that 30,000 flying officers are not just 30,000 fliers. Each of them must be physically perfect with a capacity for leadership and a flair for precision flying.

Accordingly, in making a third of this number of green young men combat fliers capable of defeating the war-seasoned Axis veterans, the Center has undertaken a truly titanic task.

So far, the potential quality of young America has been more than up to snuff, and the human reservoir seems undrained.

The kids have shown an ability to learn fast and an amazing resourcefulness under all conditions. Call it discipline, mass production or what you will, it really works.

From every state of the union and from every walk of life, a new class goes into training every five weeks! They arrive with burning ambition, a minimum of luggage and a yen to fly. And it's up to the Air Corps to teach them as fast and as effectively as possible.

First, they get five to ten weeks of ground training at the Replacement Center.

During this period they never abandon mother earth except on stairs or in an elevator.

Later, they advance to elementary flying school, for another ten weeks, they learn the elements of flying in basic trainers. It is here that some forty per cent are "washed out"—most of them for an indefinable something called "lack of inherent flying ability."

Learning Aerobatics

Next come ten weeks in Basic Schools. The sixty per cent who have come through their elementary course with flying colors match their wits and nerves with more complicated and higher-powered basic trainers. And they learn aerobatics—the art of stunting that is so vitally important in aerial combat.

The pilot who has weathered these courses is well on the road to wings.

Few are washed out once they reach the stage of advanced training, for all have mastered the elements of military flying and acquired a first coat of polish.

In the Advanced Schools, the pilot learns formation flying, night flying, instrument flying and begins to specialize in the type of ship—bomber, pursuit, attack, interceptor, for which nature has best fitted him.

It is nothing out of the way for entire classes to survive this final course without a single muff. A recent class flew 3,856,100 miles without a fatality. This means that each of its 146 mem-

FLYING NIGHTMARE—The grotesque features of the latest type oxygen mask hide the confident expression of Flying Cadet R. S. Milner, of Carey, N. C., as he prepares to take off on a high altitude flight in the Southeast Air Corps Training Center. In addition to an oxygen tank in his ship, Milner carries an emergency oxygen flask in his pocket.

bers flew 26,300 miles, or more than the circumference of the earth at the equator!

What happens to the washouts? The great bulk of them are failures because of physical disability rather than misconduct.

They are still the elite of the nation, and the Air Corps cannot afford to turn them loose as was the custom in more rigid peacetime years. It needs
"FLYING" IN A HANGAR—Fliers have been known to fly their ships through hangars—but it's not considered a very safe practice. Down in the Southeast Air Corps Training Center, aviation cadets fly "ships" in the hangars every day—the ships, however, are only the link trailers in which the cadets learn to "fly blind." Exact conditions of flying are reproduced on the instrument panel in the link trainer, and experienced fliers will tell you that it's no easy job to keep one of these "ground ships" on its course.

every man it can get in view of the augmented program.

Navigators Are Important

Especially since the value of bombers—big, medium and light—has been proven so emphatically in the proving ground of war, these men are needed.

For, a bomber is manned by a crew, and a crew must be a team that functions as efficiently as a big-league baseball nine if anything like maximum results are to be achieved.

Bombers fly over vast distances to specific objectives, frequently at night. If they fail to fulfill their assignments to the letter, their trip is a hundred-per-cent failure. Hence, it is up to the navigator to bring them over the objective. He is the most important single man in the crew.

Once he has fulfilled his mission, the issue is planted squarely in the lap of the bombardier.

Usually in the teeth of anti-aircraft fire and interceptor trouble, he must lay his eggs where they will do the most damage. Again, the whole trip is a failure if he comes up with a miss.

The observer must make certain that the navigator and bombardier are carrying out their jobs as ordered, and the gunners must ensure these technicians of maximum protection from enemy planes while they carry out their assigned tasks.

In a big bomber, therefore, the pilot is little more than a chauffeur. For, the four-motor jobs are not made for stunting, and the gunners do the fighting.

A Place for Washouts

It is easy for American youths to learn teamwork. They are taught it from the time they first go to school.

Unfortunately, thanks largely to the "Lone Eagle" tradition inspired by Lindbergh's epic flight to Paris fifteen years ago, there is a misconception in existence which makes the pilot and the pilot alone the big cheese under all conditions.

This "Lone Eagle" business just doesn't last long or rise high in suit and interceptor planes do their
fighting in formation these days. The lad who goes skylarking off on his own in a search for individual glory doesn't last long or rise high in America's service.

Thus, there are plenty of spots for the washouts—spots which their more fortunate mates often find themselves in later on. Navigation training, in fact, is the most detailed course in the Air Corps curriculum.

More than six hundred hours of study are needed before anyone can qualify as a precision dead reckoning and celestial navigation expert, and the course takes five more weeks than does pilot training.

Flexible Gunnery is a five-week course, during which the student learns how to handle thirty-and fifty-caliber machine-guns and air cannon, a high specialized item in the Air Corps.

Learning to hit a split-second target from a cramped turret while standing on your ear in a maneuvering plane is no mean trick.

Pilot washouts as well as pilots who pass these courses get commissions with the rest of their class. So they wind up with the same prestige and pay. Which should lay to rest forever the old washout bogey.

**Teamwork in Bombers**

Bomber teams are trained as units, living together, working together, getting used to one another under all conditions, from the time they are assigned as an outfit.

In battle, they can't take time out to crawl around from post to post to find out what to do next. They've got to know their jobs and, equally important, know that each of their mates knows his.

One bomber team, after completing training in Florida, took off on its first flight after induction.

They landed—you guessed it—in Australia. And their training stood up so well they suffered no mishap of any kind on the flight. Such trips are routine today.

Mass production or what have you, Uncle Sam's training methods are doing the job. And the pilots being turned out are, except for seasoning in actual combat, which isn't hard to get these days, at least the match of any pilots in the world. So keep 'em flying!

---
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HOW are tricks, pals? As we open this meeting the news is not too cheery but we have to remember that in order to get our dessert regular, we have to eat our spinach. Some of it has grit in it sprinkled there by the Japanese sandman and also by Rommel's tanks in the Libyan desert. But it will all come out in the wash, you can bet your last war bond on that, guys.

Adolph, we hear, is short of cologne since that bomber raid but what could make him smell good, anyway?

"Too little, too late," may be the answer to some of the Nutzie successes in the land of the characters who kneel to Allah, and that reminds us of what happened to Oswald Klipspringer, our old hutmate in the last war. Oswald called on his girl, Mona Lott, last night with a little spray of posies but a big flying cadet was already in her parlor putting a big bouquet of roses in a bowl.

"You come too late, with too little," Mona told Oswald.

Our Goat-Getter

Oswald is still trying to enlist and has bought a piece of Horace, the goat. Horace is in shape to go back to the air labs again and the army wants somebody who understands Horace's temperament and physical attributes to go up with him and study his reactions.

Oswald took Horace up into the steeple of a Baptist Church on Long Island to get a preliminary diagnosis of the goat's constitution and Horace licked all the fresh gold paint off one of the bells. Oswald has to wait for three months to get his uni-

form as the goat will be in the animal hospital that long.

The war department sent Horace a biting letter accusing him of delaying the war effort.

One for the Book

We have heard about the effects of high altitude on pilots who go up into the stratosphere. Well, there is an interesting fact that proves that everybody who lives up high should not come down to earth too long. 100,000 natives of the Andes Mountains in South America come down to the lowlands every year to cultivate the soil. They cannot stay longer than three months because the conditions would prove fatal to them!

More people died in the Bolivian-Paraguayan war because of low altitude than they did from bullets!

Hirohito's Borrowings

The Jappos remind us of a couple of neighbors who have borrowed all of our tools to work their gardens. Hirohito's air force has been using, according to reliable sources, Fiat B. R.'s, Focke-Wulf Condors, a prototype of the Douglas DC4, Messerschmitts and Heinkels.

The Nips are using the Oerlikon and Hispano-Suiza Moteur cannon. They have been living on the material sources of their present foes and also on their enemy's technical skill and ingenuity. They won't last.

Mail Time

All right, Frogface, dump the mail in our laps. He-e-y, don't submerge us without first givin' us a periscope.

Take all these postcards and letters off me and leave me just room enough to get my head out. Seems that a lot of the correspondents have been swatting the two termites that have been undermining the hangar. Jean LeCommer and Fritz Duval. No wonder we have not had an encore from them and we figure they have heard we do not have Walt Disney movies at the concentration camps, huh?

But let the customers speak for themselves as they are always right.

First we will take care of this neat bit of public relation material from a soldier,
We don't know what old veterans like ourselves are going to do with a plane,
though. Right now we get air bubbles in our veins when we go up higher than a
Philly left-hander.

Another Kenneth follows with a brief opus. Kenneth Tosh, 4145 Washington St.,

Progface1 Get the amplifier set.

I've been reading your magazine for about two years and so far all the stories I have read are
top-notch. But there is one thing I would like to know, why do you carry such thoughtless
material as that boy who Duval wrote? Evidently he hasn't read the newspapers lately. More power to
Joe Archibald's stories.

I read his Ambrose Hooley killers and his other

arys regularly, in fact I wouldn't miss them. Here are my three headings, so please send me those
World War I Aces pictures!

Joe Archibald got a gander at your let-
ter and he has gone out to buy a new box of

cigars. Nickel ones this time as he

thinks your plug will give him an extra

buck. They have put a ceiling on the little
twerp's cigars. They have cut them down
to a length of about nine and a half inches.

Since the shortage of rubber, the stories

are not half as bad as they once were.

We printed Duval's folly just to show you

customers you have to be vigilant. So

don't throw away the flit gun.

We thought typewriters were frozen.

Anyway here is a neat communique from

Larry Hensley who lives out where bomb

shelters are hard to sell. 2709 West 10th

St., Topeka, Kansas. Lucky Larry. Larry

has a beef.

Say, what goes on here? I open the pages of

the Summer issue of THE AMERICAN EAGLE

and what do I find? You've gone quarterly. You can't
do this to me.

The main story in this issue was good, but not

quite up to past issues in my opinion. I especially

enjoy Joe Archibald's stories. Yes, cigars and all.

Say, who does this 'Fritz' Duval think he is?

By the way, at the time I am writing this letter

I don't see much for flying what with those mas-

sive R. A. F. raids, and the Russians holding their

own on the Eastern front.

Well, maybe Fritz has been reading the news

which is data-laden Berlin. Somebody ought to

take a look up on him.

Well, I guess that's all for this time. I still

want your mag to come out more frequently.

Our companion aviation magazines

should help you with your reading, Larry.

Get acquainted with them—and you'll have

plenty to read between issues of THE

AMERICAN EAGLE!

We wish we knew who Duval thought he

was. Maybe he thinks he is the guy

Laval thinks he is. If it was a gag, we wish
it was on Fritz's big mouth. Now here is another bit of counter-espionage and this Duval better find the gobber hole. Jean LeComber pulled in after him. Raymond Dahlker does not pull his punches. Raymond says:

I am not in the habit of writing letters to magazines, but when I saw this Nazi, Fritz Duval, piece of Hitler propaganda, I was so burned up I had to speak my piece. I hope you print this letter so he can see it. It is too bad he isn't in Germany with the rest of his Nazi pals who are being mowed down by the Russians.

I bet Hitler gave him a medal for writing that letter. All I can say is that I would like to meet him in a dark alley, and I wouldn't need brass knuckles either. If the P.B.I. haven't snapped him up by now, they must be slipping as this guy doesn't deserve to live in the U.S. with real Americans.

As far as your magazine, I think it is okay, and tell Joe Archinal I enjoy his stories more than any others in the mag. Keep Misters in World War II and leave out R-47 and also Warren. They are just so much excess baggage. I am enclosing a self-addressed, stamped envelope for the World War portraits, also the membership certificate for The Lone Eagles of America.

I took my first ride in an airplane when I was seven years old. It was an old D.H. that was practically a wreck. I am eighteen now and am going to enlist in the Navy Air Corps next Winter. That is all I have to say. Yours until one of Uncle Willie's inventions backfires.

Nice blitz for Duval, Ray. You think that kite you flew in at the age of 7 was a wreck? When you are in Washington and can get to the Smithsonian Institute, look at the one with Oswald's name printed on the tail. The patch on the top wing was cut out of a crate and Oswald stole it in a house in La Belle, France.

From J. W. Pruett, 1404 Christine Ave., Anniston, Alabama, comes another snap at Fritz. It speaks for itself!

Well, well, first a LeComber rat, and now a snake called Fritz Duval.

I think that maybe J. Edgar Hoover might be interested in this and many others that dare to write you such trash. I can't see where he got the nerve to send his address, though it's probably faked. There are things called prisons for such guile! I'll bet he won't be around long, he'll wiggle back into the hole where he started from.

My temperature has just cooled down to normal now and I'd like to ask you to please put the swamp column back in the mag.

I guess I had better land now and load up for another battle against any future attacks against the mag by poison pens and against Americans or the United Nations.

That'll burn the glycol out of the goon, J. W. But don't get too hot and lose your own cooling fluid as a guy like Duval is not worth a hospital bill. Thanks for writing us and don't throw your pen away.

Erwin Stasek asks for correspondents, mostly those who are on their way to a second front. See what you can do for Erwin. He gets his mail at 6333 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

Let's have another soldier—pardon us—a Marine. This leathernek that we would like to know better wants to get his hands on Duval. If he ever did! Anyway, per Ralph H. Ippert, Maintenance Div., Camp Elliot, San Diego, Cal., sends this right from the halls of Montezuma! Quiet here in the hangar for the Marines have landed and they will take you in hand if you
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sound off the wrong way. Let's all pay attention!

Today I happened to buy your mag, THE AMERICAN EAGLE. And while reading your article, Around the Hangar, I read about Fritz Duvall. I got kind of sore. I am a private in the Marines and I think a sap like him, ought to keep his yap shut before somebody parts his hair with a prop. And when he speaks of Germany being so aimless and powerful, why isn't he over there? I wish he had his yap shut.

Well, he's said if anybody didn't like his opinion to speak up. Well, I don't, and I'm speaking up. If this doesn't please you much, I wish you would print it. And I would like very much to be a pen pal and I think that World War I stories are okay, so what do you say we have some?

I am in the hospital at this time, and I'm writing in bed, so excuse the writing. I think your stories are very good.

What put you in the hospital, Ralph? We bet three hundred gobs waylayed you. At that we will bet you only suffered a pair of broken knuckles. Shoot a couple of rounds our way again as soon as you get out of sick bay.

And Fritz Duvall, we will crate him and send him to you. Could you ask for anything more? Good luck in the Marine Corps, pal.

Now comes another member of the armed force. Air corps! Pvt. Thad C. Stevenson, 3d Tech. S.S. (Sp) Barracks 532, Lowry Field, Colo. Thad kind of needles Morgan. Put your flap down and come in, Thad!

I have been reading your mag for three or four years now on and off, and I find it pleasant entertaining, but thank heavens there can't be many left.

Why not get a smart professor who can "secret weapon" the Japs and Germans to death for a whole? Why not carry the war into Japan proper? Well, that's all I can say, you've got a good column there. It's about the best part of the mag. I'd like some pen pals so I can tell them all about the enlisted man's version of the Army Air Corps.

Morgan will take your hints, Stevie. We blush and take a bow for your kind words regarding our own column. We hope you get a commish inside of six months. Say, Lowry Field is the photographic section, isn't it? Know a brass hat named Goddard? Last time I read about him, he was a major. Knew him in Chicago when he was a cartoonist for the Solvay-Coke house organ. We must get on with the mail, Frogface. Take your nose out of that letter we know is from a doll.

Who? Miss Lulu Ausenbaugh, Crofton, Kentucky? We thought we got a whiff of blue grass. Thought it was cologne for a second but there isn't any more cologne huh? What does Lulu says? Let's all read it.

Enclosed you will find a coupon and stamped self-addressed envelope for a membership card. Please send it soon, also list me as pen pal. I promise to answer every letter and exchange pictures with everyone. I'm seventeen years old, brown eyes, black hair, five feet 2 inches tall, and weigh 110 pounds. I think THE AMERICAN EAGLE Magazine is the best of all.

Lulu, you wrote a "Lulu." The AMERICAN EAGLE is tops and you know your air magazines. Something tells us your mailman is going to get fallen arches and round shoulders toting all the mail you're going to get. Thank you, Lulu, and please remember your old skimmer likes mail too.

Phew, Frogface, we don't seem to be making any kind of a hole in this pile of mail. We must hurry up and chop too much chin music out. A couple of vignettes from Odie Ughetta (Can that be right?) and Stuart Perry. Odie lives at Gregstown Rd., Bell Meade, N. J., and Stu hails from 4203 28th N. E., Mt. Ranier, Md. Odie isn't much longer than an ode but he gets over what is on his mind.

I have bought several of your mags now and I think they are very good.

There are many fellows who want Masters in the old war and many who want him in this war. Why don't you have him in one publication in the old war and the next in the new one and so on. Then everybody would be happy.

Oke, Odie. We'll see about Masters. And here's Stu:

Enclosed find my membership coupon, and name-stripe from SKY FIGHTERS, THE AMERICAN EAGLE, and R.A.F. Aces which I hope you will accept. I certainly liked THE AMERICAN EAGLE first time I read it. I'm not much of a war fan, I must admit. The adventures of John Masters are sure super and so are the Ambrose Hooly Howlers. I am very anxious to receive the pictures of World War Aces.

We mark your letter, Stu, for the attention of Joe A.

Where were you, Frogface? Oh, yeah, hand us that one. You have rubber gloves and that? That's it? And who are you to own rubber gloves at a time like this? You borrowed them from the medico. Well, we suppose we have to publish this delicious sample of slander, mayhem, libel, and criminal assault.

Calvin Chunn is the offender stepping up to the bar. We hope we have three other convictions against him so we can give him life under the Bum's law. Baumes, is it? This Chunn should live like anybody else but for how long? Just get a load of this bunch of sour grapes!

I have been reading your publication for some time, and I think it is the best. I am a student of literature and I was wondering if you could give me a little test, and complain and should see my lawyer. Whoever made you a skipper of the Tarumac is bond me?

So you were a great ACR in the last war, and yet you can't tell us your name and squadron. What are we so scared of? Are you a man or mouse? "Must remain incognito." Phoeey! I'll bet you can even distinguish an exhaust valve from an intake valve on an engine.

Why do you let them print modern novels, and why not the 1914-1918 stories? The time has not yet come for it and one can read modern war stories in local newspapers daily.

I hail from Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands and have written before so you can see I am not a stranger on your Dean. (I wouldn't mind if you knew me!) Lieut. Jay B. Blaufox on his articles and I hope he will keep up the good work.

If you disgusted me at times—a great Ace, and your tin medals. I'll bet they all come from the 5 and 10 cent stores downtown. Why aren't you in the Philippines fighting the Japs? As you know, the situation is critical, and where are you doing? Don't you think there should have been reinforcements sent over there? Why not send in more men to the front?

Mugs like you bragging how good you were in the last war and showing off your medals, I guess I'll die now and you better do something quick!

You can't scare us, Calvin. We were in a hush-hush squadron in the last guerre and we tried out new planes and guns and things before anybody else did.
If our medals are tin, it is because we won so many they didn’t have time to make good ones and anyway it is not the gift but the spirit behind it.

You don’t dare to write to Washington about us!

Now as for blaming us for holding up victory—tsk-tsk. Do you think we are that good? Maybe you have confused us with the prime minister or somebody, Calvin. And we would be fighting the Japs if we could find that Fountain of Youth and knock off about twenty years. How many wars do you want one guy to win?

We do agree with you in one respect, Chum-er-Chunn. The transportation of all those planes is the problem at the moment but just wait until they get there! But we have enough of trying to satisfy the likes of you. You didn’t see Daniel Boone lick the Indians so he was a fake, huh?

Thanks for the spirits of ammonia, Frogface. We are glad we made you take that first aid course. This one will take off the sting, huh? Give it quick! Miss Joy Price, Red Jacket, W. Va., types a honey and makes us forget that people like Calvin exist. Joy wants NO romance in the Masters’ stories. What goes here? We’ll see:

I read your magazine, THE AMERICAN EAGLE, for the first time and I rate it tops above all others I have read. Tell Lieut. Morgan, for me, to keep John Masters in the present. That’s where he belongs. And don’t put any romance in your stories, that would take the thrill out of them. But put John Masters in plenty of “Dog Fights,” as that is what I like.

In the he explains about what he does while he is trying to bring down his opponent. Even though I am a girl, I wish I could become a combat pilot or a test pilot. The fellows that are flying now in the Navy and Army Air Corps ought to feel proud that they are men and have this great privilege of flying for the greatest country in the world.

Aviation is my hobby. I have a scrap book which I have named “Everything In Aviation.” In it I put pictures of the different airplanes, parts of the engines, and everything that goes with Aviation, and I also build models. The fellows that live in the cities ought to feel proud that they have the advantage to see airplanes every day and be around them. Here we see one every two months. That’s one advantage the city has over the country.

That so-called LeCommer—from what I gained from the other letters—must be a skunk. If he’d come down here, we’d fill him so full of lead he’d look like limburger cheese. If he doesn’t like the magazine, he can go jump in a rattlesnake’s hole, that’s where he belongs.

I would like to have some pen pals and it doesn’t make any difference where you live. I’ll be sure and answer all who write. I am a girl nineteen years old, have light wavy hair and blue eyes. Adios till I hear from you.

A thorough job, Joy. We know one pen pal you don’t want. LeCommer! Don’t keep to yourself so much and write us more.

Comes up for our judicial perusal, three interesting quickies from satisfied customers. In order of their appearance we give you, Joe Dockry, 549—51 St., Brooklyn, N. Y. Sammie Hay, no address available at the moment, and George Hawn, Corpus Christi, Texas. Listen to these pals of mine.

---

THIS SIGN HAS BEEN SCRAPPED!

If you are over 40, you know that this unwritten policy formerly faced you in many cases. Youth was preferred.

But not now.

War has placed a premium on you. You have advantages to offer an employer. You can get jobs—you can win promotion with your present employer. Today is your day to build yourself into greater responsibility and larger pay—for both war and post-war times.

You need, perhaps, only a little more specialized ability—a little more knowledge for the better job. And we can help you—that has been our business for 34 years.

Ask about our training in the field of your choice. The information is free and it may help insure your success and happiness now and when peace comes.

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
A Correspondence Institution
Department 103274
Chicago

I want to know whether—and how—you can help me to more ability and success. Please send me—without obligation—your free 48-page booklet on the business field checked below.

[Boxed options for fields of study]

Name: ____________________________ Age: __________
Address: __________________________
Present Position: ___________________
Enclosed please find my application for The Lone Eagle Club. I have also enclosed a stamped, addressed envelope for my membership card.

I enjoy THE AMERICAN EAGLE very much. Please give my compliments to Lieutenant Scott Morgan and Joe Archibald on their excellent stories.

I cast my vote to keep John Masters in the present war, but keep the short stories at the back of the book in World War I.

I hate to admit this, flap-ears, but the first thing I read when I get THE AMERICAN EAGLE is "Around the Hunger."—Joe Dorey.

The other day I got hold of a recent issue of THE AMERICAN EAGLE. I always enjoy the stories in THE AMERICAN EAGLE and RAF ACES. If I am also interested in "Around the Hangar." I am fifteen years old—weight 205 pounds—and have played tackle on the high school football team for two years.

I can hardly wait till I can join the Air Corps to get a crack at the "Japs."

Enclosed you will find a self-addressed envelope and fifteen cents. Please send me picture of World War I Aces. I also would like to have some pea pals write me.—Sammie Hays.

I have read your book two times and it still rates first in all combat stories with me. I would like to become a pen pal. Some of your AMERICAN EAGLE stories are getting a little too realistic. There should be more World War I stories, I think.

Please enroll me as a pen pal.—George Hawn.

Flap-ears, Joe calls us. But he likes our stint so he is tops. He also likes Morgan and Joe A., which make us wonder if he really is kidding. Sammie is 15 and weighs 205 pounds and we wonder what they feed them on where he lives.

Hope you do not keep putting on beef, Sammy, or they won't be able to build a
kite big enough to hold you. Thanks for your letter.

George Hawn is a Scotchman with words but he tells us what he thinks is wrong with Masters in just a few lines.

Miss Dorothy Mill, P. O. Box 77, Green Cove Springs, Fla., sends us a letter that also one addressed to one Fritz Duval. Lack of space will not permit us to print all of her scathing message to Fritz but we give you an excerpt or two.

When I bought the Summer issue of THE AMERICAN EAGLE, I was entirely satisfied—until I read your reader’s column. There I found a bit of insane drivv that burned me up—a made more more red—annoyed me—in fact, gentlemen, it infuriated me!

The cause of all this discomfort was, as you have probably guessed, the absolutely unfounded babblings of one Fritz Duval. Ugh! It’s a shame that an otherwise enjoyable magazine should be riddled by such trash. I’m enclosing a copy of the missive that I mailed the dear little Fritzie, in order to show you, at length, just how it affected me.

If by any chance you should publish this letter in full or in part, is it possible for you to send me a copy of the magazine in which it appears? I’ve very confidential and this is my only chance to read it carefully, if it hasn’t burned itself to a crisp before it reaches you...

The letter to which I am referring, of course, is the trashy bit of debris which appeared in the Summer issue of THE AMERICAN EAGLE Magazine.

[Turn page]

How do you KNOW you can’t WRITE?

Learn to write by writing

NEWSPAPER Institute training is based on the New York Copy Book Method. It starts and keeps you writing in your own home, on your own time. Weak by week you receive actual assignments, just as if you were right at work on a great metropolitan daily. Your writing is individually corrected and constructively criticized by veteran writers. You will find that (instead of vainly trying to copy someone else’s writing tricks), you are rapidly developing your own distinctive, self-flavored style—undergoing an experience that has a thrill to it and which at the same time develops in you the power to win your fellow articles.

People who should be writing become awe-struck by fabulous stories about millionaires authors and give little thought to the $25, $50 and $100 or more that can often be earned for material that takes little time to write—short articles on business, holidays, travels, sports, recipes, war work, civilian defense, etc.—things that can easily be turned out in leisure hours, and often on the impulse of the moment.

Let us help you test your native abilities, our Interesting Writing Aptitude Test will do it! It’s free—entirely without obligation. Send the coupon today: Newspaper Institute of America, One Park Avenue, New York. (Founded 1925)

Copyright 1922 Newspaper Institute of America
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"You have a right to dislike the fictional John Masters. In fact, I don't like his exploits, either. They are too unreal: first, because the fortunes of war do not favor anyone as he seems to be favored; second, because (and this is sad) our fat-footed enemies are too dumb to contrive plots like the one pictured in ANZAC WINGS. It seems to me a misuse of a 'Mighty Spring offensive' has been worn a little thin by now. June is June, the world over, and now it is past June.

"I have a very strong hunch that you will be pushing up the daisies very soon which some kind-hearted 'Friend to Dumb Animals Society' member might have placed on your porch. You smell too bad for even Nature to cope with; but Americans have gas masks for dealing with pollen like you."

You told him off, Dotty. Write us again when you have Duval off your mind and give us your frank opinion of everything about THE AMERICAN EAGLE.

Frederick Lee, 2421 Charles St., Pittsburgh, Pa., calls our attention to a slip on the part of the mech. dept. They tried to make a citizen of Poughkeepsie out of him but Freddy still prefers to be in a city that is always blacked out. No place like home, huh? We don't blame Fred. Here is his mild kick, customers.

I wrote in some time ago requesting the privilege of becoming a pen pal and a member of the American Eagle Club.

Today I bought my Summer issue of your magazine. However, to my dismay, I found that you had printed my name and address in the wrong city. You printed Poughkeepsie, Pa.; it should have been Pittsburgh, Pa.

I am writing in the hope that you will print my name again. I am going to enclose the enrollment again.

Okay, Freddy? Let us know any time they don't treat you right. Times are wasthing and we must give you another group of letters for briefing. Here we have John W. Scott, 200 West Hackberry, Enid, Oklahoma, Bob Ralph, 16 Sandrock Rd., Buffalo, N. Y., and a strange character who signs himself "The Black Wasp." No address.

I missed the issue Jean Le Commor's letter was in, but I picked it up in a back issue shop. He must be some guy with a name like that. He probably thinks he's a historian, I think. He is all right.
LeCommer won't dare, John. Forget about the zany! Everything has been attended to, Bob, as far as your request is concerned.

As for "The Black Wasp" your No. 3 suggestion had a sting in it. We are in a jocular mood today and will not call the attention of our legal dept. to it. We think you were kidding, though. Go get me some fresh mud to put on the bite, Frogface.

Last but not least, comes a client who addresses us as a drip. He claims to be a poet and has written some verse to prove it. We must admit the guy has talent but we are short on space so can only give you one stanza of his stint.

We feel gratified that our humble column inspires Americans to such worthy effort. This reader, from Yonkers, N. Y., tells us not to print his name though. Don't hide your light under a bushel. Well, maybe you'll relent and let us print your name next issue!

After reading "Around the Hangar" in your April edition of THE AMERICAN EAGLE my heart was filled with "Patriotism." So I started to write. And would you believe it? When I stopped there right in front of me was a poem I just completed! I, when in school, was forced to read that stuff, and now, of all things, I had just finished writing one. I don't claim to be another Shakespeare, but I don't think it's half bad.

You want the right to live as you please For that, we've got to fight Americans! Get up off your knees We've got to build up might!

[Turn page]
That, my dear drizzle puss, is my masterpiece. And if you see fit to print it, please do not disclose my name.

A neat bit of Shakespeare, say we. We regret we haven't the room to set up your entire poem. Why not write us again and give us your reactions to THE AMERICAN EAGLE? And own up who you are!

That is all, Frogface. Take the letter-opener and lock it up in the safe as brass has a ceiling on it, too. We are way past our closing time right now and here we are already a half-hour late for our lecture on counter-propaganda before the Port Chester Contemporary Club. We also have to inspect a bomb-proof shelter in Valhalla with some motor corps girls.

We guess that you all know what you can do to help in this war by this time. Ten percent of your yearly take for war bonds is little enough and don't forget to fill the stamp books. It guarantees both your future and Uncle Sam's and we know a couple of parasites who have no future to speak of. The difference between an American and a Nazi or Jappo is that you give a few dollars a month for bonds and they hand over everything they own but the kitchen sink, and we have an idea they had to give those up to put in Nazi bombs.

The Year to Watch

Sure, our side has had reverses and are still having them but we aren't thinking so much of 1942. 1943 is the year to watch Hitler and his lugs will start back-pedaling then and by '44 they will be on the ropes with the unoccupied countries yelling for the haymaker.

Common sense will tell you that U. S. production is going to sweep the Axis under the rug. Wait until Berlin, Dresden, Liepzig, Frankfurt and other Kraut cities get what Cologne got, and they are going to get it! Tokio papers please copy, then lock up the presses and take to the hills.

(Concluded on page 96)
 Here are some new members of THE LONE EAGLES OF AMERICA—all air fans. Many others will be listed in the next issue. The figures in parentheses are the ages of the members.

Lawrence Rauer (16), 227 Steele Ave., Dayton, O. Farrell Graham (15), 102-23 83th R d., Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Andy Guey (17), 3276 McLain St., DuPont, Pa.
William M. Crabbe (10), 255 Sycamore Ter., Stamford, Conn.
John A. Dubin (15), 4322 Bloomingdale, Chicago, Ill.
Jim Wilson (14), 412 East 2nd., Cogville, Ore.
Private Jack Chorzy (23), 62 C. A. (A.A.), Regional Record. Sect., Ft. Hancock, N. J.
Betty J. Buck (13), 1548 S. Kostner Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Salvatore Zullo (12), 114 Nagle Ave., New York City, N. Y.
Ogden Foley (13), 142-15 118th Rd., South Ozone Park, N. Y.
Thomas G. Rigbee (18), 52 N. Layman Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.
Joseph J. Angulo (18), 100 Marlboro St., Chelsea, Mass.
Eleanor Solomon (17), 922 E. 34th St., Lorain, Ohio.
Lillian Fike (17), 3216 So. Laramie Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Jenny Ritchey (17), R. D. No. 1, Ashland, O.
Bill Martinek (15), 1683 Dagmar Ave., Beechview, Pa.
Levena M. Lowe (19), 37 Stella Rd., Binghamton, N. Y.
Private Leonard Weisman (20), Bombing & Gunery Range Detachment, MacDill Field, Tampa, Fla.
William S. Beaver (12), Cedar Ave., Connellsville, Pa.
John P. DiBrell (15), 1014 S. Press St., San Antonio, Tex.
John O'day (16), 1620 Clinton, Alameda, Calif.
Wade W. O'Brien (11), 11 Beverly Place, Utica, N. Y.
A. Newhouse (16), Farmington, Dela.
Larry Patton (13), 3326 80, Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Marshall Jones (13), Sheffield, Ind.
Charles E. Gardner (17), General Delivery, Holt, Calif.
Private Edw. E. Wilderman (23), 123th O.B.S., Squadron, Box 590, Biggs Field, El Paso, Tex.
Ed Sudol (17), 23 Harry, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
James Ziegler (19), R. R. No. 2, Oblong, Ill.
Margorie Duncan (13), R. 7, Box 677A, Bakersfield, Calif.
Henry Yourdan (15), 9 Delaware, Sandusky, Ohio.
Jack Wickmark (17), 318 Center St., West, Madison, S. D.
Eugene Peterson (14), Rural Route No. 1, Jewett, Ill.
Emmet O'Keefe (16), Route One, West, Tex.
James A. Hollister (35), 3024 Green Lawn Ave., Detroit, Mich.
William Burke (16), 738 Silver Lane, East Hartford, Conn.
George H. Blattner (14), 3715 Watson Rd., St. Louis, Mo.
Eugene Bowers (17), 34 Jetland Place, Bridgeport, Conn.
Rex Larson (15), 480 W. Main, St. Anthony, Ia.
Cire Hamilton (17), 1520 No. Center, Ruxburg, Ia.
Junior Ulrich (14), Hardin, Mont.
Winnie Carter (14), R. D. No. 1, Massillon, O.
A. Abele (17), 1504 Center Ave., Homestead, Va.
B. F. Long (16), Lebanon, N. D.
Valeria Joan Nevins (18), Box 56, Marshall, Ind.
Bob Ralph (13), 26 Sundset Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
Ronald Carlebach (14), 2467 Gladstone Ave., Toledo, O.
Private Robert Bridges (18), 80th Material Sqd., Hendricks Field, Sebring, Fla.

Join THE LONE EAGLES OF AMERICA! Coupon on Page 96—No Dues, No Fees!
EASY WAY...

Tins Hair

JET BLACK

The remarkable CAKE discovery.
TINTZ Jet Black Shampoo, walnut cut
girl, bonndafly, grease, prune and
safety given a smooth, shiny and smooth JET BLACK.
TINTZ then fairly glow with life and lustre.

Don’t look in baldheaded horse, off color hair or
a minute longer. TINTZ Jet Black Growes works
gently...each shampoo leaves your hair brighter, softer, cleaner,

Simpler to manage. No heat, no bleach, no cost; permanent. Full cake
50c (3 for $1). TINTZ comes in Jet Black, light, medium and dark
Brown, Tint and blonde! You wash and dry today! Vista shade wanted.

SEND NO MONEY

Just postman plus postage on our positive assurance of satisfaction in 7 days or your money back. (We Pay Postage)
If resistance comes with order—Don’t wait—Write today to
TINTZ COMPANY, Dept. 761, 207 R. MICHIGAN, CHICAGO

CANADIAN Office, Dept. 701, 22 College St., Toronto

FREE SONG POEM WRITERS

Write today for free booklet cut
ing this sharing plan.
ALIEN MUSIC
Dept. 22, 104 E. 38th, Chicago, Ill.

FREE HOLLYWOOD ENLARGEMENT

OF ANY PHOTO

Just to get acquainted, we will make a FREE PROFESSIONAL
Hollywood enlargement of any snapshot, photo
16x20 picture, print or negative to 8x10 inch size. Provide color of
enlargement and information on a yellow card and send to
HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS

Protect Entire Family for $1.00 Month

Certificate Paying Benefits up to $1,000.00
Sent for FREE Inspection

Gives Accident or natural Death. No medical examination. Age limits 3 to 75 years. Send NO MONEY—just your name and address. No obligation. No salesman will visit. Postcard will do. Allia Mutual Benefit Ass’n, Dept. 52-K3, Wilmington, Delaware.

SONG & POEM WRITERS

NEW SONGWRITERS in great demand. Send your Poems. We
get them to make FREE. Hear your song on a record. Send for
FREE FOLDER today.
CINEMA SONG CO., P.O. Box 2625, Dept. 8-0, Hollywood, Calif.

THE ORIGINAL
BLUE BOOK

Get this big, complete 72-page Original
Blue Book. Contains mystery, novels,
magicians and conjurer specialties—
HIGH-CARD-GAMES, Inka, Luma, etc.
Supplied all blank. Write today!

H. C. EVANS & CO.,
Dept. 15-K — 1520 W. ADAMS STREET — CHICAGO

730 SHAVES FROM 1 BLADE

AMAZING NEW BLADE SHARPENER

New sharpener for all makes of razors. Takes 1 blade in 5 seconds and
blades perform wonderfull “Not necessary to change
blades after 730 shaves. Send today.

SEND NO MONEY!

Our price $1.00 plus fahsage. We Razoroll for 5 days and then
refund if you’re not satisfied. Your money and blades sent damolished with smooth, velvet shaves you get, return Razoroll
and we’ll return your dollar. Hurry—order today.
Razoroll Co., 1520 W. Michigan, Dept. 2910, Chicago, Ill.

AROUND THE HANGAR

(Concluded from page 94)

We’re going to sock Osaka and blow out
the Rising Sun. We’ll flatten Yokohama
and the yellow son-of-a-gun.

Point for ‘43 and ‘44, customers, and
consider this year as just a tuning up flight in
the gym. YOU KNOW WE CAN’T LOSE!
Hitler knows it. The Japs have got to be
convinced AND WILL THEY?

Well, give me my brief case, Frogface,
as we must go. When we reach for the
Oswald calls, we are on our way to Australia. You catch on?

—THE WING COMMANDER.

NOTICE

We still have available several hundred sets
of sepia portraits of famous World War aces.
Each set contains twelve portraits and is well
worth owning. To get your set, send a namestrip from
the cover of this magazine, plus 15c in stamps or
coin to defray mailing and handling costs. OR, if
you send a namestrip from the cover of any of the
following five magazines—THE AMERICAN
EAGLE, SKY FIGHTERS, A.F.A.CES, AIR
WAR, ARMY FLYING STORIES—you need
even only enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope.

* *

FEATURED NEXT ISSUE

THE FERRYING COMMAND

A Complete Air Action Novel

By LIEUT. SCOTT MORGAN

THE AMERICAN EAGLE
10 EAST 46th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Gentlemen:

Please enroll me as a member of the LONE
EAGLES OF AMERICA. I am interested in
flying and hereby pledge myself to work for
the advancement of aviation.

Name

(Print legibly)

Street

City and State

Age

Do you want to be listed as Pen Pal?

State whether you are a pilot, can fly, have
ridden as passenger, or intend to become a
pilot.

Date

(Signature)

IMPORTANT: Enclose a stamped, self-
adressed envelope if you want a membership
identification card.

SPECIAL OFFER: To obtain a genuine
leather AVIATOR’S membership card, we refer
the name THE AMERICAN EAGLE to the
owners of any of the magazines. Mail these to
the above address, also enclosing a stamped, self-
adressed envelope and 5 cents in U.S. stamps.

If you want your card mailed right away, send
the $1.00 for membership and 12 cents in
stamps, also enclosing a stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope.

If you are already a member check here

Foreign readers are requested to enclose American
stamps or International Reply Coupons
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Power Without Horses

Uncle Sam is going all-out on gliders—men are needed!

The United States Army is now going all-out on gliders. The deadly technique of landing companies, regiments and even full divisions of men silently from the sky which the Germans used so successfully in Crete last year is to be turned against them when the great invasion of Europe finally gets under way.

The advantages of glider attack are obvious—the ships are economical to build and easy to replace—the element of surprise is immense, for no detector can pick up the approach of a motorless plane and gliders can be released from a towing ship while miles away from their objective and still hit it on the nose.

What is needed are men—for a man's job.

As this force—exact numbers, naturally cannot be given—is planned to number about a hundred thousand men, the field is wide open. Here are the qualifications for membership:

The applicant must be a citizen of the United States between the ages of 18 and 35 years, inclusive. He must be able to pass the physical and mental requirements. Formerly, prior flight training was considered essential, but these restrictions have been removed in order to give everyone a chance to qualify as a glider-pilot, regardless of the extent of previous experience.

He must be in reasonably good condition—though the bars are a bit lower than for the regular Air Forces—reasonably well educated and intelligent and must be up to Army requirements. He will be given training, first at a CAA school on light planes with emphasis on dead stick landings, then get down to intensive training with gliders themselves.

Those who graduate successfully, be they civilians or Army men, will be given at least staff sergeant's rating with full flight pay. And, as it is a new service, commissions are going to come more readily than in other services at least until officer ranks are filled.

As we just said, it's a man's job and a great privilege—a chance to get in the first whack at the Axis—and the rewards are great. Let's go, fellows. Keep 'em gliding!
Now! Learn music in just
30 MINUTES A DAY!

See how easy it is!
MY COUNTRY 'TIS OF THEE
SWEET LAND OF LIBERTY

\[ \text{C E F G A B C} \]

Look at the diagram. The first note on the music is "C." Follow the dotted line to the keyboard and locate "C" on the piano. Find the other notes the same way. Now strike the notes as indicated and you'll be playing the melody of that famous patriotic hymn, "America." Easy as A-B-C, isn't it?

Thousands have learned to play their favorite instrument this amazingly quick, easy way—YOU CAN, TOO!

Yes, thousands have learned to play quickly and easily this remarkable Print and Picture way. And if you follow the instructions... and give only a half hour of your spare time each day... you, too, should be able to play simple melodies sooner than you ever dreamed possible.

That's why it's such fun learning music this modern, U.S. School way. With this quick, easy method you need no special talent or previous musical training. Nor do you need to spend endless hours on humdrum scales and exercises. You learn to play real tunes almost from the start. And you can't go wrong. First you are told how to do a thing by simple printed instructions. Then a picture shows you how to do it. Finally, you do it yourself and hear how it sounds. Nothing could be clearer.

And just think! You can now take lessons on any instrument you select, for less than 70¢ a day! That includes everything... valuable sheet music, printed instructions, diagrams and pictures; and our Personal Advisory Service. No wonder thousands have taken advantage of this modern way to learn music... and to win new friends, and greater popularity!

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 29410 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. C.

YOU NEED MUSIC TO RELAX AND
CHEER YOU UP AFTER A HARD DAY

To do your best in turning out war materials, you need relaxation and recreation after the daily grind. And there's nothing like music to give you a "Lift" after a hard day. So why not start learning now. Mail the coupon for our FREE Print and Picture Sample, and Illustrated Booklet. See how easy it is to learn to play your favorite instrument this quick, modern, money-saving way. Check instrument you want to play. Fill in and mail coupon today!

SUCCESSFUL 44TH YEAR

U. S. School of Music
79410 Brunswick Bldg., New York, N. Y.

I am interested in music study, particularly in the instrument checked below. Please send me your free illustrated booklet, "How to Learn Music at Home," and Free Print and Picture Sample.

[Check one]

- Piano
- Saxophone
- Violin
- Cello
- Mandolin
- Mandolin Guitar
- Hawaiian Guitar
- Trumpet
- Trombone
- Guitar
- Trumpet
- Piano Accordion
- Tuba
- Banjo

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________ State __________________________

Note: If you are under 15 years of age, parent must sign this coupon. Save 2¢: stick coupon on penny postcard.
Which of These 72 Best-Sellers Do You Want for As Low As 49¢ Each?

(Continued From Other Side)

T13. HOUSEKEEPER'S DAUGHTER—Donald Henderson Clark. The witty, tacit story of beautiful Billa and the men who pursued her. 89¢

873. PLAYING THE RACES—Robert S. Dawit, Jay Craig. A book for everyone interested in the track, describing how to bet successfully after being used successfully by its authors. 95¢

B14. HOW TO WIN AND HOLD A HUSBAND—Dorothy Dixon. Free newspaper columnist brings together the fruit of her experience with women's problems of love, marriage. ONLY $1.00

899. KELLY—Donald Henderson Clark. Could you have had a mink coat and shear ling ermine? No, you couldn't have been so fantastic. By the author of Millie. ONLY THE ART OF SELFISHNESS—David Shenk

198. "Don't Be Soft—Don't Be Mild to be sold—"You have to see this. Let this famous psychologist show you what to do to keep up your own self-preservation, stay out of trouble. Formerly $2.50—NOW $1.00

196. GREAT TALENTS OF THE WORLD—Great Music—Sigmund Spaeth. The human history of the world's greatest composers and their music. ONLY THE TOPPER—Thorne Smith. Transparent ladies in real step-ins, or real ladies in transparent dresses. Only one of the problems Mr. Topper faces in this hilarious laugh-craiser. 90¢

671. THE FIRST SAINT OMNIBUS—Leslie Charteris. The greatest thrill and adventure stories of Simon Templar, that modern Robin Hood, whose daring exploits have captured the heart of the world. 90¢

107. THE FRENCH QUARTER—Herbert Asbury. Unfailing account of New Orleans in its notorious heyday. ONLY 60¢

174. THE NEW BUSINESS ENCyclopedia—Grolier's revised edition. The greatest gold-mine of business facts, rules, laws, tables, forms and hints ever compiled into a single volume. Covers all business subjects—bankruptcy, accounting, buying, advertising, selling, etc. ONLY 75¢

702. BLACK NARCISIUS—Rumer Godden. This best-seller tells the strange story of a group of nun's, who took over a small, desolate mountain monastery and the alarming effect the palace had on them. 90¢

T15. A YANK IN THE R. A. F.—Hariot Thomas. Thrilling story of bravery and romance from which the picture was made. 45¢

34. GREAT SYMPHONIES: How to Recognize and Remember Them—Sigmund Spaeth. New, easy way to increase enjoyment of good music. 45¢

619. WHAT MAKES MY RUNWAY RUN—Only $1.00

527. SATIRE RUNWAY RUN—Only $1.00

689. NAPOLEON—Supreme biography of the most thrilling figure in modern history. Author studied 2,000 books and 10,000 newspapers. Only $1.00

1. CARE AND HANDLING OF D-J—Joe L. Longi. Whether you have a pound of or puce of a d-j. 32 pages. Orig. $2.50—NOW $1.00

465. SHIELD—Marguerite Stein. Powerful, dramatic best-seller by author of The Sun Is My Undoing, of two girls and a man in the searing hours of London bombardment. 90¢

NOW ONLY $1.00

871. THE MORTAL STORM—Phyllis Bultema. A rollicking love story, which reveals truths about life. NOW 75¢

60. OPPORTUNITIES IN GOVT EMPLOYMENT—L. J. O'Beirne. All about the Civil Service. Monarch Municipal: how to qualify for positions, salaries paid, etc. ONLY 75¢

786. AMERICAN JU-JITSU—Edward L. Alton. Shows how you can render an attacker helpless—even with a hand, a club or gun. 80¢

B129. DAMON RUNYON OMNIBUS—3 volumes in one. Nearly 1,000 pages of gags and dollops, compiled and edited by little Miss Mark, ""Funniest O'Farr,"" ""Money for Nothing,"" Formerly $5.00—$1.00

B69. SECRET AND URGENT—Fletcher Pratt. Story of a wealthy and fascinating and dasher-yarn, this exciting novel tells the history of the art of the secret. More than 400 pages. 90¢

NOW ONLY $1.00

B93. THE EPIC OF JAMES J—Adams. From Columbus to F. D. R.—an account of the best single volume on American history in existence. 95¢

T358. OF MICE AND MEN—John Steinbeck, Nobel prize winner. A tragic, semidramatic, literary classic. 49¢

B135. THE HORSE AND BUGGY DOCTOR—Arthur E. Hertzler, M.D. Handsomely reme-

nances of a country doctor who spent a lifetime bringing health and comfort to rural areas. 95¢

852. THE FAMOUS ROTH MEMORY COURSE—David M. Roth. If you can remember the things you learn as you go through life, you have found a memory course. Here is simple and easy method for remembering anything as long as you want to remember it. 90¢

B49. DRY GUILLOTINE—Rose Benkett. 15 years of murder, insanity, atrocity, among the living dead at Batac, Ilocos Island! Frightening. 90¢

175. THE SEX LIFE OF THE UNFIT—Adulthood—By Ira S. Wilc, M.D. This courageous and honest volume attacks a problem generally shied by students of social questions. ONLY 60¢

B124. STRATEGY IN HANDLING PEOPLE—Webb and Morgan. ""Keys"" methods used by successful men and women every where. ONLY 60¢

46. THE STORY OF MANKIND—With 150 vanishing colors from ancient drawings on tint panels. Animated chronology of all the world's civilizations. Interesting facts about great composers, men who created them. ONLY 75¢

50. HOW TO GET THINGS DONE—David Ser-

bury. Don't be afraid to begin! You can do anything you want to—if you know the right method! Hundreds of practical hints you lose with this book. ONLY 60¢

120. WORLD'S BEST JOKES—400 pages—33 chapters, each chapter having its own unique style. Jokes, jokes, limericks, anagrams, comic stories, puns, etc. 90¢

T47. LOUIS BERETTI—Donald Henderson Clark. The hard-boiled story of a kid from York's East Side who grew up to be a leader of tough. 90¢

831. WHISTLE STOP—M. M. Wolfe. Powerful, prize-winning best seller of lust, passion, and twisted lives in a mid-West shum town. 90¢

184. YOUR CAREER IN BUSINESS—Walter Hoving. How to land the RIGHT job and hold it—explained step-by-step by one of America's most successful executives. ONLY 60¢

B131. CONSULTATION ROOM—Frederick Leavis, M.D. Fascinating, frank autobiography of a woman's doctor whose profession brought him contact with the women at the critical periods of their lives. 90¢

B142. HOYLE'S COMPLETE AND AUTHORITATIVE BOOK OF GAMES. Official rule book for all card and other indoor games. Orig. $2.50—NOW 75¢

EXAMINE FREE AS MANY AS YOU WISH

Send No Money—Pay Nothing to Postman on Delivery—Keep Only the Ones You Want.

You may have your choice of these books for 5 DAYS FREE EXAMINATION. That is how positive we are that you will be delighted with these best-sellers. Fascinating, compelling, engaging, and with the coupon below, we'll give you many numbers of volumes you want. Mail coupon without money. Books will be sent on APPROVAL. Pay nothing in advance—nothing to postman.

Examine books for 5 days. Then send us amount due. However, IF—AFTER this free examination you do not admit these are the biggest values you ever saw, return volumes and forget the matter. But the editions of many titles are limited. Send coupon NOW to GARDEN CITY PUBLISHING COMPANY, Dept. 1310, Garden City, N. Y.

GARDEN CITY PUBLISHING COMPANY
Dept. 1310, Garden City, N. Y.
(In Canada: 215 Victoria Street, Toronto)

Please send me the books enclosed below. I will either send you, within 5 days, the correct amount, plus 5¢ postage and packing charge for each volume, or I will return any books I do not want without being obligated in any way.

(Encircle numbers of books you want)


Name_________________________
Address__________________________
City_________________State ___________

POSTAGE FREE—Check here if enclosing WITH coupon full amount of your order at once that case we pay postage and packing charges. Some refund guarantees applies of course.
You'd never expect to get great books like these top-flight best-sellers for ONLY 49¢...69¢...99¢! Not true! And many exciting titles here are being offered at these low prices for the first time! So read this latest listing carefully. Remember those names, too! They ARE not books that don't sell. Not cheaply-made books which have been rejected, cut, or revised. They are all newly printed, handsomely bound editions of modern best-sellers of Fiction, Biography, Adventure, History, the Arts, Music, Science, Sports. The exact, COMPLETE texts—printed from the original, first-edition plates. Equally surprising, the title numbers of the books are the same as you want—only for those you keep!

How Many of These Titles May We Send for FREE Examination?


T91. SIGHT WITHOUT GLASSES—Herbert M. Peppard. A tested method of restoring and keeping up your vision. NOW in leather, $1.80. Only 97¢.

T90. SECRET AGENT OF JAPAN—Annie Vosk. An exciting tale of a Japanese woman who became a spy. Illustrated with photographs. NOW in leather, $1.25. In cloth, $1.00.

T89. EYES SET FOR VICTORY—Lady Bailey Allen's Money Saving Cook Book. Shows how to make more nutritious, more delicious meals at budget cost, get necessary vitamins, etc. 1,000 recipes. ONLY $1.00.

T88. HOW TO HANDLE PEOPLE—Maxwell Drake. How to talk yourself out of a tight spot, 12 ways to get action on your ideas, a tested plan to lift yourself off the business Barrier Counter, etc. NOW in cloth, $1.00.

T87. 400 TRICKS YOU CAN DO—Howard Thurston. Fascinating magic book of coins, dice, card tricks, rope tricks. Virtually described by one of the world's best magicians. Now in cloth, $1.00.

T86. HOW TO PLAY THE PIANO BY EAR—Earl Wilson. Let a famous piano teacher spend only 50 minutes a day for 5 weeks with this course in musical theory, sightwork, large format, paper-bound. ONLY 97¢.

T85. VAN LOON'S GEOGRAPHY—Hendrik Willem Van Loon. Fascinating story of our planet, with many illustrations. NOW in cloth, $1.00.

T84. A LETTER FROM MISSIONARY—Milton Wright, author of Getting Along With People. A few minutes a day with this simple, practical book will give you new confidence, new power! NOW $1.00.

T83. 1,000 WAYS TO CHURCH-SAFE HOME. A detailed, practical manual to help young people guard against danger. NOW in cloth, $1.00.

B66. BEST KNOWN WORKS OF OSCAR WILDE. All his plays and poems, novels, the Picture of Dorian Gray, G. London: Grant, $1.00.

B29. ASTROLOGY FOR EVERYONE—Evans Adam. A name astrologer; consulted by thousands, rich and poor, now advises you from your own horoscope or love, marriage, business, future. NOW $1.00.

B36. THE HIDDEN LINCOLN—Emmanuel Hertz. The real life of Lincoln, written by a newspaperman, with papers of his law partner Harned, comes most revealing, humanizing picture of the great American. NOW $1.00.

B25. CLEOPATRA—Emil Ludwig. The world's greatest story of Cleopatra, winner of the grand amours of her time, lover, woman, warrior, queen. Formerly $3.50. NOW $1.00.


B99. THE WELL OF LONELINESS—Frances Hall. A poignant and beautiful novel, telling the story of a woman's life which developed to maturity in accordance with that nature. NOW in cloth, $1.50.

35. NEW BOOK OF ETIQUETTE—Hildia Eichler. 368 pages, fully indexed. Chapters on dinner etiquette, dancing etiquette, etiquette of courtship, tennis and other sports. NOW in cloth, $1.50.

B117. NEW WAYS IN PHOTOGRAPHY—Jacob Deschin. Modern, up-to-the-minute! Covers whole subject, from photography, night work, flash-light pictures, etc. Profusely illus.

850. NEW ART OF SPEAKING AND WRITING THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE—Shir- win Cody. Successfully used by hundreds of thousands; most valuable handbook of English ever compiled. $1.25.

888. RAIDERS OF THE DEEP—Lowell Thomas. Incredible adventures of deep sea men and their tales of breathless battles under the sea. NOW in cloth, $2.00.

732. ENDURING PASSION—Dr. Marie Stopen, Frank, sincere advice on how to build a lasting marriage relationship may be maintained through the more critical years. NOW in cloth, $1.50.


3. STORY OF PHILOSOPHY—Will Durant. America's most famous modern book—the epoch- making history of humans as great thinkers, from Socrates to John Dewey. Formerly $5.00. NOW $1.00.

622. NIGHT LIFE OF THE GODS—Thornd Smith. Side-splitting happenings when the gods and goddesses from Olympus visit Broadway.

193. GAMBLER'S DON'T GAMBLE—MacDougal and Farnum. Why professional gamblers never trust to luck. What to do when your suspicions are aroused. How to beat the gambler. How wagers are exposed, other gambling secrets. DeLuxe Ed. $3.50. NOW $1.00.

191. HAVELOCK ELLIS ON LIFE AND SEX. Frank simple discussion of facts and problems of deep interest to all mankind. DeLuxe Ed. $3.50. NOW $1.00.

126. SPANISH SELF TAUGHT—Dr. Richard S. Rosenthal. Now, with new and improved opportunities opening daily in Latin America, Spanish is the most important foreign language. Learn it quickly, in just a few minutes a day. Over 250,000 sold at $1.00. NOW $1.00.

106. YOUR MIND AND HOW TO USE IT—W. J. Conover. Famous founder of "Organization." Amazing methods of mental training proved by tests on thousands of cases. Formerly $2.50. NOW $1.00.